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DEDICATION TO 

DR. JAMES P. HOLLERS

The first portion of this history is dedicated to the memory

of Dr. James P. Hollers, who died May 17, 1976, after twenty

years of dedicated service as chair and executive director of

the San Antonio Medical Foundation.

The vision, organizational genius, and unfailing

persistence of Dr. Hollers and his colleagues resulted in the

establishment of the University of Texas Medical School and

Health Science Center at San Antonio, currently UT Health

San Antonio, and the 900-acre South Texas Medical Center

with its medical, dental, and nursing schools, hospitals, and

other medical institutions.

Dr. Hollers’s life was one of unselfish service to San

Antonio, to Texas, and to the nation:

From 1941 to 1947, he served as a member and chair of

the board of the San Antonio Independent School

District.



From 1941 to 1946, he also served as president of the

National Reserve Officers Association.

From 1949 to 1952, he served on the United States

Armed Forces Medical Policy Council.

From 1954 to 1955, he served as president of the San

Antonio District Dental Society.

In 1955, he served as president of the National

Academy of Periodontology.

In 1956, he served as president of the San Antonio

Chamber of Commerce.

In 1956 and 1960, he served as president of the Texas

Dental Association.

From 1970 to 1975, he served as a member of the Texas

Higher Education Coordinating Board.

In 1968, he received the San Antonio Exchange Club’s

Golden Deeds Award, which he richly deserved.



DEDICATION TO 

JAMES R. “JIM” REED

JIM REED, PRESIDENT, 

1999—CURRENT

The remaining portion of the history is dedicated to Jim

Reed. Jim had a distinguished career at what was then

Southwestern Bell Telephone Company and a tour as

executive director of the American Heart Association. For

the past twenty-three years and counting, he has served

with distinction as president of the Foundation.

His organizing, planning, and stewardship of Medical

Center activities at a time of unprecedented growth,

coupled with his vast health and mobility community

relationships, have resulted in what is seen today. Multiple

land transactions have occurred during his tenure as

president as well as the skillful expansion of the

Foundation’s mission. New initiatives under Jim’s leadership

include The Healthy Kids Project, Wellness Coalition, and the

promotion of collaboration among the health care and



bioscience entities through the Collaborative Grant Program

as well as the SA Bioscience Research Database website.

Jim Reed has a long history of serving the community and

Texas. His positions include:

Chair of the San Antonio Chamber of Commerce

Chair of the San Antonio Mobility Coalition, as well as

founding Chair of the Transportation Advocates of Texas

President of the Rotary Club of San Antonio

Chair of the Salvation Army Advisory Board

Founding Vice Chair of BioMed SA

Among his honors and awards are:

National Jewish Health’s Humanitarian Award

San Antonio Business Journal’s Legacy Award

North San Antonio Chamber of Commerce’s San

Antonian Award

San Antonio Mobility Coalition’s Lifetime Achievement

Award



PART ONE

HISTORY OF THE 

SAN ANTONIO MEDICAL 

FOUNDATION 

AND SOUTH TEXAS 

MEDICAL CENTER

1944–1988



Wilbur L. Matthews’s original history of the formative years

of the San Antonio Medical Foundation (hereafter referred to

as the Foundation) was prepared at the request of the

Foundation trustees in the interest of providing a narrative

that assembles the main stories of its first four decades into

a coherent narrative.

Wilbur Matthews’s original text was conscientiously

written and included a great deal of detail based on the

copious minutes of the Foundation’s meetings, as well as

those of the UT Board of Regents. This narrative focuses on

the information of greatest relevance to a reader seeking to

understand the challenges faced by the early trustees, and

their significant accomplishments.

The story that Wilbur Matthews assembled is one of

tremendous significance for San Antonio. As he put it so well

in his summary statement, “The transformation of the Nix

Dairy Farm and adjacent land into the major medical center

in a period of twenty-six years is San Antonio’s greatest

community achievement.”

We are greatly indebted to Wilbur Matthews for

undertaking the labor of love and dedication this history

represents and for his other work as a trustee and board

chair of the Foundation over many years. He chronicled the

extraordinary leadership exercised by exceptional men and

women over the course of the first forty-four years of the

Foundation who, working as a team, realized the dream of a

medical school and surrounding medical center for San

Antonio.

The people of San Antonio, and all of South Texas, have

benefited greatly from those efforts.



CHAPTER ONE

1944–1961

The Fifteen-Year Campaign to Establish a

Medical School in San Antonio

Due to the development of its major military bases during

World War II and the business and population growth that

development engendered, San Antonio was challenged by

its underdevelopment relative to other major Texas cities

such as Houston and Dallas.

One of the areas in which San Antonio was perceived to

be most underdeveloped was in medical services and

medical education. Local leadership, centered in the San

Antonio Chamber of Commerce, decided it would be

advantageous to San Antonio’s overall economic and civic

development to become the site of a medical school in the

University of Texas System.

Rather than seek to establish San Antonio’s own unique

medical school from the outset, a chamber committee

began work on a project they called “Removal of the Texas

University Medical School from Galveston to San Antonio.”

They held their first meeting on December 27, 1944.



LEGISLATIVE ACTION

The committee prepared a resolution for the Texas

Legislature that the University of Texas Medical School at

Galveston should be relocated to “a more central location in

the state.” The committee members believed that, should

such a resolution pass, a second resolution would be

introduced to specifically propose the medical school be

moved to San Antonio.

While that idea might have seemed prudent, when the

resolution was introduced in the Texas Senate, it naturally

met fierce opposition from representatives of Galveston and

Houston. That legislative blow-up also garnered significant

press coverage in San Antonio and throughout the state.

When it came up for a vote, however, the resolution

received nineteen of the twenty-one votes needed for

passage. As a result of that close vote, the chamber of

commerce and others were encouraged and thought it

feasible to make such an effort again.

Because chamber of commerce committees change

membership each year, the members of the original

committee realized this effort would take time and

persistence, and decided it would be best to establish a

permanent medical foundation for the purpose of bringing a

medical school to San Antonio.

Wilbur Matthews comments, “This turned out to be a

wise plan.” The task of establishing a University of Texas

Medical School in San Antonio would prove to be an

exceedingly difficult endeavor that severely challenged the

talents and patience of some of the city’s most qualified and

motivated civic leaders.

A NEW COMMITTEE



In April of 1946, sixteen months after the first chamber

committee met to attempt the legislative coup of bringing

the medical school to San Antonio, Chamber President Perry

Shankle appointed a “Committee to Prepare a Draft of Plans

for the Establishment of the San Antonio Medical

Foundation” and attorney Jack Lewis was elected its chair.

Minutes of that committee’s first meeting on April 3,

1946, show that members realized the effort to relocate the

medical school from Galveston would encounter “inherent

difficulties,” and resolved that its “future efforts shall be to

obtain the establishment in San Antonio of a University of

Texas Medical School which will involve no change in the

status of the school at Galveston.”

At the outset of their work, committee members met with

representatives of the Bexar County Medical Society and the

Bexar County Hospital District (hereafter referred to as the

Hospital District) Board of Directors (now operating as

University Health System) which operated what was then

the Robert B. Green Hospital, San Antonio’s only publicly

owned and operated hospital. As a result of those

discussions, the Medical Society and the Hospital District

proposed a plan under which the Robert B. Green Hospital

would “form a nucleus” for the new Foundation, which would

be “open to all members of the Bexar County Medical

Society.” They proposed a governance structure featuring a

board of three doctors appointed by the Medical Society and

three laymen appointed by the chamber of commerce. The

seventh, tie-breaking member of the board was proposed to

be an executive director employed by the Foundation.

For reasons unspecified in Wilbur Matthews’s original

history, the chamber of commerce committee rejected that

proposal and created instead a business model for the

Foundation similar to that of the M. D. Anderson Foundation,

which was charged with the development and stewardship

of the 134-acre Hermann Park property that was to become

Houston’s famed medical center.



When the organization’s initial leadership incorporated

the Foundation on January 22, 1947, they stipulated that its

mission would be to “Promote and provide for or assist in

the establishment, support and maintenance of facilities for

(1) medical, dental, and nursing education (2)

hospitalization and treatment of the sick and afflicted, and

(3) research in the field of health and in the science of

medicine and dentistry.”

The charter also stipulated that its Board of Trustees

would be composed of not less than seven and not more

than twenty-one members.

STATE AND FEDERAL BILLS

At the same time committee members were preparing the

articles of incorporation, some of them were already busy

crafting what would be the first of several bills to be

introduced into the Texas Legislature for the purpose of

establishing and funding a new medical school as part of the

UT System.

The first such effort, H.B. 61, was introduced in the Texas

House in January 1947. It called for “the Board of Regents of

the University of Texas to apply to the appropriate agency of

the Federal Government for the acquisition of the Arsenal

Properties near the center of the city” and other properties.

H.B. 61, passed by a nearly unanimous vote in both the

House and Senate, also called for the appropriation of

$100,000 for building renovation and $750,000 in 1948 and

1949 for the operation and maintenance of the school.

There was just one problem with this bill. As Wilbur

Matthews points out, “It never became law because there

were no available funds.”

The committee members were also active at the federal

level and worked with Rep. Paul J. Kilday of San Antonio to

introduce in the US House of Representatives a new bill “for



the conveyance to the San Antonio Medical Foundation the

portion of the San Antonio Arsenal Property determined to

be surplus.” While this bill passed in the House of

Representatives, it never made it to the floor of the Senate.

Undaunted, in 1948, the Foundation Trustees

collaborated with their friends in the San Antonio Chamber

of Commerce on the introduction of a new piece of

legislation (S.B. 493) that proposed the creation of a

medical branch of the UT System in San Antonio. The bill

also featured funding provisions similar to those in H.B. 61.

With significant opposition this time from representatives

of Dallas, Houston, Austin, and other cities, the original

language was significantly modified to delete specific

mention of San Antonio as the location of the medical

school. The new language specified that the legislation

would authorize a new medical branch at “such location,

other than Galveston, as the Board of Regents may select.”

The legislation also carried a provision designating that

the “House of Delegates of the Texas State Medical

Association is hereby appointed as a Committee to make a

survey” that would report to the Board of Regents

“recommendations as to a location for the establishment of

a medical school.”

This watered-down bill was, of course, a significant

disappointment to the Foundation Trustees as well as to the

chamber of commerce. They made determined efforts to

convince both the Board of Regents and the House of

Delegates that San Antonio should be the designated place

for such a new medical school.

Their efforts were in vain.

The regents instead opted to put their dollars into Dallas,

accepting an offer, backed by the Dallas legislative

delegation and the Texas State Medical Association, to take

over the privately held Southwestern Medical School and

make it a part of the UT System.



That significant setback in 1948 created a six-year lull in

local efforts to scale the walls of what might have then

seemed to be the impregnable fortress of vested interests in

the Texas Legislature and the UT System.

FUNDRAISING

During the period from 1948 to 1956, the Foundation

directed its efforts toward raising funds for and

administering a postgraduate medical training school at the

Robert B. Green Hospital, under a plan authored by UT

President T. S. Painter. Wilbur Matthews reports that the

Foundation received donations amounting to $40,000 for

this program, which provided salary supplements to medical

residents at the Robert B. Green Hospital who had

completed their internships.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

In the period between 1954 and 1955, two new

developments gave impetus to the efforts to secure a

medical school for San Antonio.

One development was the establishment of a new

Hospital Committee at the San Antonio Chamber of

Commerce, composed of former members of the now

disbanded Medical School Committee, plus Howell Jones

from the chamber and Dr. John M. Smith, Jr., of the Bexar

County Medical Society. Wilbur Matthews reports that this

committee considered sites for possible new hospitals in the

Olmos Basin and other locations.

The second significant development of this period came

in May 1954 when this committee successfully lobbied the

Southwest Texas Conference of the Methodist Church to



locate a new hospital administered by the Conference in San

Antonio.

At a special meeting of the Conference in January 1955,

the Methodist leadership voted to construct and operate a

new general acute care hospital in San Antonio with one

proviso—that “an acceptable 25 acres of land and

preliminary financing of $1.5 million would be contributed

by the people of San Antonio.”

This remarkable development catalyzed a fateful and

historic collaboration between the members of the San

Antonio Chamber of Commerce’s Hospital Committee and

the Foundation Trustees. Both parties saw the decision of

the Southwest Texas Conference of the Methodist Church to

build a new hospital as a tremendous opportunity to resume

efforts to locate a new medical school—perhaps on the

same general parcel of land.

The members of the Hospital Committee and the

Foundation Trustees began working together to seek

contributions for the financing and land needed for an

appropriate site for the Methodist Hospital and the medical

school.

This effort, too, was fraught with difficulties stemming

from competing visions for the future development of San

Antonio, as the location of a future medical school and

major new hospital would obviously drive considerable real

estate and other business development.

On April 30, 1956, the Foundation Trustees toured two

distinct 200-acre sites for possible future development. One

was located at the corner of West Commerce and Callaghan

Road and consisted of land originally acquired by Tom Slick

for the Southwest Foundation for Research and Education.

The other was located north of the Oak Hills Country Club,

between Babcock and Fredericksburg Roads, and was

owned by a consortium of Northside real estate developers.

It became known as the Oak Hills site.



BUILDING CONSENSUS

The process of building consensus among the Foundation

Trustees and other San Antonio civic and business leaders

over the site itself was fraught with difficulty, as became

evident at a luncheon at the St. Anthony Hotel held after the

morning tour.

At that luncheon, the trustees were joined by

representatives of the City of San Antonio, Bexar County

Medical Society, the Methodist Church, the Robert B. Green

Hospital, Brooke Army Medical Center, and the landowners.

As Wilbur Matthews puts it, that meeting “brought to the

surface the strong differences of opinion with reference to

the location of the medical school outside of the downtown

area near the Robert B. Green Hospital.”

One group, allied with the Downtown Merchants and

Property Owners Association, wanted the hospital and

medical school to be located downtown near the Robert B.

Green Hospital. The other group, including the majority of

the of the Medical Foundation Trustees, wanted the hospital

and medical school to be in the Oak Hills location.

Two of the Foundation Trustees were not pleased with the

emerging consensus and strongly believed that the site

should be downtown. As a result, in July 1956, both Jack

Lewis and Nat Goldsmith resigned as trustees. This was

quite a significant development, as Jack Lewis had

previously led the efforts to secure a medical school for San

Antonio.

At a regular meeting of the Foundation Board of Trustees

on September 25, 1956, the trustees voted to accept the

resignations of both Lewis and Goldsmith.

It was at this important juncture that James P. Hollers,

DDS, who was at that time president of the San Antonio

Chamber of Commerce, began to rise to prominence in the

Foundation. He was elected to succeed Jack Lewis at the

same time that Harold Vagtborg, president of Southwest



Research Institute, was elected to succeed Nat Goldsmith.

Dr. Hollers, in Wilbur Matthews’s words, “became the

dynamic leader of the effort” to bring a University of Texas

Medical School to San Antonio.

At that same meeting, attorney Leroy G. Denman, Jr., was

elected chair of the Board of Trustees. His colleagues

requested that he meet with Carl E. Gaskin and the other

developers known as the Oak Hills Group about their desire

to give 200 acres of land near Oak Hills Country Club to the

Foundation.

At that meeting, some significant changes were made to

the by-laws of the organization as well, providing for a

twelve-member board of voting trustees, divided into three

four-member groups to each serve for three years on a

staggered basis.

Leroy Denman got to work right away. Over the course of

that fall, he conducted meetings with Randolph Carter,

attorney for the Methodist Hospital, and with

representatives of the Oak Hills Group. As a result of those

meetings, at the December 1956 meeting of the

Foundation’s board, he presented for consideration a series

of draft agreements under which, if approved by the board,

the landowners would promptly deed 27 acres of the 200-

acre tract to the Southwest Texas Methodist Hospital and

would later deed 170.57 adjoining acres to the San Antonio

Medical Foundation.

The landowners stipulated, however, that if the

Foundation’s board agreed to accept the land, then the

Foundation would need to agree to locate the proposed

medical school on some part of that site.

The Board of Trustees approved the agreement and

accepted both the land and the landowners’ condition.

Now that the Foundation had made changes to its

leadership and acquired the 170.57 acres of land, tensions

over the location of the medical school began to ease. The



trustees began to turn their attention to the task of securing

the medical school.

SECURING THE MEDICAL SCHOOL

Once again, this process would not be easy, as intense

controversy over the location of the medical school would

resurface. Fortunately, Dr. Hollers’s considerable leadership

skills, combined with those of several prominent physicians,

helped the Foundation and the San Antonio Chamber of

Commerce to take a new tack in their efforts toward

securing the medical school.

On December 20, 1956, Dr. Hollers called together a

group of prominent physicians and an attorney who was a

former member of the Texas Legislature at the newly

organized Argyle Club for the purpose of bringing new life to

the efforts of the San Antonio Chamber of Commerce to

bring a medical school to San Antonio.

At first, their strategic approach was directed to the

Texas Legislature and they prepared information for the

purpose of introducing a bill which would authorize a

medical school, as their predecessors had attempted in

years past.

Fortunately, the committee included Dr. Merton Minter,

who in addition to being a physician, served as a regent of

the University of Texas. He informed his fellow committee

members that they needed to first approach the

Commission on Higher Education (now known as the Texas

Higher Education Coordinating Board) and obtain their

endorsement before going to the legislature for an

appropriation of funds.

Dr. Hollers and the committee members accepted this

advice. On April 8, 1957, they made the case for a medical

school in San Antonio to the Commission on Higher

Education in Austin. Hal Dewar, a San Antonian on the



commission, helped Dr. Hollers schedule his appearance. Dr.

Hollers received encouragement from Ralph T. Green, PhD,

Bruce Thomas, and other members of the commission,

including Hal Dewar, in what was without doubt the most

significant development in the drive to establish a medical

school in San Antonio for many years.

A NEW CHAIRMAN

As Wilbur Matthews notes in his original history, the role

played by Dr. Minter and Hal Dewar in creating this opening

with the Commission on Higher Education was of great

importance, and they deserve significant recognition for

their aid at that crucial time.

This development in turn led to a realization on the part

of the leadership of the Foundation that Dr. Hollers had

considerable leadership potential in his own right. At a

meeting of the Foundation Trustees on September 20, 1957,

Chair Leroy Denman observed the Foundation had become

“somewhat dormant for several years,” and recognized Dr.

Hollers for his work as president of the chamber of

commerce to bring a medical school to San Antonio.

Denman felt it would be in the best interests of the

Foundation to elect Dr. Hollers as its new chair, citing Dr.

Hollers’s distinguished record of leadership. That record

included his service on the Armed Forces Medical Policy

Council under the Secretary of Defense and his service as

chair of the board of the San Antonio Independent School

District, in addition to his service as president of the

chamber.

The result of that recognition and Denman’s formal

resignation as board chair (but not as a trustee) at that

meeting was the unanimous election of Dr. Hollers as the

Foundation’s new chair, and the acceptance, with regret, of

Leroy Denman’s resignation.



Dr. Hollers accepted his new responsibilities with

seriousness and energy, and moved forward to leverage as

best he could the initial encouragement he had received

from the Commission on Higher Education.

A STUDY, A FORMAL REPORT, AND A NEW BILL

In the 1957 session of the Texas Legislature, Dr. Hollers

succeeded in obtaining passage by the Texas House and

Senate of a resolution directing the Commission on Higher

Education to engage in a study of the need for a medical

school in San Antonio which would result in a formal report

that would express their professional recommendations in

that regard.

In the latter half of 1958, Dr. Hollers on three occasions

led groups of Foundation Trustees and members of the

Bexar County Medical Society to Austin to meet with staff

members of the commission. The result of those meetings

was the commission’s approval of a report, issued on

December 15, 1958, finding “an existing need for the

formulation of a long-range plan for the establishment of a

third, fully State-supported Medical branch of the University

of Texas.”

In a move indicative of the controversial nature of the

question of the site for such a school, no mention was made

in that report of any possible location.

Two days later, on December 17, at a meeting of the

Foundation Trustees, Dr. Hollers suggested that the Bexar

County legislative delegation be asked to submit a new bill

specifically authorizing planning for a new University of

Texas-affiliated medical school in San Antonio on the basis

of purely private support for such planning.

It should be noted that the Foundation and the chamber

had already engaged in some quiet lobbying on behalf of

this idea, including mailing to all members of the Texas



Legislature a brochure making the case for a medical school

in San Antonio. It utilized the same information that they

had already presented to the Commission on Higher

Education and other public bodies.

Attorneys C. Stanley Banks and Leroy Denman wrote a

bill (H.B. 9) that was to prove both historic and decisive.

H.B. 9 was introduced and passed in January 1959, and

directed the Board of Regents “to establish a Medical branch

or Department of the University of Texas within the County

of Bexar, State of Texas, to be known as the South Texas

Medical School.”

The bill only authorized a planning process until such

time as appropriations had been made for the purpose of

actually establishing the school.

In the Senate Committee on Education, the bill was

amended to make authorization contingent on the city or

county providing “a suitable teaching hospital located within

one mile of the campus of said school.”

While that proviso was put into the bill by a Dallas

Senator who believed it would put such a burden on the

community of San Antonio that the medical school would be

scuttled, the Foundation took the final passage of the

Senate bill as a great opportunity for eventually securing

not only a medical school but a teaching hospital as well.

Thanks to Dr. Hollers’s leadership, at the time of the bill’s

passage, the Board of Regents had already begun their own

planning process for a medical school.

The Downtown vs. Oak Hills Location

Controversy

With authorization for planning at the state level, Dr. Hollers

had to deal with the still unresolved conflict within the San



Antonio medical and business communities over the

location of a medical school and, now, a teaching hospital.

He did so with considerable tact by establishing the

South Texas Medical School Development Committee.

SOUTH TEXAS MEDICAL SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT

COMMITTEE

This committee was formed in the wake of a visit to San

Antonio in the latter part of 1959 by a survey team

composed of members of the staff of the Board of Regents

for the purpose of inspecting the Robert B. Green and other

hospitals, and the two proposed sites that had set off the

location controversy of 1956.

Dr. Hollers clearly understood that he needed to find

some way of bringing about a process that would both

resolve the local controversy and convince the staff of the

Board of Regents that San Antonio was capable of meeting

the challenges posed by this project.

He formed a committee composed of persons in favor of

a downtown medical school near the Robert B. Green

Hospital, persons in favor of the Oak Hills location, and a

cross section of uncommitted business and professional

people.

According to Wilbur Matthews, the original charge of the

committee was to develop a plan which would “support and

improve the Robert B. Green Hospital,” and at the same

time “establish a site of suitable size for the medical school

and for a teaching hospital to be built and operated by the

Bexar County Hospital District.” The group came to be

called “the Committee of one hundred.”

They moved quickly.



SITE SELECTION STUDIES

By January of 1960, the committee had commissioned a site

selection study to be undertaken by Dr. George T. Harrell,

Dean of the College of Medicine at the University of Florida,

and Vice President Dr. William R. Willard of the University of

Kentucky Medical School. They delivered their report on May

4, 1960.

Concurrently with that study, the Board of Regents

commissioned their own study of the question of site

selection, directed by Dr. Joseph C. Hinsey, Director of

Cornell University’s Medical Center.

Both reports concurred that Oak Hills was the best

possible site because it had the potential to meet the need

for additional land—as much as 500 acres—deemed

necessary for the future development of not only a medical

school and teaching hospital, but also for a medical center

surrounding those institutions.

The Committee of one hundred therefore called for

the issuance of a Bexar County bond, with an

appropriate tax increase to service it, for the

rehabilitation of the Robert B. Green Hospital;

a pledge to the Board of Regents that San Antonio

would in “several years” erect a new, 300-bed hospital

on the Oak Hills site, to be used in conjunction with the

Methodist Hospital and the Robert B. Green Hospital as

a teaching hospital; and the sum of $100,000 from the

Board of Regents for intensive planning involving the

committee, the Board of Managers of the Bexar County

Hospital District, and others, for the implementation of

this program.

These recommendations were approved by the

Foundation Trustees on May 11, 1960.



COSTS

One month later, on June 11, 1960, the trustees voted to

employ professional consultants familiar with hospital

construction costs to provide the Board of Regents with a

reliable estimate of the amount of funds required for Robert

B. Green Hospital improvements and the construction of a

new, 300-bed teaching hospital.

That vote led to a report, delivered on December 2,

1960, by Mr. Edward A. Salmon, an expert on hospital

design, prepared in conjunction with Dr. A. J. Gill, Dean of

the Southwestern Medical School in Dallas, to a joint

meeting of the Foundation Trustees, the Committee of one

hundred, the Board of Managers of the Bexar County

Hospital District, the Commissioners of Bexar County, and

various citizens and other employed experts.

Mr. Salmon estimated improvements to the Robert B.

Green at $1.5 million, which included $250,000 for

alterations to the structure and $150,000 for additional

“mechanical facilities.”

He estimated the cost of a new 300-bed teaching

hospital at $5 million. He noted that the project would be

eligible for funding under the federal Hill-Burton Act, which

would provide matching funds in the amount of $10 million

and would make possible the construction of a 500-bed

facility.

Those present at the meeting agreed that the Hospital

District would place a bond issue in the amount of $6.5

million before the voters of Bexar County, embracing both

the renovation of the Robert B. Green Hospital and the new

teaching hospital.

The voters approved that bond in its entirety on January

31, 1961, by a majority of seven to one.

CONTINUED CONTROVERSY AND RESOLUTION



Even at this point, however, there were still powerful

downtown interests who were lobbying for the medical

school to be located next to the Robert B. Green Hospital.

On March 13, 1961, future San Antonio Mayor Walter W.

McAllister, Jr., then president of the Downtown Merchants

and Property Owners’ Association, informed his fellow

members that the Board of Managers of the Hospital District

had “indicated its willingness to provide approximately a

one-half city block of property for construction of a medical

school adjacent to the present hospital.” Their board had

written to Senator Franklin Spears and the entire Bexar

County legislative delegation requesting his bill for the

authorization of construction funds be amended to require

that the medical school be constructed on the downtown

site to be provided by the Hospital District.

Senator Spears rejected that request, saying that

“injecting the site controversy into the legislation could

jeopardize the entire project.”

Very shortly after Mayor McAllister’s March 13 letter, at

its regular meeting during the period of March 17 through

19, 1961, the Board of Regents of the University of Texas

made a series of decisive statements and

recommendations, citing their decision on October 1, 1959,

to adopt a resolution locating what was beginning to be

known as the South Texas Medical School at the Oak Hills

site.

In sum, they stated they were willing to begin formal

planning for the medical school on that site as soon as funds

were appropriated by the Texas Legislature. Moreover, they

urged the San Antonio legislative delegation to seek

sufficient funding in the next legislative session for the

building of the first unit of the medical school.

They further asked, on March 19, 1961, that the

Foundation transfer to the State of Texas 100 acres out of

their 170-acre tract for the Medical Center site, stating

“medical schools flourish best in medical centers.” Citing



that both Dallas and Houston had found their original tracts

of land to be insufficient for growth, they urged “interested

groups in San Antonio” to acquire at least another 150

additional acres of land for “long-term expansion.”

With those statements, the UT Board of Regents put an

end to the controversy over location and provided the

foundation for the establishment of the University of Texas

Health Science Center at San Antonio (now UT Health San

Antonio) and what are now the many constituents of the

South Texas Medical Center.



CHAPTER TWO

1961–1977

The Acquisition of Land for the Medical

Center

The Foundation Trustees responded promptly and positively

to the regents’ request and conveyed the land on July 10,

1961.

On that same day, they also entered into agreement with

the regents to find additional “suitable adjacent land for the

future development of the Medical Center.”

The agreement stipulated that any lands the Foundation

might convey to others in future should be conveyed by

deed, lease, or use agreements “only with legally binding

restrictions stipulating that said land is to be used

exclusively in the public interest for medical and other

health service purposes or for purposes ancillary thereto by

agencies providing patient care and treatment, education,

training and/ or research.”

The agreement further required the Foundation to not

transfer any land to any hospital agency unless the

university certified that a “satisfactory agreement [had]

been reached with the agency to use the hospital for



teaching purposes or that no teaching agreement [was]

required.”

In conveying that land and entering into that agreement,

the Foundation ensured San Antonio would become home to

not only a medical school but also a flourishing health

science community that would in time come to be called the

South Texas Medical Center.

The University of Texas Regents had urged the

Foundation to pursue the acquisition of only another 150

acres for future expansion. After reviewing both the Hinsey

Report commissioned by the Board of Regents in 1959 and

the Harrell Report commissioned by the DeCoursey

Committee in 1960, the Foundation Trustees decided in

1961 that future growth over a fifty-year period would

require the acquisition of an additional 600 acres.

FUNDRAISING, LAND ACQUISITION, AND

EXPANDING MEMBERSHIP

The trustees next turned their attention to the task of

raising the estimated $2 million required for the expansion.

In 1962, the board recognized it needed to expand its

membership in order to meet the challenge, and the

trustees amended their by-laws to include twenty-two

members.

The new board consisted of many of the most recognized

civic, business, and religious leaders in San Antonio,

representing a diverse range of business and professional

backgrounds. Notable members of the board, other than

Leroy Denman and Drs. Hollers and Minter, included Charles

C. Butt of H-E-B Grocery Company; Tom C. Frost, Jr., of Frost

Bank; car dealership owner Frank M. Gillespie, Jr.; Melrose

Holmgreen of Alamo Iron Works; James H. Calvert of Joske’s

of Texas; Thomas B. Slick, who had numerous business

interests and founded Southwest Foundation for Biomedical



Research and Southwest Research Institute, as well as the

Mind Science Foundation; Rabbi David Jacobson of Temple

Beth-El; and Sid Katz, a businessman with many interests

who would play a major role in the acquisition of land for the

Medical Center.

These and others, who in the words of Wilbur Matthews

were “seasoned veterans of great ability who understood

the objectives of the Foundation,” played major roles in

raising the $2 million required for the additional 600 acres.

In 1962, Dr. Hollers appointed a Land Acquisition

Committee that included Sid Katz, Melrose Holmgreen, C. W.

Miller, and Leslie Neal, Sr. This committee was empowered

to negotiate for the purchase of at least 400 additional acres

and to lead the fundraising effort. The committee was also

authorized to call on all the other members of the board to

assist in the fundraising campaign.

Sid Katz was uniquely qualified to engage in this task. As

a member of the board of the Methodist Hospital, he had

taken a leading role in raising funds for the planning and

construction of the facility on the Oak Hills site. He had also

worked closely with Dr. Hollers and Leroy Denman in the

negotiations that led up to the donation of the original 200

acres of land from Five Oaks, Inc., the group of real estate

investors who came to be called the Oak Hills Group.

As Matthews describes it, “acting virtually alone but with

the assistance of lawyer members of the Board, [Katz]

bargained for the various lands that now comprise the

Medical Center.”

It must be noted though that other members of the

committee assisted Katz in his work by making significant

expenditures of their own funds for securing options to

purchase land. Within a two-day period at the end of

December of that year, Sid Katz and the members of the

committee made three decisive purchases totaling 299.42

acres in the immediate vicinity of the original 200 acres at a

total cost of $772,786.



According to Wilbur Matthews, all the funds for those

acquisitions came from donations.

No other acquisitions were made during the period of

1961 to 1964. In 1965, however, demand for sites in the

area from health care-related institutions grew considerably.

In recognition of that demand, the Foundation proceeded

in 1965 and 1966 with the acquisition of two more parcels of

land totaling 146.53 acres. Some 134.41 acres were

purchased in 1965 for $521,665. Another 12.12 acres were

acquired through an exchange of 10 acres of property

already in the possession of the Foundation. See Appendix A

for a complete and chronological list of land purchases.

With few exceptions, the land was purchased by making

small down payments and then providing 6 percent

promissory notes in which the Foundation agreed to pay the

balance out over three to five years. The trustees did,

planning to raise sufficient funds each year to meet the

payments. The total cost of the land, which amounted to

445.95 acres, including interest, surveying, and initial street

work, was over $2 million.

The fundraising campaign to secure those funds lasted

from 1961 to 1968 and engaged donors from every major

business in San Antonio. It was, without a doubt, the most

significant public fundraising campaign in San Antonio’s

history up to that point.

THE MASTER PLAN

In 1961, at the same time the Foundation began to pursue

the acquisition of properties, the trustees began to discuss

the need for a master plan for the Medical Center that would

include the medical school and the development of other

appropriate facilities.

On August 9, 1961, at a meeting of the trustees, Dr.

Hollers appointed a Master Plan Committee that was chaired



by Leslie R. Neal, Sr., with Victor H. Braunig and Melrose

Holmgreen representing the Foundation. They were joined

by Charles A. Sparenberg, comptroller for the University of

Texas System; William D. Hamrick of Methodist Hospital; and

Walter Walthall, MD, a prominent physician and member of

the Bexar County Hospital Board.

Sparenberg, through his work in the UT System, was

familiar with the work of a number of planners of medical

and educational institutions, and he recommended several

such persons to the committee. The committee sent

requests for proposals to the persons whom he

recommended and received three presentations from the

finalists.

After due consideration, the committee recommended

Ellerbe & Company of St. Paul, Minnesota, as principal

planners for the Medical Center; Bartlett Cocke & Associates

of San Antonio as architectural planners; and Phelps,

Dewees, and Simmons of San Antonio for engineering

planning.

These firms appeared to be appropriate choices in that

they had already been employed by the University of Texas

Regents as planners for the South Texas Medical School. The

Bexar County Hospital Board and the Foundation agreed

they would split the $25,000 in total fees for all three

entities for a master plan for the Medical Center.

THE ELLERBE PLAN

The Ellerbe Plan, as it came to be called, was not well

received for a variety of reasons. It even caused something

of a public relations problem for the Foundation.

Presented to the trustees on November 20, 1962, the

plan included all the lands that had been acquired or were

under purchase contracts at that time, and a map that

divided the entire area into sites labeled for various uses,



such as Patient Self-Care Cottages, Research Buildings,

Administration Building, Service Buildings, Long-Stay

Institutions, and Medical Arts (office) Buildings. It included

space for unforeseen medical developments, as well as the

designation of land along Hamilton Wolfe Road for

commercial projects.

That map was reproduced and given considerable

publicity.

The various area use plans were immediately subject to

scrutiny and, as it turned out, significant criticism. Another

major problem with the plan, the trustees observed, was its

designation of certain areas distant from the hospitals and

the medical school for office, administration, and service

buildings. The trustees felt it would be better for such

buildings to be closer to the medical school and its adjacent

hospitals.

Given these and other objections, the Ellerbe Plan’s

major recommendations were rejected. The only features of

the plan that won approval were the plan for streets and the

location plans for surface drainage, certain main water

supply lines, and sewer lines. Those elements came from

Bartlett Cocke and from Phelps, Dewees, and Simmons of

San Antonio.

A NEW POLICY

As a result of all the publicity, the Foundation began to

receive numerous applications for nursing homes. By this

time, the Foundation had established an Admissions

Committee in charge of vetting applications from various

health-related businesses for allocation of land within the

Medical Center. At the trustee’s meeting held on April 22,

1963, Chair Dr. John M. Smith, Jr., of the Admissions

Committee reported that the Admissions Committee

recommended the denial of a nursing home application, and



the trustees went one step further. On a motion by Charles

C. Butt, the Foundation approved a new policy stating that

all nursing home applicants in future will be informed that a

private nursing home “does not qualify for operation on

property of the South Texas Medical Center owned by the

San Antonio Medical Foundation.”

The policy for the Foundation continues to the present

day.

It may well be that the disastrous Ellerbe Plan had a

profound effect on the Foundation Trustees in relation to the

whole business of master planning. When proposals for a

new master plan for the Medical Center were again

presented in 1973 by representatives of, remarkably, both

Ellerbe & Company and Medical Planning Associates of

Malibu, California, they were soundly rejected.

As Wilbur Matthews observes, “the majority of the

trustees of the Foundation concluded that it was unwise to

spend money on plans without being able to anticipate the

type of future institutions involved in the plans and needs of

the organizations that would finance them.”

The Development of the Medical Center

Infrastructure: Streets, Utilities, and Power

Plant

The installation of appropriate streets and utility facilities,

including a central power plant, was a complex process that

required a considerable amount of coordination and

cooperation among the members of the boards and staffs of

the various entities involved.



Those entities included

the City of San Antonio for streets, a new fire station,

and the extension of sewer lines;

the City Public Service Board for the extension of

electric power lines and gas lines and the installation of

underground power lines;

the Bexar County Commissioners’ Court for securing

funds to improve Hamilton Wolfe Road (at that time

located in the county);

the City Water Board for the extension of the water

system and the installation of large-diameter pipes and

fire hydrants for fire protection; and

Southwestern Bell for the installation of new

underground phone and other service lines into the

Medical Center.

Dr. Hollers presided over the meetings of these entities,

and while there was a spirit of enthusiastic cooperation,

problems inevitably arose which required his constant

attention and that of attorneys from the Planning

Committee. Attorneys of the Foundation and those over the

various public agencies worked together as construction

began.

Due to the complex nature of this process, streets with

installed utilities for serving the Southwest Texas Methodist

Hospital did not open until 1963. Another four years passed

before the first street paving and utilities were completed

for Louis Pasteur Drive, which formed the southern

boundary of the Medical Center.

Babcock Road, a part of what is now Merton Minter

Boulevard, would receive some improvements by 1967.

Wurzbach Road, Medical Drive, and Floyd Curl Drive were

not completed until 1971.



CENTRAL ENERGY PLANT

In 1963, the members of the Planning Committee undertook

to commission a study of what would be required for a

central energy plant to cool and heat the buildings in the

Medical Center. Victor Braunig, as a member of the Planning

Committee and former general manager of City Public

Service, took a leading role in this effort and enlisted the

assistance of engineers on the CPS staff. Wilbur Matthews,

at that time the CPS Board’s attorney, began working with

Foundation Trustee Stanley Banks, Jr., on a form of service

agreement that would create the terms for the Medical

Center’s various institutions to become customers of what

came to be called the Central Energy Plant.

The CPS engineers, after conducting an extensive survey

of central energy systems throughout the United States,

requested estimates from the architects and engineers

working to plan the medical school and the teaching

hospital of the thermal units they would require for the new

institutions.

Due to the long delay in funding the medical school, the

preparations of specifications for the Central Energy Plant

were also delayed. It was not until August 20, 1965, two

years after the start of the planning effort, that the

Foundation entered into an agreement with Power

Generation, Inc., of Houston for the construction and

operation of a chilled water and steam plant. In October of

that year, Power Generation placed materials and

equipment for the construction project on the designated

site on the north side of Wurzbach Road near its intersection

with Medical Drive.

Power Generation surprised Foundation Trustees,

however, by removing all of its materials and equipment

from the construction site, having filed for bankruptcy on

December 20, 1966. The timing of this move could not have

been more disruptive for the entire Medical Center, as the



regents were about to commence construction of the

medical school and the Bexar County Hospital District was

about to start construction of the teaching hospital. Both

institutions, of course, needed the Central Energy Plant.

Things became even more challenging for the Foundation

when the trustee appointed by the bankruptcy court ruled

that the contract with the Foundation represented an asset

and set about trying to sell the contract. The Foundation’s

attorneys responded well to this emergency. After several

hearings, they secured the surrender and cancellation of the

contract with Power Generation, Inc.

New arrangements were promptly made by the medical

school and the teaching hospital with Lone Star Energy,

which served UT Health SA, University Hospital, the Audie

Murphy Veterans Hospital, and adjacent facilities.

Cooperative Activities in the South Texas

Medical Center

By 1971, the Medical Center had become populated with

quite a variety of institutions. The Foundation made an

attempt in that year to establish a Coordinating Council of

Directors and Administrators for the South Texas Medical

Center.

They initiated that effort with a meeting in the ballroom

of the San Antonio Country Club at which the CEOs and

other administrators of all of the principal institutions of the

Medical Center were present. Although they organized the

council to coordinate activities within the center for the

maximum benefit of all concerned, actually implementing

such cooperation proved difficult.

Leaders of this effort included President of the board of

the Methodist Hospital Jack Ringer and John A. Bradley, PhD,



administrator of Santa Rosa Medical Center. The committee

discussed quite a number of cooperative efforts to establish

services for centralized parking lot operations, ground

maintenance, laundry work, supplemental security services,

centralized record keeping and computer research facilities,

a central medical library indexing and research facility, and

last but not by any means least, a central childcare center

for infants and minor children of nurses and other

employees.

While various managers joined together in committees

and made cost efficiency studies, each of the organizations

continued to satisfy its own needs through independent

action. As a result, the cooperative efforts came to an end.

The subject of centralized childcare came up again in

1980, again with no result.

The Coordinating Committee was resurrected in 1982

under the leadership of Dr. John M. Smith, Jr., for the

purpose of working out problems relating to bus

transportation to and within the Medical Center, and to help

resolve problems relating to electricity, gas, and other

public utilities.



Building of the Medical Center

By 1967, the Foundation’s properties were teeming with

construction activity and many buildings were completed

and in use. In 1968, the medical school and the teaching

hospital were completed—certainly a major accomplishment

for everyone involved, and a great credit to the vision and

dedication of the Foundation Trustees.

DEDICATIONS AND OPENINGS

On July 12, 1968, the San Antonio community celebrated

the dedication and opening of both the medical school and

the teaching hospital. Described by Dr. Hollers as a

“spectacular affair,” it was attended by the UT Board of

Regents, members of the Texas Legislature, and city,

county, and other public officials, as well as Dr. F. Carter

Pannill, Dean of UT Health SA.

NEW PRIORITIES

Having accomplished the long-awaited opening of the

medical school and teaching hospital, the Foundation turned

its attention to the funding of construction for a dental

school and new nursing school facility through meetings

with numerous members of the Texas Legislature.

That work was productive. In the 1969 session of the

Texas Legislature, the Budget Committee included

appropriations of $1.2 million for the planning of the dental

school, $155,000 for operation of the existing nursing school

housed in the medical school in 1970, and $250,000 for the

same in 1971. The committee postponed consideration of



new funds for the construction of a new nursing school until

the next legislative session, two years later.

A very significant development for the Foundation arose

in late 1969 in the form of its first sale of property for a new

hospital.

At that time, the Foundation received a proposal from

American Medicorp to buy 15.715 acres of land on

Wurzbach Road for a 300-bed hospital. The proposal came

directly from Dr. John A. Bradley, former executive director

for Santa Rosa Hospitals, then vice president and regional

director for American Medicorp. This proposal was discussed

by Trustees Ellis Wilson, Forrest Smith, and Dr. Hollers, and

they recommended to the rest of the trustees that this

proposal be approved.

On November 11, 1968, the Trustees of the Foundation

approved the sale of the 15.715 acres to American Medicorp

for $30,000 per acre, payable in cash, for a total sale price

of $471,450.

This payment enabled the Foundation to pay off all notes

connected with that land and left a balance (unspecified by

Wilbur Matthews) which became the nucleus of the

Foundation’s new Land Development Fund.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The year 1970 saw another major development in the life of

the Foundation: the trustees decided to offer full-time

employment to Dr. Hollers as the organization’s Executive

Director.

This offer came about through Trustee Forrest Smith after

he learned that Dr. Hollers had been neglecting his dental

practice to devote himself to leading the work of the

Foundation. He and a committee of trustees offered Dr.

Hollers a salary of $30,000 for part-time employment,



saying that it would be perfectly acceptable for him to

continue with his dental practice.

After taking some time to consider the offer, Dr. Hollers

said he would prefer to be employed full-time, remarking

that the salary offered might be seen by some as excessive

unless he were devoting all his time to the work of the

Foundation.

On August 7, 1970, the trustees unanimously approved a

five-year contract for Dr. Hollers’s full-time employment. Dr.

Hollers was given a standing ovation by all of the trustees

when he entered the meeting room after the contract was

approved, and Forrest Smith expressed his and his

colleagues’ feeling that the Foundation was very fortunate

to have him devote his full attention to the scheduled

additions to the Medical Center.

On September 21, 1970, Dr. Hollers formalized that new

relationship by resigning as chair of the Board of Trustees,

ending thirteen years of uncompensated and outstanding

service to the Foundation and the San Antonio community.

Dr. Merton Minter succeeded Dr. Hollers as chair in

January 1971. Wilbur L. Matthews was elected vice chair,

succeeding Forrest Smith, who had served in that office for

eight years.

A BUSY YEAR

The next year, 1971, was an active year for the Foundation

and Medical Center in several ways:

Planning was in progress for a $20 million expansion of

the medical school.

The first unit of that expansion was completed at a cost

of $187,000.



The nursing school’s enrollment increased to 136

students and was expected to increase to 215 the

following year.

The UT System Board of Regents set aside $3.7 million

for the construction of a new nursing school facility.

The Foundation succeeded in its efforts for funding a

new dental school, with the Texas Legislature

appropriating $8.2 million for its construction.

In addition, the Bexar County teaching hospital (now

University Hospital) completed the installation of new

equipment, bringing the total of its usable patient beds to

417, and Methodist Hospital completed a new addition. The

adjoining Oak Hills office building also started work on an

additional four floors at a cost of $4 million.

Dr. Hollers put a capstone on achievements in 1971,

reporting to the trustees at the end of the year that

investments in new buildings and facilities completed and

under construction totaled over $6 million. That investment,

he noted, represented a total of $54 million invested since

1966. Moreover, at that time, non-physician employees at

the Medical Center numbered 3,219, up from 1,704 in 1966.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

Development of the Medical Center continued in 1972, with

the Foundation receiving $18.4 million in Hill-Burton

matching funds for the dental school and the nursing school.

The UT System Board of Regents began to complete plans

for the schools and issued requests for proposals.

Two years later, the Foundation made its second sale of a

parcel of land, this time to the United States Post Office for a

new Medical Center Post Office on 2.114 acres fronting



Medical Drive, east of Wurzbach Road. That sale brought

$117,500 to the new Land Development Fund.

COMMUNICATIONS CAMPAIGN

In that same year, the Foundation engaged in its first

communications campaign, with the publication and

distribution of a brochure for the purpose of educating

people in leadership positions and the medical and dental

communities throughout Texas, as well as the Foundation’s

donor community, about the Medical Center.

The brochure included photos and sketches of buildings

of the medical school, teaching hospital, Methodist Hospital,

and the VA Hospital, all in various stages of construction.

This was a major step for the Foundation and certainly

helped provide well-deserved public recognition of the

accomplishments of all parties involved in these significant

developments.

A NEW CHALLENGE

A significant challenge to the years of growth for the

Medical Center came in August of 1973.

The Alamo Area Council of Governments, after

conducting a survey of hospital facilities in Bexar and

adjoining counties, decided that the region now had

sufficient hospital facilities for the present time and would

not certify the need for new hospitals in this region. That

decision was significant because new applications for Hill-

Burton grant funds required the approval of the Alamo Area

Council of Governments to be considered and approved at

the federal level.

It was fortunate that the Foundation received approval of

its Hill-Burton grant funding for the dental and nursing



schools before that decision was announced.

NEW OPENINGS AND NEW CONSTRUCTION

The next major development in the Medical Center was the

dedication and opening of the 700-bed Audie Murphy

Hospital, run by the Veterans Administration, on November

17, 1973. Dr. Hollers presided over the ceremony, which

was conducted with full military honors and a performance

by the Fifth Army Band from Fort Sam Houston. Senator John

Tower and other dignitaries delivered speeches on the

occasion.

In 1974, thanks to the funding the Foundation had been

instrumental in securing, the UT System moved forward with

construction of the dental and nursing schools.

Another landmark event of that year was the opening of

the Cancer Therapy and Research Center. Located on the

grounds of Methodist Hospital, it served as a multi-

disciplinary outpatient cancer treatment center. It was built

at a total cost of $2.5 million.

Recognizing the need for greater administrative

assistance, the trustees hired Jack A. Rodgers as Assistant to

the Executive Director. Rodgers served in a managerial

capacity at the UT Health Science Center and received a

one-year leave of absence in order to help Dr. Hollers at this

pivotal time in the development of the Medical Center.

PHILANTHROPIC CONTRIBUTION

In 1976, the Foundation stepped outside its traditional role

as land steward to make a substantial philanthropic

contribution to the medical school. At their March meeting

that year, the trustees voted to give to the medical school a

surgical microscope and other related equipment used in



micro-surgical operations. The $30,000 cost of this

microscope and equipment was covered by a $25,000

donation from the Ewing Halsell Foundation and $5,000

from Ellis M. Wilson, Sr.

DR. HOLLERS’S INFLUENCE

While there was much to celebrate in 1976, it was also a

difficult year for the Foundation on a very personal level. On

May 17, 1975, Dr. Hollers passed away.

Although his life was cut short, Dr. Hollers had lived to

see the completion of most of the major facilities in the

Medical Center up until that time, including:

The University of Texas Health Science Center at San

Antonio (now UT Health San Antonio)

The Medical Center Hospital (now University Hospital)

Southwest Texas Methodist Hospital

Oak Hills Medical Building

Audie Murphy Veterans Hospital

Humana Hospital San Antonio

St. Luke’s Lutheran Hospital

Villa Rosa Psychiatric Hospital

Cancer Therapy and Research Center

Community Guidance Center

South Texas Children’s Rehabilitation Center

Easter Seal Rehabilitation Center

Ecumenical Center for Religion and Health

Texas Cradle Society



Medical Center Post Office

These institutions and facilities were completed through

their first phases of development by the time of Dr. Hollers’s

death, and today stand as memorials to his energies and

abilities.

A NEW EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Following Dr. Hollers’s death, the trustees hired William T.

Peters, then twenty-nine years of age, as the new Executive

Director. He had previously been employed as an assistant

to Warren Harding, Executive Director of the Bexar County

Hospital District. He held an MBA from the University of

Missouri and was a military veteran.

He began work on September 1, 1976, under a one-year

contract, and served with distinction until his resignation in

May of 1987.

MILESTONES

That same year, 1976, also marked the completion of

construction of buildings in the initial area of the Medical

Center, which was the area south of Wurzbach Road.

Total capital investment in the Medical Center in 1976

had grown to $222 million, more than double the capital

investment of $96 million the Medical Center had received

by the end of 1971 and an increase of $126 million in five

years. The number of employees had also more than

doubled in that time, up to 7,995 in 1976 from 3,219 in

1971.



CHAPTER THREE

1977–1988



Growth of the Medical Center

At the outset of 1977, major additions were being made and

more were planned for the medical school and other UT

Health SA institutions, as well as the Methodist Hospital, its

adjacent institutions, and other agencies in the Medical

Center.

A CHANGE IN LEADERSHIP

At the January 17, 1977, trustees’ meeting, Dr. Merton

Minter resigned as chair of the board, citing his health and

the demands of his medical practice. At that meeting,

Wilbur L. Matthews was elected chair, and he was joined by

Ellis Wilson as Vice Chair, James W. Gorman Jr. as Secretary,

and Charles Orsinger as Treasurer. The trustees also

adopted a resolution of appreciation for Dr. Minter’s service.

NEW PRIORITIES

At that same time, the trustees agreed and recognized that

all major construction had been completed and focused

their attention on furthering the development of the Medical

Center. This focus was timely, as the freeze on development

in the Medical Center earlier on, mandated by the Alamo

Area Council of Governments, had thawed.

Chair Matthews suggested the following items should

receive the trustees’ attention in 1977:

a feasibility study for the establishment of a major

childcare facility within the Medical Center, a subject

that had been studied for the past ten years;



preliminary discussions with the Bexar County Medical

Society and the San Antonio District Dental Society for

the construction of a building to house offices and

libraries of the two societies, as well as meeting rooms

and club facilities for their members; and

a revised and republished informational brochure for the

Foundation.

The trustees approved the creation of a new brochure

under the direction of a committee headed by local

broadcast journalist Henry Guerra.

Likewise, the trustees commissioned Executive Director

Peters and the chair to undertake a survey of existing

childcare facilities in the Medical Center area and to

consider whether a new facility was necessary and feasible.

Drs. Hinchey, Minter, and Smith were asked to work with

Chair Matthews and Executive Director Peters on planning

for offices and club facilities for the medical and dental

societies. Although the officers of the Bexar County Medical

Society approved the creation of such facilities in both 1980

and 1981, its membership did not favor such additions, and

the effort came to naught.

NEW DEVELOPMENT IN LAND USE POLICY

In 1977, not long after it was dedicated on June 3, the

management of St. Luke’s Lutheran Hospital found

themselves in financial difficulty because physicians were

not placing sufficient patients in the hospital.

They therefore petitioned the Foundation to release them

from deed restrictions on the use of the property for

anything other than hospital purposes, in order to permit

the development of a twelve-story office and laboratory

building on 1.75 acres of the hospital grounds. The



development would proceed, they proposed, under a

seventy-five-year lease to Medical Center Tower, Ltd.

As the Foundation’s policies prohibited the donation of

land or interests in land to development driven by private

corporations, Medical Center Tower, Ltd., ultimately agreed

to pay the sum of $90,000 in ten annual disbursements of

$9,000 each to the Foundation as consideration for the

release of the deed restrictions, thereby enabling the

development they proposed.

Those yearly payments were added to the Foundation’s

general funds.

CONTINUED GROWTH

At their January 1978 meeting, the trustees learned from

President Dr. Frank Harrison of UT Health SA, that all the

schools at UT Health SA were continuing to grow. He noted

the UT System Board of Regents had included $9.5 million in

the following year’s budget for the construction of a new

medical library building. He also informed the trustees that

he was overseeing plans for the addition of an ambulatory

care facility and a student union building.

At the same time, the Methodist Hospital, University

Hospital (formerly called Bexar County Hospital), and two

office buildings were constructing additions at a total

combined cost of $50 million.

The trustees also approved a request for land for a new

Ophthalmology Research Institute at the January 1978

meeting, which led to the designation of an acceptable area

at the corner of Ewing Halsell Drive and Wurzbach Road. On

account of what Wilbur Matthews describes as a

“disagreement which arose between local physicians’

groups,” the project was later terminated.



UPDATES ON THE NEW BROCHURE AND

CHILDCARE FACILITY

Henry Guerra led the effort to create a new edition of the

brochure, which was widely distributed.

The inquiry into establishing a new childcare facility

ultimately resulted in a determination that childcare in the

area of the Medical Center was adequate and acceptable to

the employees of facilities in the Medical Center. At the June

1978 meeting, the trustees approved the recommendation

of Chair Matthews and Executive Director Peters that the

Foundation should, at least for the time being, discontinue

efforts to develop a childcare facility within the Medical

Center.

METHODIST PLAZA

In 1979, the Medical Center gained a new three-story

building offering centralized outpatient facilities with office

space for more than a hundred physicians in the form of

Methodist Plaza. Built at a cost of $12 million, it opened on

July 8 of that year with fanfare, including a dedicatory

speech by Congressman Tom Loeffler.

NEW PROPOSALS AND INITIATIVES

Recognizing that the Medical Center was a preferred

destination for medical care by many affluent Mexican

citizens, in the latter half of 1979, Charles Orsinger and

William Peters worked with the chamber of commerce on an

effort to attract more such patients to the Medical Center

over the medical center in Houston.

The Foundation made another historic decision to convey

land in February of 1980, through the trustees’ decision to



designate what was ultimately 2.761 acres of land on

Hamilton Wolfe Road, adjoining the CPS electric substation,

as the site for the Goodwill Rehabilitation Service, now

Unicorn Center.

Goodwill Industries had proposed to the Foundation that

it would like to build a facility at an estimated expense of

$1.2 million which would accommodate approximately

eighty-five handicapped young people who could benefit

from periodic medical care by professionals at UT Health SA.

This proposal gained the support of Dr. Frank Harrison of

UT Health SA and its Admissions Committee. Upon approval

by the trustees, the land was conveyed to Goodwill

Rehabilitation Service on July 1, 1982.

In another sign that the Foundation was maturing as an

organization, in March 1980, the trustees moved forward

with a project to commission the creation of a work of public

art honoring all donors who gave $5,000 or more to the

acquisition of land for the Medical Center to grace the

campus of UT Health SA.

The Foundation commissioned San Antonio artist Richard

Rogers to create a sculpture to be called “Double Helix,”

and resolved that the finished sculpture would be donated

to UT Health SA.

On May 19, 1981, the Foundation and UT Health SA

dedicated the new statue and a time capsule in ceremonies

presided over by Trustee C. W. Miller, who had served for

many years as chair of the Founders Memorial Committee.

Rita Clements, wife of Texas Governor William P. Clements,

Jr., was the guest speaker for the occasion.

In the latter part of 1980, the Foundation explored the

possibility of promoting the establishment of a research

institute for inquiry into toxic substances. Those

explorations, including a trip to research facilities in the

Research Triangle Park in North Carolina, did not result in

any further efforts in that regard.



A more productive effort in that same year resulted in the

employment of Henry R. Macina of MBC Engineers to

conduct a $6,000 study of the flood plain levels in the

Medical Center, and especially in the area where future

construction was planned. This study, when completed,

facilitated the acquisition of building permits from the City

of San Antonio to open work in that area.

AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION

The next major entity to seek admission to the Medical

Center was the American Heart Association. At their July

1981 meeting, the trustees approved the American Heart

Association’s application for the construction of a regional

office in the Medical Center. The trustees granted a twenty-

five-year lease on a 0.829-acre plot of land in the vicinity of

Wurzbach and Fredericksburg Roads.

A CHANGE IN LEADERSHIP

In September of 1981, Chair Matthews resigned from his

office, with Ellis Wilson elected to succeed him. The board

passed a resolution thanking Matthews for his years of

service.

NEW PROPOSALS

In December of 1981, Charles Katz reported to the board

that the architectural group Joel Reitzer & Associates had

proposed an office subdivision to be located near the

American Heart Association site, employing cottage-type

buildings. This proposal did not meet unanimous support by

the trustees and so only the 0.829-acre parcel of land was

authorized for use by the American Heart Association.



At that same meeting, the Foundation planted the seeds

for the development of yet another educational institution in

the Medical Center in the form of a high school for health

professions.

Acting on the results of a study conducted by Executive

Director Peters and the Executive Committee, Chair Wilson

appointed an advisory committee on the high school for

health professions and commissioned them to investigate

possible means of bringing such an institution into being. It

would be another two years before the high school began to

take shape.

MILESTONES

At the end of 1981, total capital investment in the Medical

Center had risen to $352 million, an increase of $130 million

since 1976 and the greatest five-year increase in the

Medical Center’s history. Full-time employees had risen from

7,995 in 1976 to 12,599 in 1981, once again the greatest

five-year increase in personnel in the Medical Center’s

history.

A NEW REPORT

The new year, 1982, began with a report from Dr. John M.

Smith, Jr., chair of the Forward Planning Committee,

recommending that the Foundation seriously consider

promoting the development of multi-specialty clinics in the

Medical Center, including diagnostic, medical, and surgical

group practice clinics similar to the Mayo Clinic in Rochester,

Minnesota, or the Oschner Clinic in New Orleans, Louisiana.



The Development of the Health Careers

High School

During the course of 1982, Charles Katz and members of the

Advisory Committee on the High School for Health

Professions met with officials at various high schools in San

Antonio, seeking support for the proposed school. They

pointed out the educational benefits to the students of

being in proximity to the facilities of the Medical Center,

where they could become more familiar with health

professions firsthand.

As a result of those meetings, the members of the

committee gained the support of Ed Cody, who after his

retirement as Superintendent of the Northside Independent

School District (NISD), was employed as a consultant to the

Foundation’s Advisory Committee on the High School for

Health Professions. During 1982, Mr. Cody traveled to

Houston and Dallas to study the operations of health

careers high schools in those cities, consulting with

administrators and teachers in those schools.

Based on those consultations, in April of 1982, he

presented to the trustees a preliminary plan for what began

to be called the “Health Careers High School” in San

Antonio.

That work inspired the trustees to make their own visits

to such schools in other cities. On March 16, 1983, Trustees

John Holmgreen, Edmund “Ed” Cody, and Elizabeth Lende,

together with Executive Director Peters, visited the Dallas

High School for Health Professions. They were joined by

Board President Raul Fernandez and Superintendent Jack

Jordan of the NISD. On the basis of what they observed on

that visit, those trustees began to move forward with the

establishment of the Health Careers High School in the

Medical Center, as part of the NISD.



Recognizing the need to raise funds for such a project, as

well as for other needs in the Medical Center, in early 1983,

the Foundation launched a fundraising campaign under the

leadership of Walter Corrigan as its chair.

At a kickoff dinner held at the San Antonio Country Club,

donors and prospective donors listened to a speech by Dr.

Don B. Olsen, inventor of the first artificial heart. Utilizing a

professional fundraising consultant, the trustees all joined in

the effort. Their collective efforts netted $200,000.

By September of 1983, the NISD had taken steps to

establish the Health Careers High School and requested

$130,000 in support from the Foundation for planning,

equipment, and the rental of temporary classroom space to

enable the organization of classes prior to the construction

of a new building.

The Foundation authorized the granting of those funds to

NISD and also granted approximately 13 acres of land for

the campus of the new Health Careers High School.

Over the next two years, the Health Careers High School

developed in its temporary quarters. At the January 1985

meeting of the trustees, Chair Charles Katz reported that

the deed and easement agreement for the land for the

Health Careers High School had been prepared, and that a

groundbreaking ceremony would be held on January 25 of

that year.

The Health Careers High School has grown to be a strong

component of the Medical Center, with an annual enrollment

in the area of approximately one thousand students.

The Initiative for a Biomedical Research

Park



In March of 1983, the Foundation Trustees received a visit

from San Antonio’s Mayor Henry Cisneros, who praised their

work in developing the Medical Center and challenged them

to establish a biomedical research park for San Antonio. He

suggested that such a development could be housed on

unused land in the possession of the Foundation, or

elsewhere.

On June 27 of that year, the trustees once again received

a strong suggestion for the establishment of a biomedical

research park of the kind suggested by Mayor Cisneros. Dr.

Gerry Cooke addressed the trustees at their meeting at the

Argyle Club and told them of the development of a high-

technology research park with which he was associated in

Dayton, Ohio. He suggested the establishment of a park

that would combine both biomedical research and the

production and manufacture of high-technology products

and the application of high-technology processes.

Dr. Cooke was retained by the trustees to prepare a plan

for the development of such a park within the Medical

Center, with manufacturing activities elsewhere.

In October of 1983, Charles Katz reported to the trustees

that he, Dr. Frank Harrison, and Dr. Cooke had met with

Mayor Henry Cisneros for a full discussion of the high-

technology research park and a possible biotechnology

foundation. He said that Dr. Cooke would submit a report

after the end of the year responding to Mayor Cisneros’s

challenge, noting that the promotion of the project would

require cooperation between UT Health SA with real estate

developers and a cross-section of San Antonio’s business

leadership.

Dr. Cooke accordingly reported on his study at the

Foundation’s January 1984 meeting. On that occasion, as a

result of Dr. Cooke’s findings, Charles Katz recommended

that the Foundation should step aside and that the newly

formed Texas Research & Technology Foundation (formerly



called Biomedical Research Foundation) should now take the

lead in this effort.

The trustees approved a letter to Mayor Cisneros in

which they declared their support for the project, but

explained that due to their existing responsibilities with the

Medical Center, they did not feel it was appropriate for the

Foundation to take the lead in this effort.

On February 26, 1984, at the next meeting of the

trustees, Dr. Cooke and Mayor Cisneros described a

preliminary plan for a research park. Mayor Cisneros was

accompanied by public relations expert Jim Dublin and a

number of his staff, in addition to Belton K. Johnson,

Brigadier General and CEO of USAA Robert F. McDermott,

and B. J. “Red” McCombs, who were to become board

members of the new Texas Research and Technology

Foundation (TRTF) created to carry out the plan.

The next major development in this process came in the

form of a message from the Board of Regents insisting that

the Foundation provide two 25-acre tracts of land for use by

UT Health SA for biomedical research as part of the overall

plan for the development of the research park.

As the result of an all-day meeting in Port Aransas that

was attended by Charles Katz, John Holmgreen, members of

the Board of Regents, developers Charles Martin Wender

and Wayne Wright, plus board members of the TRTF, the

parties composed a letter of understanding, dated October

10, 1984, which stated that the parties were in agreement

on the following elements of a San Antonio biomedical

strategy:

the creation of a 1500-acre research complex;

the accelerated development of a new University of

Texas Institute of Biotechnology;

the creation of a research and development enterprise

center within the 1500-acre park; and



the granting of the two 25-acre tracts requested by the

regents and the UT Health SA.

General McDermott assumed leadership of the new TRTF,

which was intended to serve as the vehicle to receive the

title to the proposed acreage, to be located in the Westover

Hills area of San Antonio, apart from the two 25-acre plots

within the Medical Center, which Charles Martin Wender and

Wayne Wright proposed to donate.

The parties agreed that funding in the amount of $10

million would need to be raised for the construction of

facilities for this project. In addition, the parties agreed on

the need to raise $3 million for the creation of a permanent

endowment to support salaries for UT research personnel at

the new research park.

The letter of understanding moreover stipulated that the

Foundation would immediately commit to the donation of 25

acres to UT Health SA for the construction, within five years,

of a center for clinically related research. Moreover, the

letter stated the Foundation would set aside for a period of

ten years the second tract of 25 acres for future expansion

of UT Health SA, all subject to the Foundation’s policies, of

course.

FUNDING DIFFICULTIES AND SOLUTIONS

Mayor Cisneros, Charles Martin Wender, Wayne Wright,

General McDermott, and others engaged in a fundraising

campaign over a period of two years to raise the needed

funds. This effort was not ultimately successful, and there

were difficulties in acquiring the land.

Fortunately, two years later, in December 1986,

President Tom Pawel of Concord Oil Company donated land

valued at $15 million to the TRTF. The land was part of the



former R. W. Briggs Ranch, located several miles northwest

of the Westover Hills area.

Even more fortunately, the TRTF received a commitment

of funding in the amount of $15 million from the Ross Perot

Foundation of Dallas, as the result of a fundraising call made

to him by General McDermott, B. J. “Red” McCombs, and

Mayor Cisneros. In addition, a consortium of funders,

including USAA, the H. B. Zachry Foundation, Red McCombs,

the San Antonio Express-News, and others committed an

additional $7 million to the project.

By January of 1988, the regents were assured of basic

elements of the funding for a $25 million biotechnology

research facility to be constructed on the first of the two 25-

acre tracts set aside for that purpose.

With the funding provided by Ross Perot and the

consortium of funders described above, the TRTF was able

to catalyze the development of the Institute of Biomedical

Research, under the auspices of UT Health SA, on the land

provided by the Pawel family, where it has operated for

nearly two decades.

The TRTF donated a significant amount of the land they

acquired with the funds they raised for the purpose of

locating and building the facilities for a new Institute for

Biomedical Research under the administration of UT Health

SA.

According to public relations professional Jim Dublin, who

chaired the TRTF for twelve years, the efforts of the TRTF to

create a biomedical research park have now led to

economic development for the TRTF and San Antonio.

He further noted that the mission of the TRTF had shifted

to becoming a major driver for technological innovation and

a strong supporter of start-up companies in the areas of

bioscience, cybersecurity, and emerging technologies in San

Antonio.

The TRTF, in time, decided its interests would be best

served by selectively selling its remaining land holdings and



using those assets for new purposes. This change in mission

is in agreement with the decision by UT Health SA to sell the

land utilized for the Institute for Biomedical Research and to

use those funds to support the development of the new $60

million Barshop Institute for Longevity and Aging Studies.

The TRTF made news in the fall of 2018 with the

announcement of the purchase of the former Merchants Ice

and Cold Storage Building on East Houston Street to be the

site of its new headquarters, as well as the offices of

Velocity, its new subsidiary, a start-up incubator for

technology companies.

With the renovation of those facilities, the TRTF and

Velocity will have an entirely new profile in the city and will

no doubt provide opportunities and support for the many

new young professionals working in the fields of

cybersecurity, biomedical science, and technological

innovation.

Thus, the early efforts of the Foundation to support the

development of a research park for biomedical research

were successfully spun off into initiatives that have had

profoundly positive effects on the development of San

Antonio, and that promise to do so for some time to come.

Other Major Developments of the Years

1984–1988

Between 1984 and 1988, the Foundation entered into an era

of what might be described as stabilization and

consolidation regarding its land assets and its relationships

with the wide variety of medical institutions that were now

operating within the Medical Center.

Some of the organizations that featured most

prominently during this time were St. Luke’s Lutheran



Hospital, Warm Springs Rehabilitation Hospital, the Health

Careers High School, the Cancer Therapy and Research

Center, the Saint Rose Catholic Hospital (currently

CHRISTUS Santa Rosa Hospital Medical Center), the Humana

Regional Cancer Center, and the Southwest

Neuropsychiatric Institute.

ST. LUKE’S LUTHERAN HOSPITAL

As previously mentioned, the Foundation Trustees approved

a request by St. Luke’s Lutheran Hospital for a release of

restrictions to permit the construction of an office building

and parking garage on the St. Luke’s Hospital site.

The developer was Medical Center Tower, Ltd., the same

for-profit entity in which Dr. Ruskin Norman was a General

Partner.

WARM SPRINGS REHABILITATION HOSPITAL

Likewise, in 1984, the Foundation catalyzed a new

development by Warm Springs Rehabilitation Hospital,

granting a forty-year lease on 9 acres of land east of the

Villa Rosa Rehabilitation Hospital area and west of the main

drainage-way crossing Medical Drive.

That lease also granted the right to use, but not place

buildings on, 3 acres of adjoining land within the flood plain

area.

By April 1986, representatives of the Warm Springs

Rehabilitation Hospital presented to the trustees their plans

for the development of a $15 million facility on the land

leased to them in the Medical Center. That facility was to

include a four-story hospital and treatment building, a three-

hundred-car parking garage, and provisions for expanding

the facility in time from 65 to 120 beds.



The Warm Springs Rehabilitation Hospital in San Antonio

is now well-established. Its facilities are owned by a real

estate investment trust, which pays the Foundation a

commercial-lease rate. It is recognized as a leader in

providing comprehensive rehabilitation services.

HONORARY TRUSTEE

In March 1986, the Foundation recognized James W.

Gorman, Jr., for his many years of dedicated service by

naming him an honorary trustee. During his tenure, Mr.

Gorman served as secretary and treasurer, was a leader in

fundraising efforts, and provided advice regarding the

handling of funds at the Foundation.

AUDIE MURPHY VETERANS HOSPITAL

1986 was also a significant year for the Audie Murphy

Veterans Hospital, which reported to the trustees in April

that construction was underway on a new 120-bed extended

care unit, and that the VA was making efforts to better

orient care to the needs of aging veterans.

OTHER SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS

By September of 1986, the Foundation had overseen three

other significant developments:

The Foundation approved moving its executive offices to

the seventh floor of the St. Rose Office Building

(hereafter called Santa Rosa Office Building), with a five-

year lease for 1,000 square feet of space.

In addition, the Foundation donated to the City of San

Antonio the right of way to extend Floyd Curl Drive to



Hamilton Wolfe Road and to connect with a new

subdivision north of Hamilton Wolfe. All costs for the

street improvements were assumed by the City of San

Antonio.

In that same month, the Foundation approved the

application of the Southwest Neuropsychiatric Institute

for a thirty-year lease on a 6.5-acre tract of land located

adjacent to Goodwill Industries’ North Campus and the

City Public Service Transformer Station.

One of the reasons for that approval was the assurance

of the Southwest Neuropsychiatric Institute that it would

have an ongoing relationship with the Community Guidance

Center located on Babcock and that it would serve as a

specialized teaching facility for other institutions in the

Health Science Center. These two entities later merged into

what is now Clarity Child Guidance Center on Tom Slick

Drive.

SAINT ROSE CATHOLIC HOSPITAL (CURRENTLY

CHRISTUS SANTA ROSA HOSPITAL MEDICAL

CENTER)

Another high point of 1986 for the Foundation was its

gathering in the meeting room of the new Saint Rose

Catholic Hospital (hereafter called CHRISTUS Santa Rosa

Hospital) at 2829 Babcock Road. The trustees learned from

Sister Angela Clare Moran that the 50-acre tract the

Foundation had deeded to them was being put to good use

through the completion of the $35 million CHRISTUS Santa

Rosa Hospital, an acute care hospital with services in

medicine, surgery, pediatrics, and rehabilitation, with a

capacity of 200 beds.



Moreover, Sister Angela Clare Moran reported on the

completion of the seven-story, $18 million Santa Rosa Office

Building which adjoined the CHRISTUS Santa Rosa Hospital

and included offices for many medical specialists, in

addition to the new offices of the Foundation.

CANCER THERAPY AND RESEARCH CENTER

In February of 1987, the trustees learned that the Cancer

Therapy and Research Center (CTRC) had expanded its

services from only radiation treatment to now include

chemotherapy, in addition to its research work, and had

grown from an annual operating budget of $186,000 in 1976

to $2.6 million in 1986.

In March of that year, the trustees learned that University

Hospital had made an investment of $8 million in a new

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) machine and other new

diagnostic equipment.

FIRST GALA EVENT

The springtime of 1987 was a particularly social one for the

Foundation, as it honored its 40th anniversary with its first-

ever gala event on the evening of Saturday, April 11.

This gala was initiated by Dr. John Smith, Jr., to raise the

profile of the Medical Foundation, and by all accounts it did

so.

Over four hundred invited guests representing a cross-

section of San Antonio gathered in the entrance court and

auditorium of UT Health SA prior to taking an hour-long

trolley bus tour of the Medical Center, aided by guides who

pointed out each institution and its features and services.

During dinner, guests enjoyed a talk by President Dr. John

J. Courey of the American Medical Association.



Organizational Change and Examining the

Mission

1987 was a significant year for the Foundation

organizationally in two respects. That May, William Peters

resigned as executive director to pursue other employment.

Trustee L. H. Hudson was appointed to serve as interim

executive director, with help from retired colonel Walter

Corrigan.

In November of 1987, after reviewing thirty-two

applications for the position, the Foundation hired Clarence

Woliver as the new executive director. With a Bachelor of

Business Administration from Texas A & M University, Mr.

Woliver had served with distinction as Garrison Commander

of Fort Sam Houston before retiring with the rank of colonel

to become Director of the San Antonio Food Bank.

The second major organizational development of 1987

was a special planning session of the Executive Committee

for the purpose of re-examining the mission of the

organization. The result of that meeting, held on June 2 at

the Riverhill Country Club in Kerrville, was a reaffirmation of

the original mission of the Foundation to acquire and

manage the lands of the Medical Center for its development

to completion, along with a reminder that the Foundation

could not legally sell any of its lands to carry out any new

mission, however desirable that might be. As a result,

Wilbur Matthews notes, “none of the conferees at the

Kerrville Conference suggested any new projects or

‘mission’ on which the Foundation should embark.”

Wilbur Matthews also observed that in both 1986 and

1987, the Foundation had made numerous efforts to attract

a satellite of the Mayo Clinic to the Medical Center, but to no

avail. He commented that the trustees were surprised to

learn that the Mayo Clinic was working on the establishment

of a diagnostic clinic, medical school, and general service



hospital in Scottsdale, Arizona, which he calls an “area of

minor development.”



San Antonio Heart Institute

In 1987, the trustees celebrated the achievements of UT

Health SA organ transplant team, headed by Dr. Kent

Trinkle, which successfully transplanted both a heart and a

pair of lungs into a twenty-nine-year-old man, and in

December of that year, did the same for a fifty-four-year-old

man, who was said to be the oldest man ever to receive

such a heart and double lung transplant.

Those successes surely played a role in the

announcement, in January of 1988, by Dr. Charles H. Moore

of Humana Hospital San Antonio, that he, together with an

independent group of transplant surgeons, planned to

establish a San Antonio Heart Institute on a 5-acre site at

the corner of Louis Pasteur Drive and Ewing Halsell Drive.



Continued Growth

By 1988, UT Health SA had clearly grown to become a major

center for both medical care and medical research. Dr. John

Howe, then president of UT Health SA, reported to the

Foundation that UT Health SA had received grants in excess

of $24 million for research into arthritis, anticancer drug

development, dental training research, and research into

AIDS, bone-destructive disease, and stroke prevention.

There were two significant new institutional

developments in early 1988.

The first was the groundbreaking ceremony, on January

12, for a 9,200-square-foot Humana Regional Medical

Center. The center was designed to provide both radiation

and chemotherapy treatment as well as ultrasound,

mammography, and magnetic resonance equipment.

The second was the opening, on January 20, of the

Southwest Neuropsychiatric Institute.

Both of those ceremonies were attended by

representatives of the Foundation and the institutions of the

Medical Center, as well as by many other civic and business

dignitaries.



Conclusion of Part One

This history honors the initiative and vision exercised by

leaders of the San Antonio Chamber of Commerce who,

recognizing the needs of their growing city, struggled for

over a decade to secure a state-supported medical school in

San Antonio.

By 1988, the land upon which it now stands had become

the site of not only the original medical school but of the

extensive UT Health SA, which in 1988 included the Schools

of Dentistry, Nursing, and Allied Health Sciences. In

addition, by 1988, the Medical Center was comprised of six

major acute care hospitals which, together with three

smaller facilities, provided a total of over 3,500 hospital

beds.

In 1988, the Foundation still held 270 acres of

uncommitted land in the area north of Wurzbach Road to be

granted or leased to qualified medical institutions as

provided in the agreement with the Board of Regents. That

land, like the other land in the Medical Center, was located

on a plateau high above historic San Antonio. The horizon to

the southwest was marked by a range of blue hills rising

abruptly to form the beginning of the Texas Hill Country. To

the south and east of that plateau was a panoramic view of

both old and new San Antonio, with its modern downtown

buildings, the Tower of the Americas, and new

developments on the north side of town as well.

Wilbur Matthews concludes his history with the comment

that “the quality and value of the remaining land should,

and no doubt will in the future, attract major institutions to

the Medical Center.” Matthews was most certainly correct in

his prediction. Not only did the land attract other major

institutions, but it can be rightly said that the Foundation’s



significant leadership in the period from 1944 to 1988

catalyzed the economic development of the entire

northwest region of San Antonio. At the same time, the

Foundation provided the institutional basis for high-quality

medical education and health care for the benefit of all the

people of South Texas.
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From what was once an original 171 acres of dairy

farmland, the Medical Center today encompasses more than

900 acres of land, some of it extending well beyond the

limits of its original hilltop campus.

The Medical Center is home to its anchor facility, UT

Health SA, University Hospital (operated by Bexar County

and served by UT Health SA), and the adjoining Audie

Murphy Veterans Administration Hospital. Additionally, it

houses thirteen additional hospitals, more than eighty

medical office buildings, and other notable institutions such

as UT Health SA Mays Cancer Center, the Greehey

Children’s Cancer Research Institute, the Clarity Child

Guidance Center, and the Health Careers High School,

among many others. The Medical Center is also home to

several significant ancillary medical institutions including

The Ecumenical Center for Education. Counseling. Health.;

the Fisher House; two Ronald McDonald Houses; The

Winston School, dedicated to serving children with special

educational needs; and the Northside Independent School

District’s Reddix Center.

The entire Medical Center complex is now surrounded by

an extensive freeway system and considerable commercial

and residential development, providing for the many needs

of the overall community of an estimated 63,500 people

who work within the Medical Center, as well as those of the

increasing number of patients from out of town and their

families who make use of the Medical Center’s facilities.

It is now an axiom of San Antonio history that none of

this development would have occurred in such a dynamic

way were it not for the leading role played by the

Foundation in its first seven and a half decades of

organizational life, from 1944 to 2022. It is likewise fair to

give the Foundation credit for indirectly spurring the

economic development of Northwest San Antonio, which, as

of this writing, includes one of the fastest-growing

residential areas and school districts in Texas. To expand the



frame of reference from the City of San Antonio to Bexar

County, the Medical Center is now situated near the center

of population in the county. A development that was once on

the very edge of the city is now at the center of its

metropolitan area.

At the Foundation’s 1989 Annual Meeting, held on

January 24 of that year at the Oak Hills Country Club, one of

the first agenda items was the passage of a resolution

commending Wilbur Matthews (then a longstanding trustee

of the Foundation, now deceased) for writing the history of

the Foundation, covering the period of 1947 to 1988.

Matthews’s book, entitled History of the San Antonio

Medical Foundation and South Texas Medical Center,

provided an excellent, factual basis for understanding the

first four decades of the Foundation’s growth and

development, and has been largely incorporated herein.

Those decades encompass a remarkable record of

accomplishment, from the legislative challenges faced by its

pioneering leaders in bringing the medical school originally

known as the South Texas Medical School to San Antonio, to

the early local controversy of its site, and ultimately to later

developmental challenges as other hospitals, research

centers, and medical office buildings began to be

constructed around it on once isolated land in Northwest

San Antonio.

This Part of the history covers the years from 1989 to

2007. This Part and Part Three build on the basis of

Matthews’s work and seeks to extend public understanding

and appreciation of the important work and

accomplishments of the many dedicated people who have

served more recently as board trustees and as professional

staff in these important years of further development.

It is one of the Foundation’s strengths that it continually

studies the medical and health-care needs of the

community and seeks to respond appropriately within the

scope of its mission statement: “The mission of the San



Antonio Medical Foundation is to improve health care,

advance biomedical science, and enhance community well-

being by providing leadership and active stewardship of our

land and other assets.”

In meeting that mission, the Foundation has always

worked to serve not only UT Health SA, but all medical and

health-related institutions in San Antonio to maximize the

health of the community as a whole. From the very

beginning, it has drawn on the talents of distinguished

leaders from a variety of sectors of the San Antonio

community. Part Two will illustrate the manner in which the

Foundation has increased its capacity to serve the

community in many ways over these three decades. It will

also reflect the diversity of viewpoints among its trustees

over a variety of issues it addressed regarding its role as an

organization after many of its original goals—the

establishment of a medical school and the development of a

regional medical center—had been met.

Rather than seeking to stimulate growth, per se, today

the Foundation is challenged to help direct growth, not

manage it, and to plan intelligently for the future. It now has

a partner in the Medical Center Alliance, the landowners’

association composed of the various larger landholders in

the Medical Center, which grew out of an important study

conducted for the Foundation in 1995–96 by the Urban Land

Institute. The issues addressed in the work of the

contemporary Foundation are integrally tied to the changing

face of medicine, medical education, and the public health

and economic development needs of South Texas—as they

were from its very beginning.



CHAPTER FOUR

1989–1995

Consolidation, Stabilization, and Reflection

As the 1980s came to a close, the tidal wave of the

Foundation’s accomplishments had reached a high point. As

the wave inevitably receded, the Foundation needed to take

stock of itself through studying community needs once

again. At the same time, there were significant new

developments to be addressed—and more demands for land

from new hospitals, research institutes, commercial

enterprises, and nonprofit organizations that came knocking

on the Foundation’s door.

Dr. Elizabeth Lende, a clinical psychologist who worked

for many years at the Community Guidance Center and

served as vice chair (and later chair) of the board,

characterized that time as follows:

When I began to serve on the board, the Foundation

was at a crossroads, having achieved its first, original

goal of establishing the medical school in San Antonio.

At that time, they provided land to qualified

institutions upon request, playing a rather passive

role. By the end of the 1980s and early ’90s though,



we realized we had provided so much land that we

were going to run out of it. That’s when we started to

develop stronger guidelines of who should be given

land. Also, we realized it was necessary for us to begin

to assess the needs of the community and to seek out

new opportunities for leadership. I could see that, at

that time, the Foundation did not yet play a leadership

role in getting the various organizations on the

campus to work together, but that it was in a position

to do so. There was a need for that leadership

because the various organizations were very

competitive with one another.

The question then was “How can we make this

change?” and it was really considered seriously by

everyone on the board. That question eventually led

us to discuss hiring the Urban Land Institute to do the

kind of in-depth study and planning we needed. My

main goal was to see that this change happened, and

I provided the funds needed to conduct a board

retreat to discuss not only the study but also what we

needed to do as a Foundation to grow. Out of that

retreat came our decision to seek someone to fill a

full-time staff position. It was a time when we came

together as a board.

In the period between 1989 and the mid-1990s, the

Foundation did indeed address the issue of both protecting

control over and raising new revenues from its land assets.

At the same time, the discussion of the Foundation’s mission

continued to the point where it was changed in 1995 to the

language quoted above, affirming the link between its

mission to “improve health care, advance biomedical

science, and enhance community well-being” and its

leadership and active stewardship of its land and other

assets.



The use of the terms “leadership” and “active

stewardship,” in contrast to Dr. Lende’s characterization of

the previously “passive” role of the Foundation, are

significant indicators of the change in emphasis and

administrative style that characterized the Foundation’s

transition from the late 1980s to the 1990s.

Moreover, there was certainly no lack of opportunity for

the Foundation to become more active and to exercise its

leadership during the last year of the 1980s and the

beginning of the new decade.

For example, on October 3, 1989, the board approved the

sale of 8.5 acres to Humana Hospital at the rate of $7.50

per square foot for a total of $2,776,950, the last of its land

sales before the board undertook a thorough review of its

land policy. Demand for land was clearly constant. Earlier

that year, at the June 6 meeting, the board reviewed a

request from the Southwest Neuropsychiatric Institute (now

called Clarity Child Guidance Center) for 2.4 acres to build a

10,000-square-foot Clinical Research Center. The board

asked that the Land Use Committee and Executive

Committee meet later in the month and gave the Executive

Committee the authority to make a decision on the board’s

behalf. At the joint meeting on June 27, 1989, the request

was unanimously approved by the Executive Committee.



Planning and Communication

The board was quick to recognize the need for planning and

greater communication among the various stakeholders in

the Medical Center. In March 1989, the trustees had made

new Trustee David Roe the chair of the Strategic Planning

Committee. In January of 1990, the Foundation invited

representatives of the major Medical Center facilities to a

breakfast meeting for the purpose of creating a Medical

Advisory Committee for the Foundation. The Medical

Advisory Committee quickly took an active role in the

development of the Medical Center. At the May 1990 board

meeting, the Northside Independent School District reported

on a study it had conducted concerning the need for a

school for children with special needs. The district was also

intent on establishing a high school for students interested

in pursuing health-related careers. The meeting was very

significant for the future of the Foundation and its land

policy. The board approved a request from the Cancer

Therapy and Research Center (CTRC) for use of a 13-acre

site on Floyd Curl Drive on the basis of a long-term lease,

with the exact location to be determined at a later date. The

CTRC had originally requested 18 acres to be provided on a

fee simple basis.

Members of the Land Use Committee, which included

such trustees as Chair L. H. Hudson, Pat Legan, Walter

Corrigan, Charles Katz, Alex Halff, Richard Goldsmith, and

President Clancy Woliver, carefully considered the CTRC

request and the Foundation’s options in responding to it

before making their recommendation to the full board. It

should be noted that John Korbell and Dr. Ruskin Norman

assisted their deliberations as representatives of the CTRC.



Pat Legan noted that the leases “prevented what

happened with a nameless purchaser on Wurzbach who got

a one-dollar deal for Foundation land and then turned

around and sold it for a very good profit. That was the

catalyst that got everybody motivated toward doing

leases!”



A New Land Use Policy

There were two classic historical models of land

development that Legan said guided his thinking in

developing the new land use policy for the Foundation.

One is Hawaii, where some of the big landowners

absolutely refused to sell their land. They ground

lease it to this day, and there are large parts of Hawaii

that you simply can’t buy—you can only have ninety-

nine-year leases.

The other example is Manhattan, where the

landowners made ninety-nine-year leases in the

middle of the nineteenth century. They were very ill-

advised leases because they did not take into account

inflation, so a lot of the rents in downtown Manhattan

real estate were ridiculously small. Then the pigeons

came home to roost in the middle of the twentieth

century, when those leases began to end. Today, of

course, much of the big money in the US is that old

family money, because they still own those properties

in downtown Manhattan and they are getting ground

leases that are, of course, astronomical at this point.

My theory was that, in the long term, if the

Foundation kept ground leases in the nonprofits, it

would keep control so that they can’t just go off and

do something else like they can with a fee simple title.

Even if you put restrictions in a fee simple deed, the

courts have often ruled that conditions have changed,

and therefore you can’t enforce them anymore. The

other thing is that a ground lease to a commercial

entity is an income stream in perpetuity, much like an

annuity. It’s really the perfect situation because the



reason they are going to pay that rent is that they are

going to lose the improvements if they don’t, so it’s

almost like a government bond!

It is important to point out that the new philosophy of

ground leasing was twofold and treated nonprofit

organizations differently from commercial enterprises.

Henceforth, nonprofit organizations were granted one-dollar-

a-year leases, while for-profit organizations were to be

granted leases at fair market value, based on an evolving

formula. According to former Chair Palmer Moe, the

Foundation charges nonprofit organizations a fee of 1

percent of the fair market value annually with annual CPI

adjustments to support the activities of the Foundation on

an ongoing basis. Commercial organizations are now

charged rent based on 10 percent of the fair market value of

the property per year—generally the market rate for leasing

land with CPI adjustments every three years. It would take

several years before major commercial leases began to

develop for the Foundation, but such leases as of 1998 were

a significant part of the Foundation’s annual revenue,

approximately $1 million per year, primarily from for-profit

organizations.

Over the period between 1990 and 1994, the Foundation

had a number of opportunities to put this new policy into

practice, as both commercial and nonprofit entities made

requests for land. A review of some of the most significant

requests, and the Foundation’s responses, follows:

In December 1990, the owner of Aldo’s Ristorante

Italiano requested the Foundation sell him the land upon

which his restaurant stood, but the Foundation declined

to do so.

In September of 1991, the Foundation donated a small

tract of land to the City of San Antonio for the purpose

of a new central traffic signal control building.



Also in September of 1991, a group of hospitals

requested land for a consolidated laundry facility, but

the Foundation rejected that request because the

trustees believed such a facility should serve hospitals

throughout the city, not just in the Medical Center. As a

result, another offer of donated land, located off W. W.

White Road, on the far southeast side of San Antonio,

was accepted by local hospitals.

In November 1991, the Santa Rosa hospital organization

(now CHRISTUS Santa Rosa) requested a 3-acre tract of

land for surface parking to replace the parking vacated

when a new, second office building was constructed.

The Foundation granted that request in January 1992

with a one-dollar-per-year, forty-year lease. As the

buildings were sold to a for-profit, the lease was

converted to the for-profit rate.

Also in November 1991, the Santa Rosa organization

requested a reservation of an additional 27 acres north

of the parking lot for a feasibility study of a Children’s

Medical Center. In December 1991, the Foundation

granted a one-year reservation, but plans for that

project were not realized.

In April 1992, the board authorized the expenditure of

$11,000 for constructing a temporary access road to

Aldo’s Ristorante Italiano off Hamilton Wolfe. The road

was necessary to maintain access to Aldo’s during work

on the expansion of Fredericksburg Road, and was

completed in August 1992. In April 1994, the board also

approved $18,880 for improvements to the Aldo’s

property, including expanding the dining area,

improving parking lot lighting, and making roof repairs.

In the summer of 1992, Dr. Norman Kalmin, CEO of the

South Texas Regional Blood Bank had discussions with

Land Use Committee members regarding constructing a



larger facility in the Medical Center. The committee

voiced the opinion that the Blood Bank needed to be

closer to the center of San Antonio so as to be able to

better provide citywide service.

In May 1993, The Ecumenical Center for Education.

Counseling. Health. requested land to relocate their

facility from the intersection of Medical Drive and Floyd

Curl. In June 1993, the Foundation approved that

request for a 2.25-acre tract at the northeast corner of

Ewing Halsell Drive and Wurzbach Road.

In December 1993, the Foundation granted the

American Heart Association’s request for 0.613 acres to

accommodate an addition to their building.

Also in December 1993, the Foundation granted The

Winston School’s request for 13.95 acres to relocate the

school. That request was formalized in March 1994 with

the award of a one-dollar-per-year lease for an initial

forty years, with an extension of eight consecutive five-

year periods.

Likewise in December 1993, the Cancer Therapy and

Research Center requested a six-month extension for

the start of the construction of the organization’s

second campus. The request was granted.

In December 1994, the Foundation approved UT Health

SA’s request and deeded to it 3.5 acres adjacent to their

North Campus (now Greehey Campus) for surface

parking for the Allied Health and McDermott buildings.

It should also be noted that, in April of 1992, the

Foundation denied a request by the Warm Springs

Rehabilitation Hospital to use the land it leased as collateral

for a loan. It is the policy of the Foundation not to

subordinate Foundation property to a tenant’s liens.



While many of the deliberations over these transactions

no doubt involved many hours of serious study and

discussion, there were some discussions that were not

without a certain humor. For example, in the case of the

Foundation’s interaction with The Ecumenical Center, the

organization’s executive director, Don Anderson, attended

the May 1993 board meeting to request, in person, land of

considerable commercial value located at a prime

intersection. When one of the trustees asked why The

Ecumenical Center should be located at such a prime corner

property, Reverend Anderson quickly replied, “Where else

would you put God?”

The Land Use Committee and the full board ultimately

agreed that a prime corner lot was the best location for their

organization.



More Land

The Land Use Committee makes recommendations for land

transactions to the full Board of Trustees, and in the early

1990s one of the most active members of that committee

was Jack Meyer, former president of the Alamo National

Bank. All but one of the transactions listed above were

generally non-controversial. The exception was The Winston

School transaction that, as Meyer told Sterlin Holmesly,

stimulated considerable discussion on the board about the

proper use of Foundation land and the need to acquire more

land to make up for what was being turned over to various

organizations.

We were approached by The Winston School for a

chunk of land, about 14 acres, which we ended up

leasing to them, and there was a great deal of

discussion about the wisdom of doing that. Even

though it was for kids with special needs, nevertheless

it was a big chunk of dirt and we had not given away a

chunk of that size since the medical school, which of

course was the raison d’etre for our being. I began

talking to the trustees and found that there were

some who agreed with the decision of making it

available to The Winston School and some who didn’t.

I listened to some profound, deep thinkers like Richard

Goldsmith who’s been a major part of the charitable

fiber of this community as his father was before him,

so I got into the philosophy of land and considerations

of leasing it to whom and on what basis and so forth

and so on. We were making it available to all comers,

and I felt we needed to be a little more discriminating.

I’ve had a granddaughter who went to The Winston



School, and so I really understand the good work they

do, but to my mind there is a question as to whether

or not it is close enough to medicine to be really wise

to take that much land. But that is water under the

bridge.

To Meyer, The Winston School transaction dramatized the

need to build up the Foundation’s land assets in an assertive

manner. He took his thoughts to his fellow members of the

Land Use Committee.

So, I started talking about how we hadn’t added any

land to our land bank, and that was really the only

asset we had. But we weren’t acquiring it. From time

to time there was discussion about acquiring land, but

the older trustees were not inclined to reach out and

be aggressive and acquire land. I mean no disrespect

to any of the older trustees, because I am now one of

them, but they thought that the Foundation ought to

be a dispenser and a caretaker, but not an acquirer of

land. I’m for that, but I said, ‘Let’s go ahead and

acquire it!’ We had the ability to generate some more

income, and I thought we should buy the land, borrow

the money, and then pay back the loan. That was kind

of the whole focus of my early years on the

Foundation Board.

At an Executive Committee meeting in December of

1992, Trustees Charles Katz, Walter Corrigan, and Dick

Evans joined Meyer in a significant and comprehensive

discussion concerning the acquisition of additional new

properties.

As a result of that discussion, the Foundation made two

significant purchases in early 1993:



In January, the Foundation acquired 8.009 acres on Gus

Eckert Road from the Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC)

for a price of $124,854.

In March, the Foundation purchased from Norman and

Avram Jacobson a 75.729-acre tract of land on both

sides of Floyd Curl Drive, extending from Hamilton Wolfe

Road on the south to just north of Fawn Meadow Road,

for a price of $2.4 million.

In May of 1993, the full board endorsed the policy of

acquiring more land in a concrete manner by authorizing

the Land Use Committee to spend up to $1.6 million for

additional land purchases upon presentation to and

approval by the Executive Committee.

According to Meyer, “There just wasn’t any contiguous

land anymore. It was a little bit out here and there. That was

the time, remember, when the savings and loans had gotten

into trouble, and a lot of their borrowers had to give up their

properties when they couldn’t make the payments. I went to

an RTC auction and bought chips and whetstones here and

there, with board approval. We were buying land for cents

on the dollar. We ended up conveying some of that later on,

selling some to the San Antonio Water System (SAWS) at

substantially more than what we paid for it—a multiple of

eight or nine times what we paid for it.”

Meyer also credits this activity with accelerating the

realization among his fellow trustees that it was becoming

necessary to conduct a systematic assessment of the

Foundation’s role regarding land, and its potential for further

organizational development.

That realization took voice in March 1993 at a Land Use

Committee meeting, when Vice Chair Jack Willome asked a

fateful question about future planning for land use. When

his fellow members informed him there was no formal

planning, Willome recommended the Foundation retain the



services of the Urban Land Institute (ULI) to investigate and

recommend future use of the undeveloped Foundation

property.

Although Willome made the formal proposal to the Land

Use Committee regarding retaining the ULI’s services, Jack

Meyer and former Chair Palmer Moe both credit Dr. Elizabeth

Lende with providing the stimulus and funds needed to

actually undertake the ULI study.

“I attribute that one thing to her,” Meyer said, “to get

them to do their study, which was expensive, but turned out

it was a focus factor we needed very badly, that we should

be other than just the stewardship function and refocused

us. It helped us broaden our perspective a bit, because it

was extremely narrow before that.”



Defending the Oak Trees

In 1992 and the years following, as commercial

development outside the campus of the Medical Center

began to grow, the need for expanded transportation access

also began to impinge upon the Medical Center and its

natural environment. The Foundation was challenged to take

a leadership role in defending some of its most important

assets: its great, old, live oak trees.

For example, in March 1992, it came to the attention of

the board that plans to expand Fredericksburg Road

included details for the removal of several large oak trees at

the corner of Wurzbach Road and Fredericksburg Road. The

board communicated its concerns about the fate of those

trees to both the Zachry Company and the Texas

Department of Transportation, and managed to save several

of the trees slated for destruction.

That action was in accord with the Foundation’s 1991

commitment to a tree-planting project in the Medical

Center, supported by a matching grant from the Texas

Forestry Service.

Moreover, in April 1993, the Foundation paid for the

planting of 150 oak trees along Wurzbach Road and Floyd

Curl Drive.



Childcare and Development Center

As Trustee Thomas “Pre” Ball recounts, in December of

1992, the Actions Committee, comprised of representatives

of the major entities in the Medical Center, reported to the

Foundation Board that it had been considering plans for a

nonprofit childcare and development center for employees

and nursing students of the Medical Center, primarily of UT

Health SA. Each facility in the Medical Center would decide

on their individual level of participation. The Actions

Committee reported that each facility had appointed a

representative to coordinate with the operator of the new

center. The center would be more than a babysitting

service, it would be educational as well. In 1993, UTSA

agreed to assist in designing the building and playground,

developing the curriculum, and involving students and

teachers daily as administrative and teacher aides. Although

the conceptual rendering of the center had been drawn, the

funding had been arranged, and the details were being

refined, the center did not become a reality. Around the time

these things were coming together, UT Health SA was not

only dealing with the problem of state funding, it also lost a

major advocate with the departure of its president Dr. John

Howe.



Transportation Projects

Throughout 1992, the Foundation was very involved in

studying the potential for federal funding of various

transportation projects, including a proposal for a light-rail

system that would extend from downtown San Antonio to

the Medical Center, and continue through to the campuses

of USAA, UTSA, and Fiesta Texas. Those plans, as local

history bears out, did not come to fruition.

That year of work had been prepared by the Metropolitan

Planning Organization’s South Texas Medical Center Mobility

Study, the first ever initiated.



Milestones

During this period, President Dr. John Howe of the UT Health

SA reported a number of significant milestones in the

development of that anchor institution to his fellow board of

the Foundation Trustees.

Those announcements included:

in November 1989, news of a joint venture among UT

Health SA, the Veterans Hospital, and the Wilford Hall

Hospital at Lackland AFB having been awarded a $5.3

million PET Scan grant;

in April 1991, initiation of the first television linkage

from UT Health SA to the Rio Grande Valley, Laredo, and

Corpus Christi; and

in April 1993, the announcement that the Bexar County

Medical Examiner’s Office woud be relocated to UT

Health SA campus, in addition to the news that UT

Health SA Dental School was ranked number one in the

US.

The month of April 1994 marked the twenty-fifth

anniversary of the School of Nursing at UT Health SA, and in

honor of that occasion, Dean of the Nursing School Patty L.

Hawken reported to the board on the accomplishments of

the school over that quarter century.

The Foundation’s period of transition from 1989 to 1994

was clearly a time of consolidation, stabilization, and

reflection, as well as significant growth in its land and

financial assets. In 1990, it established an investment policy

designed to guarantee financial stability by requiring that

funds be invested in either government securities or, up to

20 percent, in mutual funds or government securities. It was



also a time in which the Foundation, through its annual

donor recognition dinners, cultivated closer relations with

both individual and institutional donors and worked to

continue attracting the most competent and diverse

leadership to the board—while still retaining the wisdom of

its older trustees. In 1990, the board made a number of

amendments to the by-laws, chief among them a provision

extending active trustee terms of office (before going to

lifetime status) from two three-year terms to three three-

year terms. It also allowed for officers of the Foundation to

be either voting trustees or lifetime trustees.

Credit must be given to the leadership exercised by the

late L. H. Hudson; the late John M. Smith, Jr., MD; and

Richard W. Evans, Jr., who successively served as chairs of

the Foundation during this period of 1989 to 1994. Dr. Lende

served as vice chair of the Foundation during all five years,

before being elected chair in 1995.

These trustees and others, from whom we shall hear

more in succeeding chapters, set the stage for the next

period of self-study and planning, assisted by the Urban

Land Institute, which characterized the next stage of the

Foundation’s growth. They did so upon the basis of another

half-decade of significant accomplishments and good

stewardship that clearly worked to “improve health care,

advance biomedical science, and enhance community well-

being” for San Antonians in general.



CHAPTER FIVE

1995–2000

Setting the Stage for the Future

By the middle of the 1990s, the processes of consolidation,

stabilization, and reflection put in motion by the Board and

staff of the Foundation in the first half of that decade had

resulted in a new consensus of understanding in the entire

Foundation community. In essence, the trustees and staff

had come to agree that the Foundation needed to redefine

itself, its mission, and its strategies for growth in response

to changing times in the community, state, and nation as a

whole.

This confluence of perspectives from both

businesspeople and health professionals worked to very

good effect during the second half of the 1990s. The

Foundation began to extend its process of reflection through

more strategic planning in 1995 and the very significant

Urban Land Institute study, which was commissioned in

December of that year. That study, which was formally

published in 1996, had a profound influence on the

Foundation through the rest of that decade, and continues

to do so even to the present day.



The year 1995 could be said to have set the stage for

that process of self-study and expert consultation. The

events of 1995 are summarized briefly in one page of the

official minutes of the Foundation, but there were a number

of significant developments. For example, in addition to

electing Elizabeth Lende as chair (the first woman to occupy

that key leadership position) at the annual meeting in

January 1995, the trustees also passed another resolution

honoring Wilbur Matthews as he completed his term on the

board and recognizing “his dedicated service and significant

contributions to the Foundation.”

STRATEGIC PLANNING

Trustee Jack Willome took a lead role from 1995 to 1997 in

both strategic planning and preparing the organization to

undertake the Urban Land Institute (ULI) study. In December

of 1995, the board conducted another strategic planning

meeting with Willome taking a lead role, which resulted in

the drafting of the mission statement cited at the beginning

of this book. At the December meeting, Willome read the

new mission statement to his fellow trustees and affirmed

the Foundation’s commitment to “improve health care,

advance biomedical science, and enhance community well-

being” by “providing leadership and active stewardship of

our land and other assets.” The board formally approved

that mission statement.

Willome explained his modus operandi for conducting

strategic planning discussions as being based upon the

recognition that everyone comes to the table with a variety

of interests and needs.

At the beginning of the meeting, we have an open

discussion time in which everyone is encouraged to

express what is most important to them. As they are



doing so, I write down their comments on big pieces of

paper lining the walls of the room. Then, we conduct

an experiment in what a friend of mine calls ‘dot-

ocracy,’ in which everyone is given four or five red

dots and they are asked to go up to the walls and put

red dots on the issues they think are most important.

From simply counting up the number of red dots by

specific items or issues, Trustee Jack Willome explained, he

is able to visually show the group their common areas of

agreement and develop a list of their most important

concerns.

Utilizing that technique, Trustee Willome said, the

members of the board who participated in these planning

sessions came to recognize they were in agreement that

some of the primary issues for the Medical Center included

not only traffic, but the long-term development of UT Health

SA, the future disposition of unallocated land, and

longstanding restriction in the by-laws of the Foundation

requiring it to have the approval of the entire University of

Texas Board of Regents before finalizing any land

transaction. Trustee Willome explained there was a desire

among Foundation Trustees to have that requirement

changed to approval only by the president of UT Health SA.

“That list of needs and concerns became the charter for

the Urban Land Institute study,” Willome said.

A THOROUGH REVIEW

Also in December, at Trustee Willome’s request, the board

gave approval to contract with the ULI for a “thorough

review of the Medical Center’s current status and

recommendations for the future.”

Established in 1936, the Washington, DC-based ULI has

long been respected as one of America’s most recognized



and widely quoted sources of objective information on urban

planning, growth and development. With more than thirteen

thousand members representing professionals involved in

every aspect of the land use and development disciplines,

its senior leadership occupied a unique position to pull

together an expert team that would be highly qualified to

provide the kind of penetrating analysis and farsighted

recommendations for change the Foundation desired to

obtain.

In the introductory sections to the ULI study of the

Medical Center, the report’s authors explained how it

provided advisory services for this study. It is the practice of

the ULI, they wrote, to assemble a panel team “composed of

highly qualified professionals who volunteer their time to

ULI. . . . Teams typically include several developers, a

landscape architect, a planner, a market analyst, a financial

expert, and others with niche expertise needed to address

the project. . . . Each panel is chaired by a respected ULI

member who has had previous panel experience.”

Such panels, they explained, conduct intensive five-day

on-site assessments that include a tour of the site and

meetings with representatives of the various stakeholders in

the site itself. The team then conducts a day and a half of

hour-long interviews with eighty to a hundred leading

citizens of the site’s community, and a day and a half of

formulating recommendations. The report’s writers also

commented that it is common for “many long nights of

discussion” to precede the panel’s conclusions. On the final

day of the panel’s visit, the panel makes an oral

presentation to present its findings and recommendations. If

the sponsor so requests, the panel will prepare a written

report for publication.

The ULI study conducted for the Foundation followed this

basic format, and the members of the ULI panel came to

San Antonio to conduct their formal work during the week of

September 8–13 of 1996.



“They put together an excellent panel chaired by Myron

P. Curzan, who served with the law firm Arnold & Porter, LLP,

of Washington, DC,” Willome said. “I had gotten to know him

a few years beforehand serving on a panel that was

advising Duke University about their future land use needs.”

The study notes that “the ULI advisory team consisted of

ten professionals with expertise in market analysis, land

development, law, institutional development, land use and

transportation planning, medical facility management, and

other relevant fields.” They were joined by three members

of the ULI staff, who accompanied them on site visits and

participated in planning discussions. Their work was

facilitated by a considerable amount of information provided

to the ULI staff under the direction of Foundation President

Clancy Woliver during the preceding months, and by a panel

pre-visit in April of 1996. Under the section of the ULI’s

report entitled “Development Strategies for the South Texas

Medical Center,” the authors present a list of twelve

questions the panel had developed for its use prior to

undertaking the site visit, on the basis of information

provided by the Foundation staff. Those questions merit

reproduction in full here, as they reflect the comprehensive

nature of the study itself, and the degree of critical acumen

being brought to this inquiry both by the Foundation and the

expert panel.

Those twelve questions were as follows:

1. What kind of organizational structure will best serve the

long-term development objectives of the Foundation?

2. What marketing strategy is recommended for new

development in the Medical Center?

3. What role should the Foundation play in the field of

health care in the city of San Antonio and Bexar County?



4. What is the market potential for additional health care-

related development in Bexar County and South Texas?

5. Should the Foundation try to acquire additional land? If

so, which parcels?

6. Should the Foundation try to attract development that is

unrelated to health care? What kind? How much?

7. How should land uses be allocated on existing or on any

newly acquired land?

8. How should development be phased?

9. How can access to and circulation within the Medical

Center be improved?

10. What infrastructure improvements will be needed?

11. How can the Foundation create an identity for the

Medical Center?

12. What kinds of signage, landscape elements, or other

features can be used to create a sense of place?

Palmer Moe, former president of Valero Energy

Corporation, was in his first year as Trustee when he

participated in a facilitated discussion of the ULI study led

by Jack Willome. As Moe would later become chair of the

Foundation and would be directly involved in implementing

many of the recommendations made by the expert panel,

his perspective on the ULI study is particularly insightful.

The study made a lot of very important

recommendations about where the Foundation should

go, some changes to consider, possibly a

reorganization of the Foundation. Two were very

significant things. One is they recommended we really

focus on the real estate, bring in some real estate

experts, and seriously consider how we use the

property. They recommended we restrict the core part



of the property to UT Health SA activities in terms of

expansions. We adopted that policy and we have been

very, very particular about any consideration of the

use of that property.

Another thing that came out was to focus on the

development of the land, and to do some master

planning. The third thing that came out of the report

was it recommended that we consider having a

subsidiary that manages the real estate. That wasn’t

very workable.

The expert panel, in fact, recommended the

establishment of a subsidiary nonprofit corporation to which

they gave the hypothetical name of the San Antonio Medical

Development Corporation (SAMDC). They developed this

recommendation because, in their estimation, the board of

the Foundation was “not equipped to implement the

necessary strategies because they require a comprehensive

understanding of both the health care industry and real

estate development, two complicated and changing fields.”

The panel conceived of the SAMDC as an organization

which the Foundation would sponsor and support for the

purpose of ensuring “conscientious management of its

physical resources, and to foster the cooperative

development of its unified mission.” Such an organization

would also “drive the Foundation’s strategic planning and

implementation efforts.” The panel recommended this new

organization have a board of eleven members, six from the

Foundation and five from among key stakeholders in the

Medical Center. They also recommended such a board be

composed only of senior executives of the respective

organizations.

In making this recommendation, the panel urged that the

Foundation devote itself to fundraising, in order to obtain

the funds needed for the operations of the SAMDC, in

addition to providing general community leadership in “the



many debates that will emerge in the changing health care

environment.” Willome said,

I led the group through a process that was open to

anybody who currently served or who had served on

the board in the past who wanted to participate. We

had a series of meetings at then-Trustee Sam

Barshop’s offices and basically, we went through two

different phases. We went through the ULI report page

by page to develop a common understanding of what

they said. Through this process we eventually reached

agreement about what, in fact, it said—we were all on

the same page.

So, then we had to determine what our position

was on the report, and out of that we came up with

four or five strategic options, but the biggest issue

was the question of a property owners’ association.

The recommendation to establish the SAMDC, though not

workable for a variety of reasons, nevertheless did

accurately reflect the need for greater cooperation among

the various stakeholder organizations in the Medical Center

in dealing with their common needs for better

infrastructure, general safety, and facilitating traffic in and

out of the center, among other needs. The Foundation

responded by creating the Medical Center Alliance

(hereafter referred to as the Alliance), which also works to

market the Medical Center. Its member organizations, in

addition to the Foundation, now include Methodist

Healthcare (Methodist Hospital), Methodist Healthcare

Ministries, UT Health SA, the University Health System, and

the VA Hospital.

Palmer Moe credits Alex Halff with taking the initiative to

establish the Alliance, in his position as one of the most

senior members of the board.



“Alex got the Alliance up and running, and that basically

is a landowners’ association consisting of the major

owners/tenants in the Medical Center who now contribute in

the aggregate about a million dollars a year for matching

money that we use to get the city to match and do

intersections and other improvements in the Medical

Center.”

Halff explained that the concept of spinning off a

development corporation from the Foundation, as

recommended by the ULI study, “couldn’t be sold to the

members of the board. They told us they didn’t want to go

into the active development business,” he said. “On the

other hand, we also had John Howe, then president of UT

Health SA, telling us that if we gave him fifty years, UT

Health SA would use all of the land we could give him. We

felt that UT Health SA was the jewel of what we had out

there. We didn’t feel that we wanted to get rid of our land

and market it on an economic development basis. We were

not that aggressive.”

Halff said they realized they needed a new way of

dealing with relations with the stakeholders in the Medical

Center. As he put it, “Years before, there had been a

committee of the Foundation that included them but that

did not fare well as a committee.” The result of that

realization was a resolution presented by Chair Halff to the

Board of Trustees at their meeting on March 4, 1997. The

resolution proposed that the South Texas Medical

Coordinating Committee, as authorized in the by-laws of the

Foundation, would replace the existing Medical Advisory

Committee and function as a separate entity.

The resolution went on to state, “In groups of one or two,

and any additional appropriate person or persons, members

would simultaneously call on CEOs and the volunteer chair

of the board to solicit interest in participation with other

entities represented in or about the Medical Center to do



planning and execution on traffic, signage, drainage,

landscaping, and pedestrian movement.”

The resolution further stated that the Foundation “would

participate on a 50/50 basis with moneys raised from

participating entities at this time.” The resolution affirmed

that the Foundation would maintain control of all planning

studies and their implementation—in essence rejecting the

proposal by the ULI that it cede such authority to a proposed

development corporation.

The resolution was also significant in that it addressed

several other points that originally came up as concerns in

the strategic planning process initiated by Jack Willome and

that were addressed by the ULI study.

For example, the resolution stated that Paul Smith would

be appointed to negotiate with the University of Texas Board

of Regents “for the removal of restrictions from all existing

Foundation land.”

The resolution also designated “all land south of

Hamilton Wolfe Road as core property.” It further stated the

land is to be used for priority purposes, which was defined

as “uses in conjunction with UT Health SA and other major

existing entities within the core.” All other land was

designated for non-priority uses, and a moratorium was put

on all land transactions “until our planning progresses.”

The resolution stated that “a special Advocacy

Committee will be appointed to liaison between the

Foundation, UT Health SA, and other entities within the

Medical Center.” That committee was charged with the

responsibility of keeping the Foundation informed on

matters concerning policy, progress, and problems within

the world of South Texas medicine, and of serving as an

advocate when appropriate.

Trustee Pat Legan, whom Jack Willome describes as

“always a voice of reason,” moved that the resolution be

passed, and, after being seconded, it was approved by a

unanimous vote.



Halff points out that he did not do the job of forging

consensus about the size and scope of the Alliance all on his

own.

“We had to figure out where we were going,” he said.

“Dr. Pre Ball, Jack Meyer, and I and some other trustees

went around and talked to the heads of the various entities

in the Medical Center to encourage them to participate in

this new endeavor.”



A New Organization

By July of 1997, Halff could report to the board in a special

memorandum that the South Texas Medical Coordinating

Committee, under Dr. Ball’s leadership, had met with six of

eight prospective organizations who all “felt that a

committee or organization should be developed under our

guidance that would serve as a landowners’ association.”

They further agreed that each of them should have

representation at a high level, “probably at the board chair

level rather than the CEOs.” Dr. Ball was eminently qualified

to take such a leadership role, having previously reached

the rank of general in the US Air Force at Wilford Hall

Medical Center.

In that memorandum, Halff outlined a very clear agenda

for the new organization, which was the result of their

consultations with the stakeholders. The main points of that

agenda included:

that a development plan should be established as a

guide to the direction of growth;

that emphasis should be placed on access and parking,

and that any development should be done with

consideration of the impact on traffic flow and access,

including the development of covered parking;

that immediate emphasis should be placed on

establishment of access from IH-10 via Medical Drive

and a Fredericksburg Road overpass;

that emphasis should be placed on the development of

a joint project to promote the concept and practice of

wellness, perhaps with greater utilization;



that additional lodgings were needed to accommodate

both upscale private patients and families, and patients

and families from University Hospital and the VA

Hospital who desire less expensive facilities;

that there would be challenges posed by the current mix

of for-profit and nonprofit organizations;

that the center would benefit from the expansion of the

medical school in the areas of teaching and research,

and particularly in the area of primary care;

that attention needed to be devoted to the problems of

area identification, zoning, landscaping, development of

a disaster plan (water, power, etc.), security, and

transportation; and

that the stakeholders were interested in the

development of the Methodist Healthcare Ministries

“triangle” and its impact on traffic flow.

Lastly, Halff strongly urged his fellow trustees to address

the question of greater diversity on the board, which he

characterized as necessary in order to “be successful in

working with governmental and outside entities.” He

applauded a report recently made by Trustee Catherine

Cooke on behalf of the Nominating Committee, and urged

that their work be developed further.

Clearly, there was a strong mandate to get a new

organization up and running. The process of actually getting

the Alliance established took a couple of years from the

time of those initial discussions and formal communications.

In April of 1998, the board received a draft of the by-laws for

what was then called the South Texas Medical Center

Community Council. By the summer of 1999, Bill Balthrope,

who had served on the board and as chair of the Methodist

Healthcare System, was elected as the new chair of what is



now called the Medical Center Alliance and formally

constituted as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation.

The Foundation’s records indicate that relieving traffic

congestion became highest among its many priorities,

which led to an extensive discussion with staff of the City of

San Antonio concerning whether the Medical Center should

be seen as eligible for funding as simply part of District 8 or

whether it was a citywide funding responsibility, as was the

case with downtown San Antonio.

Because City Hall had a tendency of seeing the Medical

Center as solely part of District 8, the Foundation conducted

a study with the major institutions in the Medical Center to

find out in which city council districts their employees and

patients resided. The result of that study demonstrated that

the employees and patients came from all districts, and it

“served as a catalyst to demonstrate to all Council members

why they should support congestion relief in the Medical

Center with funding.”

Halff also noted that a group of trustees from the

Foundation went to Houston with the intention of studying

that city’s medical center and medical establishments in

outlying areas as well. As a result of that trip, he said, they

became committed to improving landscaping around the

Medical Center and providing better signage. Palmer Moe

describes the efforts as follows:

Bill Balthrope very ably has led the charge as chair of

the Alliance. What he’s done is approach the city to

move up the priority to put in right-turn lanes and

better signaling and better signage in the Medical

Center—to improve transportation and traffic flow in

and through the Medical Center. Traffic is much

improved as these intersections are done, and I

believe three have been done. So that was a very

significant event that was driven by the ULI report in



implementing the Alliance, and Alex led the way on

that.

While the history of the Alliance lies outside the purview

of this history, it is appropriate to note that it has indeed

initiated most of the items on the agenda originally

articulated by Alex Halff in his July 1997 memorandum.

Palmer Moe offered this reflection on the development of

the “Golden Triangle” mentioned in Halff’s memo:

The Methodist Hospital has what is called the Golden

Triangle, which borders on Wurzbach and Floyd Curl

and Medical Drive. They had about 23 acres of

undeveloped land. We tried to buy that land but they

wouldn’t sell it to us. They said they were holding it

for hospital expansion. Then they sold some of it to

Walgreen’s, and they’ve got a Starbuck’s Coffee and

other commercial establishments on it.



A Permanent Endowment

While the undertaking of the ULI study and the

establishment of the Alliance were without doubt two of the

most significant events that transpired during the period of

1995–1999, there is a third event of great importance that

was announced at the annual meeting in 1996.

Trustee J. Marvin Smith III, MD, announced that, due to

the dissolution of the Southwest Texas Methodist Hospital

Foundation brought about by the formation of the Methodist

Health System with the Hospital Corporation of America and

Methodist Healthcare Ministries, the Foundation had been

awarded a restricted gift in the amount of $500,000. That

restriction was, as he read, “to be used to establish a

permanent Foundation endowment, with the income

available to support strategic studies and their

implementation, so as to continue to identify and promote

health care needs for the citizens of San Antonio and South

Texas.”

There have been many discussions among board

members over the years about the manner in which that

mandate should be accomplished, and this history will treat

those discussions at some length.

The Foundation also awarded the last significant leases

before it imposed its moratorium after the ULI study. In

September of 1996, Ronald McDonald House signed a forty-

year, one-dollar-a-year lease for a 3-acre tract at the

intersection of Sid Katz and Ewing Halsell Drives. The

Foundation also allotted 7.073 acres on Wurzbach Road to

the Visiting Nurses Association/Hospice with the

requirement that construction begin within three years of

the commencement of the lease, though it never occurred.

In December of that year, the Foundation also approved a



request from the Warm Springs Rehabilitation Hospital to

exercise its lease option for a Phase II expansion of their

facilities.



A Celebration and Further Success

One year later, in September of 1997, the Foundation

celebrated its fiftieth birthday with a black-tie dinner at the

Hyatt Regency Hotel. The event included addresses by J.

Marvin Smith III, MD, and by Kenneth H. Cooper, MD,

founder and president of the Cooper Aerobic Center in

Dallas. The event was highly successful, with several

hundred people in attendance.

In that same month, Chair Alex Halff and President

Clancy Woliver lobbied the City of San Antonio and the

Metropolitan Planning Organization to the effect that the

Medical Center was a major concern for the city as a whole

and, as such, should receive funding for improvements to

Medical Drive with federal transportation tax dollars. At the

annual meeting in 1998, trustees of the board learned that

their work had been successful in that the Metropolitan

Planning Organization had determined that Medical Drive

improvements were its third-highest priority.

In November of that year, the Foundation purchased a

10-acre tract of land, located at the intersection of Fawn

Meadow and Valley Green, known as the Denman property,

for $725,000. The year ended with the burial of a time

capsule containing numerous items of historical interest at a

location near the “double helix” sculpture on UT Health SA

campus.

In April of 1998, the Foundation took a major step toward

increasing its revenues—in line with ULI report

recommendations—through signing a lease for a new Eckerd

Drug Store at the intersection of Medical Drive and

Wurzbach Road. Prior to this time, the only other

commercial lease held by the Foundation was for Aldo’s

Ristorante Italiano. The drugstore lease was initially



negotiated at $175,000 per year with a Consumer Price

Index adjustment every three years after the first six years

of the lease. Trustee Pat Legan was the principal architect of

this lease agreement and was so recognized in the

Foundation’s minutes.

Trustee Jack Meyer’s longstanding recommendations that

the Foundation borrow money to purchase land and pay it

off from Foundation revenues also began to come to fruition

in September of 1998, when the Foundation Board approved

the purchase of three tracts totaling 16 acres on Cinnamon

Hill from the FC Properties One, Ltd., for $927,500. The

Foundation accomplished this transaction through a $3

million credit line from the Broadway National Bank with a

fixed interest rate of 6.875%. One year later, the San

Antonio Water System approached the Foundation

requesting 3 acres of that property to install a 115-foot

recycled water storage tank. That request was granted in

April of 1998 with SAWS paying $297,578 for that tract of

land.



Leadership Changes

The transition from 1998 to 1999 was a significant one for

the organization. In the December 1998 meeting, President

C. H. Woliver submitted his resignation, effective

immediately, and expressed his thanks to the many trustees

who had made his eleven-year position with the Foundation

a worthwhile experience. The year was also the last of Alex

Halff’s tenure as chair. At the 1998 annual meeting, the

board elected a new Foundation president, Jim Reed, a

former Southwestern Bell executive who had taken early

retirement and gone on to serve as executive director of the

American Heart Association in San Antonio.

At that same meeting, Jack Meyer became chair and the

board took to heart Alex Halff’s 1997 admonition to diversify

its board, and welcomed the new trustees.

Reed stepped into the Foundation’s presidency at a

crucial time in its development. The recommendations of

the ULI study were to be tested in numerous ways as the

pressures on property use in the Medical Center area were

to steadily increase, and as transportation and access in

that entire sector of San Antonio were increasingly being

discussed in the media and among civic and governmental

leaders. In addition to serving as the Foundation’s president,

Reed worked alongside Alliance Chair Bill Balthrope as the

de facto staff of the Alliance in its initial period and served

as an advocate for the transportation and infrastructure

needs of the Medical Center before the Metropolitan

Planning Organization and the City of San Antonio.



Other Land Decisions

There were several other significant land decisions that

occurred in 1999, including approval by the board of a ten-

year extension on reserving 22 acres on UT Health SA’s

North Campus. Lastly, by June of 1999, the board gave final

approval to acquire a 1-acre tract of land known as the

“hole in the donut” on a 50-acre tract for a sale price of

$118,000. The land included a well that was capped and a

house that was demolished in a responsible fashion, as it

contained asbestos.

Although the Foundation had made it clear to the

community that it was going to maintain a strong

commitment to its core property and mission, that message

had not been understood yet by all quarters in the

community. For example, as 1999 drew to a close,

CHRISTUS Santa Rosa petitioned the Foundation for

permission to receive land adjacent to its property for a

South Texas Catholic Retirement Center. As it had done in

the past when receiving similar requests for assisted living

facilities, the Foundation’s board declined that request at its

November meeting.

As the year closed and a citywide discussion ensued

around installing light-rail transportation to the northwest

corridors of San Antonio, the Alliance followed through on

another recommendation of the ULI study and selected

Rialto Studio to conduct a master plan for the Medical

Center.

The 1990s drew to a close with the demonstration by the

Foundation Board of a considerable commitment to planning

and intelligent growth. The Foundation had prepared itself

well to meet the challenges of the new millennium,

including a successful leadership transition.



CHAPTER SIX

2000–2005

Implementing the Goals in a Changing

Environment

The decade started off with organizational stability, but

there were considerable changes in personnel on the

Foundation Board and in the Medical Center community.

At UT Health SA, a major change occurred in February

2000 when Dr. John Howe announced he was retiring as that

institution’s president. At the February meeting of the

Foundation Trustees, Dr. Howe thanked the trustees for their

support during his fifteen-year tenure. He also used that

occasion to announce to the Foundation Board that UT

Health SA had contracted with the noted architectural and

planning firm Ford, Powell & Carson and the HOK Planning

Group of Atlanta, Georgia, to conduct a new master plan for

that organization. That planning process would bring about

a number of significant changes in land use policy at UT

Health SA.

During the year 2000, the still-fledgling Alliance began to

move rapidly forward as an organization, in close concert

with Chair Jack Meyer and President Jim Reed. Together with



Alliance Chair Bill Balthrope (the organization’s patriarch),

they conducted numerous meetings with members of the

San Antonio City Council for the purpose of securing their

commitment to a number of infrastructure improvements for

the Medical Center. The Alliance was comprised of one

board member from each member organization save for the

Foundation, which was allotted three members who cannot

serve as officers, due to its status as the largest land holder

in the Medical Center. In 2000, those trustees representing

the Foundation were Jack Meyer, Alex Halff, and Dr. Pre Ball.

In March of 2000, the Foundation disbursed its first

annual contribution of $100,000 toward the operational

support of the Alliance. At that time, UT Health SA and

Methodist Healthcare System each disbursed $300,000

toward those operational expenses, while the other

members contributed $100,000 each.

In June of that year, the Foundation Board approved a

contribution of $200,000 to the Alliance for the beginning of

Phase I renovations to the intersection of Ewing Halsell and

Medical Drives. That project was just the beginning of a

number of initiatives the Alliance undertook to develop

improved transportation facilities within the Medical Center

during this decade.

The Foundation wasn’t the only entity within the Medical

Center that had been working diligently to plan for the

future. In September of 2000, the new master plan for UT

Health SA was completed and presented to the Foundation

Board at its regular meeting. At that meeting, new UT

Health SA president Dr. Francisco Cigarroa particularly

thanked President Reed for his many contributions to the

planning process.

Also at that meeting, the Foundation gave approval to

deed 22 acres to UT Health SA adjacent to the 28-acre North

Campus for the purpose of building the new Children’s

Cancer Research Institute along with other developments.



President Jim Reed pointed out that this new master plan

represented a considerable departure from the previous

planning model, under which UT Health SA had been

growing.

John Howe had an image of future development for UT

Health SA, taking the form of multiple research

buildings two to four stories in height, surrounded by

surface parking. That image changed as Dr. Francisco

Cigarroa came in as president and said he wanted

more vertical development—office towers and

structured parking garages, as required by the

Foundation which realized land was at a premium as

development occurred. For example, their new

research building, while horizontal in design, will have

walkovers to the Children’s Cancer Research Center

and CTRC. The strategic plan as it related to land use

changed dramatically when Dr. Cigarroa took over

from Dr. Howe.

President Reed also pointed out that the new master plan

took into account the long-range drainage needs for the

entire area, recommending that a lake be landscaped into a

low-lying area of the as-yet-undeveloped portion of the 50

acres of UT Health SA north complex, later named the

Greehey Campus, to be surrounded eventually by new

buildings.

President Reed’s role in the process was that of an

ombudsman for the public interest, advocating for full

communication in the planning work because, as he

explained, “state agencies don’t have to go through the city

permitting process.” He was very pleased to say that the

planning personnel at UT Health SA are very inclusive, and

that he worked closely with them to make sure that their

planning for traffic flow was conducted in full



communication with traffic planners from the City of San

Antonio.

At the September 2000 meeting, the Foundation also

discussed a revised Resolution of Understanding between

the Foundation and the University of Texas Board of Regents

clarifying the longstanding requirement for new facilities to

be subject to the approval of the president of UT Health SA

and the regents. Developed by Paul Smith, the new

resolution clarified that the Foundation had development

authority for any facility that was medical, educational, or

research related within the core area, with the exception of

hospitals. With hospitals, it would be necessary to either

enter into a new affiliation agreement with UT Health SA or

obtain a waiver from the UT Health SA president that no

affiliation agreement was needed.

The Resolution of Understanding put certain restrictions

on the land called the “core” property, which is defined as

the land south of Hamilton Wolfe Road. This Resolution freed

up the land north of Hamilton Wolfe Road, or “non-core”

property, with no restrictions by the UT System.

The Foundation Trustees also passed a resolution at that

same meeting to endorse the initiative to have fluoride

added to the San Antonio Water System public drinking

water, which was subsequently passed by the voters of San

Antonio.

Other board highlights of that year include passage of a

resolution approving the Cancer Therapy and Research

Center’s plans for an addition to their building, approval to

Southwestern Bell for a 25’ x 25’ easement on the west side

of Floyd Curl Drive for a digital booster facility, and approval

by the Executive Committee of $10,000 for the Welcome

Lodge to study the need for housing low-income patients

and their families and the ability of existing facilities to fill

that need— contingent upon the financial survival of the

Welcome Lodge over the following months.



It did not take long for the question of how to use the

$10,000 that had been allocated for the Welcome Lodge to

be determined. At the December 2000 annual meeting, the

management of the Welcome Lodge announced it would be

closing, and that allocation was rescinded.

As 2001 got underway, the Foundation became involved

in a couple of initiatives to improve the aesthetics of the

Medical Center. One initiative was a land sculpturing project

to improve the appearance of the as-yet-undeveloped

Foundation property. Another was a project to sow

wildflower seeds along Wurzbach Road, also on

undeveloped property.

Future transportation needs came to the forefront in a

decision, in January 2001, to require the Visiting Nurses

Association/Hospice (VNA/Hospice) to move the lease for

their property to a location other than the one that had

been previously approved for them. This group had

previously received a lease for a location on Wurzbach Road,

close to The Ecumenical Center, under the condition that

they would need to begin construction within three years.

They applied to the Land Use Committee for an extension of

their lease because they had been unable to raise the funds

needed to begin construction in the required time.

Recognizing that the existing VNA/Hospice location was the

only property the Foundation still had that remained in a

central location in the Medical Center (and that it might well

be needed for other uses including a possible transit

facility), the Land Use Committee voted to extend the lease

but on a new location on the Gus Eckert Road property.

This move was well regarded by the trustees and

accepted by the VNA/Hospice. The new location on the Gus

Eckert Road property was also appropriate because it was

located among a group of assisted living facilities and was

across the street from the location which the VNA/Hospice

was currently leasing.



LAND ACTIVITY INCREASES

In April of 2001, the Foundation had to remind one of its

beneficiaries of the original terms of its deed. President

Reed learned that the Children’s Shelter of San Antonio,

located on a portion of the original 171 acres of the Medical

Center, was investigating selling the property deeded it by

the Foundation. In addition, President Reed came to know

that the Children’s Shelter had approached both the Child

Guidance Center and the Easter Seal Society to join with

them in listing the properties for sale.

As the Board minutes succinctly note, “President Reed

contacted the Children’s Shelter representative and

reminded them of the original deed restriction on the

property of medical, educational and/or research uses and

that the Foundation would hold anyone selling to those deed

restrictions.”

President Reed suggested to the Children’s Shelter that it

contact the city, which at that time was seeking to place a

senior citizen’s center in the Medical Center for the purpose

of providing medical information, health screenings, and

other medical services. In 2004, through the leadership of

then City Councilman Art Hall, the city purchased the

property with the encouragement of the Foundation Board,

renovated it, and finally conducted the ribbon cutting of the

Bob Ross Senior Citizen Center in 2007.

A similar situation arose in June of 2001. President Reed

received a call from a reporter from the San Antonio

Business Journal asking him to comment on CHRISTUS Santa

Rosa’s sale of its two towers and the parking lot to service

the buildings to the for-profit Lillibridge Group, a limited

partnership based in Chicago.

CHRISTUS Santa Rosa really started on the wrong foot.

We went through some contentious negotiations on a

parking lot they had that was being leased from the



Foundation for a dollar a year. Our Trustee Richard

Goldsmith kept cautioning me about this

subsidization. He and others reminded me we had to

bring this to closure and get fair market value or we

would threaten our nonprofit status. We continued

with negotiations, which ultimately led to the

Foundation filing a lawsuit against CHRISTUS Santa

Rosa. That situation finally ended when Don Beeler

came in as the CEO of CHRISTUS Santa Rosa and saw

it wasn’t being handled properly. Palmer Moe was very

instrumental in guiding this whole conflict to

resolution. We ended up with the parking lot on a

commercial long-term lease at the commercial rate.

In September of 2001, the transfer of 22 acres on the

North Campus of UT Health SA was completed. This transfer

was significant, as it was the first such transfer with deed

restrictions. In this case, the restrictions required UT Health

SA to construct structured parking when two hundred or

more vehicles regularly used the surface parking lot. In

addition, the deed required UT Health SA to follow the

Alliance’s plan for landscaping, sidewalks, and parking

lighting.

At Palmer Moe’s urging, the board decided to increase its

fundraising effort to support the annual operating expenses

of the Foundation.

The following year, 2002, was not a year of major

development for the Foundation. During that time, the

disagreement with CHRISTUS Santa Rosa remained pending,

and the Alliance and Foundation continued to advocate for

improvements to roads and transportation in the general

area of the Medical Center.

Regarding the latter, in January of 2002, members of the

board joined with the chief executive officers of other

Medical Center organizations to testify at a public meeting

of the Metropolitan Planning Organization to request



additional funding for right-of-way improvements for the

grade separation work taking Medical Drive under

Fredericksburg Road. The result was an additional

designation of $4 million for the project.

It should be noted as well that in May of 2002, the

Foundation Board voted to recommend to the City of San

Antonio that the next major street to be developed in the

Medical Center should be named for Dr. James Hollers, the

Foundation’s first director. This recommendation was made

in response to a request to that effect made by Dr. Hollers’s

daughter and the San Antonio District Dental Society.

The only major business undertaken at that meeting was

approval of a recommendation by the Land Use Committee

to purchase a 5.2-acre tract of land on Valley Green Drive,

located north of the Denman property. Known as the Maness

property, the Foundation ultimately purchased that land in

May 2003 for $486,747, at the rate of $2.15 per square foot.

In contrast to the previous year, 2003 was a year

characterized by considerable change. It got off to a good

start at the January board meeting with the news that the

organization was beginning the year with a positive

operational budget variance of $57,233, as compared with a

negative budget balance of $44,371 in 2002. It was

observed in the minutes that the positive variance “broke a

trend begun when the Foundation commenced funding the

Alliance in 2000 at the rate of $100,000 per year.”

Moreover, due to the success of its fundraising efforts, the

Foundation received a total of $71,000 in contributions in

calendar year 2003, which represented a 22 percent

increase from the level of $55,000 in 2002.

That increase was particularly significant for Chair Moe,

who advised the entire board that the Foundation must

increase its fundraising efforts toward the goal of raising at

least $100,000 per year, to expand the public awareness

and support of the Foundation’s activities. The board agreed



with that goal and did indeed make significant strides in

fundraising throughout the decade.

Although there had been some discussion half a year

earlier about the performance of the Foundation’s

investments under the care of the Combined Charities

Investment Group, in January of 2003, the Foundation

decided to continue placing its trust in that organization to

manage the Foundation funds, which by that time had

surpassed the $700,000 mark. In doing so, the Foundation

specified that the funds would be placed according to the

formula of 60 percent in equities and 40 percent in fixed

income.

Subsequently, the asset allocation was revised to 75

percent equities and 25 percent fixed income.

PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS

Three major property transactions dominated the business

of the Foundation in 2003. In May, Chair Moe announced to

the board that the CHRISTUS Santa Rosa lawsuit had been

settled. Under the terms of the settlement, CHRISTUS Santa

Rosa agreed to pay the Foundation the commercial lease

rate of $99,000 per year, with periodic adjustments for

increases in the Consumer Price Index.

The second major real estate development of the year

came to fruition in June with the Board’s approval of a

commercial lease in the amount of $50,600 per year (also

with periodic CPI adjustments) for San Antonio Federal

Credit Union (SAFCU). That decision came at the end of a

negotiation process that had begun in April of that year,

with an application by SAFCU for a 2-acre tract of land at

the intersection of Wurzbach and Sid Katz Roads, located

next to the American Heart Association building. The

property had previously only been considered appropriate

for surface parking or a park, due to the fact that it included



buried power distribution lines encased in concrete running

in diagonal lines across the property. The Foundation was

pleased that SAFCU did not see those lines as an

impediment to its development of the site as a branch office

location.

The third significant real estate transaction of 2003 came

about in the fall of that year when the board received a

request from Goodwill Industries to sell its property to

Mission Road Ministries for a Unicorn Center. (The use

restriction on the Goodwill deed required approval by the

Foundation in order for the transaction to take place.) The

board approved the transfer of the land and implemented a

new, not-for-profit service fee in the terms of this approval.

The annual fee is an amount equal to 1 percent of the value

of the land, also subject to periodic CPI adjustments, similar

to the terms of a not-for-profit lease.

One of the most significant developments for the Medical

Center in the entire decade came to the attention of the full

Board of Trustees in the fall of 2003 when the Land Use

Committee reported it had come to agreement for the

location of a new CPS Energy substation to be situated

behind Warm Springs Rehabilitation Hospital and adjacent to

the North Campus of UT Health SA.

“The medical imaging research facility at UT Health SA

had been making it known to the Foundation, for quite some

period of time, that they lacked reliable power for their

growing facility,” President Reed explained. “For years it had

been getting power from a substation that was several miles

away that had distribution lines that went through

residential areas where power usage varied a great deal.

The researchers were vitally interested in whatever we

could do to improve that situation.”

According to Palmer Moe, Jim Reed was exactly the right

man for this job. “Probably the most significant person in

the last six years has been Jim Reed,” Moe said. “He is an

outstanding individual, and he is a very capable guy for



doing the things that need to be done at the Foundation. He

has experience from Southwestern Bell; he knows how to

work within the political system. When you’re doing land

transactions, you have to have the city involved, public

works, etc., and he’s done that all his life.”

Moe explained that, in addition to demand from the

research doctors at UT Health SA, there were other sources

of demand for power.

We were helping build the Children’s Cancer Research

Institute, for which we provided the land and for which

the state gave some money from the settlement of its

suit against the tobacco companies, and that was

going to come online and provide more power

demand as well. So Jim got busy and started talking to

CPS Energy. We gave them some land and they built a

substation right behind the Warm Springs

Rehabilitation Hospital. Jim arranged to give the land

to CPS Energy for the substation, and in exchange he

got some of the high wire cables removed and got CPS

Energy to bury the lines into that station, which

improved the marketability of our real estate. It was a

trade that was worth over $2 million to us—a

significant transaction. In the long term, it will benefit

the Medical Center aesthetically as well as increase

the value of the land holdings when we lease the land

—and we have reliable power, which is more valuable

than anything else. That was a very significant event.

That arrangement provided for a dual feed, in case one

of the substations should experience an outage. Moreover,

CPS Energy agreed to remove the transmission poles along

Hamilton Wolfe and install new transmission lines inside the

existing property.

President Reed noted that the property for the new

substation consists of 3.5 acres for the substation itself and



another 2 acres of easements to provide access to the

substation.

“It’s tucked in behind Warm Springs in a wooded area,”

he said. “We gave CPS Energy more land than really

required to protect it and help it blend in with the land

around it. Most people who drive by will never see it, as big

oak trees are all around it.

“Another advantage is that the substation is within a

tenth of a mile from the medical imaging research facility

and all the lines are buried so you don’t have any exposure

to the elements.”

This location is not only helpful for present facilities,

President Reed said, but will also be significant in the future

for its location and its capacity to be expanded to handle

more power.

“There are about 70 acres of undeveloped land adjacent

to the substation,” he said. “As additional research centers

move into the Medical Center, they will no doubt want to

locate near that substation in order to have a short loop and

buried lines.”

The process of implementing all of these changes was

remarkably smooth.

President Reed said, “CPS Energy began construction on

the substation on September 26, 2003, and it was brought

online in about a year. A year might seem like a long time

for completion, but in reality, with a project of this nature, it

is an expedited delivery. I have to say that ever since it was

put into operation, I have not heard one word of complaint

from the medical imaging research facility!” Milton Lee,

General Manager for CPS Energy and a Board Trustee, was a

major proponent behind the substation, Reed noted.

PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE



In February 2004, the board gathered for a retreat

conducted by Trustee Juan Sepulveda at the Southwest

Foundation for Biomedical Research. The results of that

meeting were formally discussed in another working board

meeting in April, and have been summarized in the record

as follows:

1. The Mission Statement was revised to read “The mission

of the San Antonio Medical Foundation is to provide

leadership and active stewardship of our land and other

assets to improve health care, advance biomedical

science, and enhance community well-being.”

2. The Foundation Board agreed “that the Foundation

should focus first and primarily on the assets and

services provided in San Antonio but should be aware of

issues in South Texas that potentially impact what we

are doing in San Antonio, and we should be prepared to

take a stance on those issues.”

3. The board further agreed that the relationship of the

Medical Center with both the Texas Research Park and

Brooks City-Base should be cooperative and

collaborative, “though we should keep in mind that

many perceive competition to be the current underlying

relationship among the three locations.”

The board also decided “to offer an ex-officio, non-voting

position to each entity, whose representative would be

selected by the entity, recognizing that Brooks City-Base,

unlike the Research Park, is a political entity set up by the

City of San Antonio. In order to avoid a potential conflicting

situation, it was recommended that the representative come

from a volunteer leadership position on each entity’s

board.” The board minutes explained that it was understood

at the time that potential conflicts might arise from joint



funding of intersection improvements by the Alliance and

the City of San Antonio.

Regarding land acquisitions, it was the consensus at the

retreat that acquisitions will generally be limited to parcels

contiguous to existing holdings in the Medical Center, but at

the same time the Foundation shouldn’t lock itself in that

position. If there are compelling reasons to consider other

land acquisitions that further the mission for the benefit of

the assets and services in San Antonio, we should carefully

consider the options. Despite that willingness to consider

land outside the Medical Center, the minutes of the retreat

also record the following caveat: “However, we need to be

careful about going outside the Medical Center because of

the potential impact it could have on who we are as a board,

staff, and the perception of the organization.”

The retreat had quite an impact on the thinking of all the

participants, as evidenced by the record of the May board

meeting. The trustees reached consensus on the following

matters that flowed from the retreat’s resolutions:

1. Any advocacy efforts attempted by the Foundation

should be targeted strategically.

2. The board has an obligation to stay informed on health

care matters.

3. Members should be out in the community individually

influencing others.

4. The role of the Foundation should not be expanded to

becoming an advocate for change in the health care

industry.

5. The board should continue to meet monthly with

informative programs featuring experts from the various

facilities of the Medical Center speaking on various

subjects of interest to the board.



TEXAS CENTER FOR INFECTIOUS DISEASE

HOSPITAL

In June, a matter of considerable interest to the community

as a whole came to the board’s attention: the future of the

Texas Center for Infectious Disease Hospital. The facility for

that institution, located on the South Side of San Antonio

near Brooks City-Base, had once been a major center for the

treatment of tuberculosis. Over the decades, however, few

capital improvements had been made to the facility and it

had become outdated. As a result, some leaders in the

Texas Legislature suggested to Dr. Cigarroa of UT Health SA

that perhaps the best future for the institution would be to

close the existing facility and reopen it somewhere near UT

Health SA campus.

Dr. Cigarroa approached the Foundation to inquire if the

board would consider a direct relationship with the Texas

Department of Health, and the Foundation agreed to do so.

In subsequent discussions between Jim Reed, members of

the Land Use Committee, and representatives of the Texas

Department of Health, the group concluded that a site in the

Patriot Heights area of the Medical Center would be suitable

for a new facility. When discussion of such a facility moved

to the Texas Legislature, however, leaders from South San

Antonio disagreed strongly with the concept of relocating

the facility to the North Side. As a result, the Legislature

ultimately voted to authorize a remodeling and renovation

of the existing facility on its South Side campus.

A NEW SCHOOL OF NURSING

The issues of a North Side health care location came up

again in 2004 when the Alamo Community College District

placed before the voters of Bexar County a bond

referendum to create a new school of nursing (larger than



the existing facility at San Antonio College at that point) at a

location close to the campus of UT Health SA. While the

Foundation did not take a position on the bond issue, it did

approve making a parcel of land available at not-for-profit

terms, should the initiative be approved by the voters.

During the run-up to the bond election, many community

groups and elected officials expressed concern about a

North Side location for the facility and made clear their

preference for a downtown site. When the matter came to a

vote, the public voted down the bond initiative. ACCD

ultimately decided to build a new, $33.2 million, 120,000-

square-foot Nursing/Allied Health Building on the downtown

campus of San Antonio College, which enabled San Antonio

College to double student enrollment (currently about five

hundred per year) in the nursing education program.

A NEGOTIATION

Another matter of importance during 2004 was the

negotiation with LifeCare Hospital (currently PAM Specialty

Hospital of San Antonio) for leasing a 9-acre tract of land on

Floyd Curl Drive and Fawn Meadow for the purpose of

establishing a separate facility for LifeCare Hospital, a for-

profit acute care hospital that had been operating within

Methodist Hospital. In September 2004, the Board approved

a commercial lease for the LifeCare facility, which was set

for an initial term of twenty years, with three ten-year

options to renew. The initial lease rate was $87,000 per year

until occupancy was reached, at which time the full

$174,000 annual rate would be applied with periodic CPI

adjustments.

IMPROVING PUBLIC ACCESS



As 2004 came to a close, the Land Use Committee took a

proactive step toward improving public access to the

Medical Center by recommending the land next to The

Ecumenical Center (where the VNA/Hospice lease had been

terminated) as the site for a new Medical Center terminal for

the new Bus Rapid Transit system that VIA had been

planning but did not come to fruition.

MOVING OFFICE

Mid-December 2004 was a time of considerable change for

the Foundation, as it moved its offices from the CHRISTUS

Santa Rosa tower to the University Plaza Building at 7526

Louis Pasteur Drive. The move was a result of three factors:

the expiration of the CHRISTUS Santa Rosa lease, the desire

of a group of doctors on the same floor in that building to

expand their offices, and the highly significant factor of an

offer by Dr. Francisco Cigarroa, president of UT Health SA, to

house the Foundation at the University Plaza Building. The

only cost, as he proposed it, would be for the Foundation to

assume the costs of remodeling. The Foundation Board was

happy to accept that generous offer and, at the December

meeting, passed a resolution to that effect, noting that the

offer saved the Foundation $16,733 annually in rent.

A SURPLUS

The benefits of the various streams of revenue coming into

the Foundation were evident in the financial report the

Foundation received at the board meeting in January of

2004. At the end of 2004, the Foundation’s operating

budget was $42,204 in the black, reflecting an increase of

charitable contributions from $71,000 in 2003 to $91,000 in

2004. Restricted funds, for their part, had grown to reach a



total of $842,511 at the end of 2004, and the board

approved allocating those funds into equities and fixed-

income securities at the ratio of 75 percent to 25 percent,

respectively.

A FORMAL VISIT

The big event of the spring of 2005 was a formal visit to San

Antonio by Mark Yudof, Chancellor of the University of Texas

Board of Regents. At the January meeting, the trustees

voted to accept a suggestion from the University of Texas

for the Foundation to host Chancellor Yudof’s first visit to

San Antonio, which would focus on a luncheon for civic

leaders and elected officials. The board approved allocating

$15,000 to cover the costs of the luncheon and set the date

for March 1, 2005.

The event itself turned out to be a great success, both for

the participants and in terms of public recognition through

excellent media coverage. More than two hundred notable

members of the leadership of San Antonio attended the

luncheon at Oak Hills Country Club, including all of the living

former mayors of San Antonio. After the luncheon, a small

group composed of the officers of the Foundation, Dr.

Cigarroa of UT Health SA and Dr. Ricardo Romo, president of

UTSA, met with Chancellor Yudof to personally thank him for

his support of the development of UT facilities in San

Antonio. They also expressed to him their desires for

continued progress in funding for their institutions in the

years to come.

FIRST NEWSLETTER

There was plenty of good news to report. In keeping with its

new strategic imperatives, the Foundation published its first



newsletter in April of 2005, thanks in great part to the

assistance of retired CPS Energy executive Barbara Stover.

The newsletter also carried the news that UT Health SA

School of Dentistry, which previously had been designated

the number one dentistry school in the US, had once again

received an A+ accreditation rating.

CHANGES

In keeping with the recommendations of the strategic

planning retreat held in 2004, the Foundation’s By-Laws

Task Force, chaired by Trustee Mike Kreager, after several

months of meetings, recommended to the board in May

2005 five principal changes to the by-laws. Those changes

included the following measures:

elimination of the current three classes of trustees,

making the lifetime category an elected rather than an

automatic position;

changing of the definition of a quorum to the lesser of

either eleven trustees or a majority of the board;

limiting the use of proxies to those persons authorized

to be proxies by the Executive Committee, prior to the

proxies being distributed to voting trustees;

adding the position of chair elect as an officer position;

and

changing the required vote for approval of a by-law

amendment from a two-thirds vote to a simple majority

of voting trustees.

In June 2004, the trustees adopted those

recommendations. Moreover, the trustees approved a new

Board Responsibilities and Conflict of Interest document that

had been recommended by the By-Laws Task Force. In



keeping with the new by-laws, the Nominating Committee

recommended that Lifetime Trustee Blair Labatt be elected

as chair elect, and the trustees duly agreed with that

recommendation. He assumed his position immediately.

CANCER THERAPY AND RESEARCH CENTER

LEASE

After two years of ongoing negotiations, the matter of the

Cancer Therapy and Research Center lease moved to the

front burner for the Foundation in September of 2005.

Palmer Moe’s recollection of this matter is useful in bringing

out the issues involved.

We had a big battle on the board over the CTRC

because they asked us for some additional land. We

ended up leasing them 15 acres, but it took us two

years because of some changes in leadership at CTRC

and because of suspicion on the part of the doctors

about what CTRC was going to do. The philosophical

issue became “Should the Foundation Board put its

judgment ahead of the judgment of the nonprofit

organization CTRC about the future of the CTRC?” A

number of us on the board felt it wasn’t our job to tell

the CTRC Foundation Board what they should or

shouldn’t do. If they came to us for land and had some

uses for the land that made sense with respect to our

charter and could justify it in their own mind, then we

ought to be prepared to lease them the land at our

not-for-profit lease fee.

Three of the most controversial provisions written into

the lease were the requirement of an updated affiliation

between the CTRC and UT Health SA, open access to

qualified physicians to the CTRC’s medical staff, and



clarifications of whether the CTRC planned to use land for

inpatient care as a hospital. At the September meeting, Dr.

Karen Fields, then serving as president and CEO of the

CTRC, addressed the board and answered their questions on

those points.

After she spoke, two motions were made and seconded

to go to a vote. The first motion was to lease the desired 15

acres of land to the CTRC with the standard nonprofit lease

provisions plus terms and conditions included in an earlier

memo which addressed the three items mentioned above

and other requirements. The second motion proposed that

the CTRC would be required to come back to the Foundation

should it wish to develop an inpatient facility, restricting the

CTRC to no new requirements for open physician access. In

addition, the motion included the requirement that the

affiliation agreement with UT Health SA would have to be

attached to the lease.

While the second amendment failed, the first, with Dr.

Cigarroa’s support, was approved by the board.

A CONTROVERSIAL REQUEST

Also in October of 2005, the Foundation responded to a

request from the Bexar County Medical Society (BCMS) for

designation of a tract of Medical Center land for the future

construction of a permanent office building. For a variety of

reasons (principally because the BCMS does not provide

clinical services and because the majority of its revenue is

derived from for-profit operations), the Land Use Committee

expressed to the board it could not recommend allocation of

any part of the Foundation’s limited amount of remaining

property to BCMS. Some trustees, particularly physicians,

took exception to that opinion and recommendation, and

requested a further review of the matter. The meeting

ended with a successful motion to table the request and



refer the matter back to the Land Use Committee for further

consideration. Subsequently, the BCMS built a standalone

facility on Loop 1604.

MILESTONES

Despite the differences of opinion that came to light at

some of the board’s meetings in 2005, there was much for

the Foundation to be grateful for as the year drew to a

close. In November, the Foundation received its largest

individual gift to that date in the form of a grant of $50,000

from the Herrmann Foundation of San Antonio. Ron

Herrmann, the Herrmann Foundation’s Administrator,

communicated to the trustees that the gift was made to

honor Trustee Jack Meyer.

In December, at its regular meeting, Trustee Dr. J. Marvin

Smith III moved that Trustee Alex Halff be designated as an

honorary trustee, in recognition of his many years of

distinguished service. The board unanimously agreed with

his motion, adding him to a list which previously included

Charles Butt; Tom Frost, Jr.; James W. Gorman, Jr.; and Dr.

John J. Hinchey.



J. LEWIS, CHAIR, 1947–56

LEROY G. DENMAN, JR., CHAIR, 1956–57



MERTON M. MINTER, MD, CHAIR, 1971–77

WILBUR L. MATTHEWS, CHAIR, 1977–81



ELLIS M. WILSON, SR., CHAIR, 1981–82

CHARLES J. KATZ, CHAIR, 1982 — 86



JOHN C. HOLMGREEN, CHAIR, 1986–88

LLOYD H. HUDSON, CHAIR, 1988–91



JOHN M. SMITH, JR., MD, CHAIR, 1991–93

RICHARD W. EVANS, JR., CHAIR, 1993–95



ELIZABETH LENDE, PHD, CHAIR, 1995–97

ALEX HALFF, CHAIR, 1997–99



JOHN K. MEYER, CHAIR, 1999–2001

J. MARVIN SMITH III, MD, CHAIR, 2001–02



PALMER MOE, CHAIR, 2003–05

BLAIR P. LABATT, JR., CHAIR, 2005–07



MICHAEL L. KREAGER, CHAIR, 2008–09

PHILIP J. PFEIFFER, CHAIR, 2010–11



WAYNE ALEXANDER, CHAIR, 2012–13

RAYMOND R. CARVAJAL, RPH, CHAIR, 2014–15



BRYAN J. ALSIP, MD, MPH, CHAIR, 2016–17

GEORGE W. SCOFIELD, CHAIR, 2018–19



LISA FRIEL, CHAIR, 2020–21

STEPHANIE CHANDLER, CHAIR, 2022–23



WILLIAM BALTHROPE, CHAIR, MEDICAL CENTER ALLIANCE

BILL FRIST, MD, FORMER US SENATOR MAJORITY LEADER, SPEAKER AT FIRST
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CHAPTER SEVEN

2006–2007



A New Era Begins

In 2006, having dealt the previous year with a considerable

amount of business regarding land policy, the board began

to move forward in implementing two of the resolutions

passed in the 2004 strategic planning sessions which stated

that “the board has an obligation to stay informed on health

care matters” and that “the board should continue to meet

monthly with informative programs featuring experts from

the various facilities of the Medical Center speaking on

various subjects of interest to the board.”

To that effect, in 2006, the Foundation continued to hold

its meetings at various health-related facilities throughout

San Antonio and also made efforts to feature a wide variety

of speakers on matters not only related to the Medical

Center but to the state of health care and medical science

generally.

In contrast to many meetings of the first five years of this

decade, the meetings of the Foundation Board in 2006 were

not so much devoted to discussion of multiple land

transactions as they were to reflections on the status of the

assets of the Foundation in terms of cash and land, and the

future direction of the Foundation’s general activities. These

discussions took preliminary form in the board’s January and

March meetings, but they really got underway in April, when

the meeting featured an important discussion of the future

of transportation matters under the guidance of the Land

Use Committee, and a major PowerPoint presentation by

Chair Blair Labatt providing an overview of the dynamics of

the Foundation’s land and cash resources.

In the course of this meeting, Chair Labatt called on

President Reed to review the recommendation of the Land

Use Committee and the Executive Committees to negotiate



a not-for-profit lease with VIA Metropolitan Transit for 4.5

acres of land for a Bus Rapid Transit terminal to serve as a

transfer point for the Medical Center and other high-usage

destinations. The two committees recommended conditions

on the lease such as the following:

the rebuilding of Sid Katz Drive to a standard to

accommodate buses;

that the finish on the new transit terminal building be of

stone or brick, and that the building have berms to

shield neighbors from noise and sight; and

that the building should be designed to accommodate a

shuttle system that would serve the various facilities in

the Medical Center, should one develop in the future.

The lease was unanimously approved upon the above

conditions.

In his presentation, Chair Labatt noted that as a result of

the leases to institutional tenants, it was reasonable to

project an annual net income of at least $200,000 over and

above normal operating expenses from 2007 to 2009. Chair

Labatt also reported that $457,904 of leases were being

renewed. He noted the Planning Committee would be

reviewing suggestions and evaluating projected uses of that

income. Chair Labatt’s presentation elicited a discussion

between the trustees of several options for use of those

funds, from purchasing more land to underwriting

educational activities. Trustee Harriet Helmle suggested that

the Foundation might want to encourage donations of land

in the context of a planned giving program, promoting its

tax advantages to prospective donors.

At the May meeting, the board approved a twenty-year

extension of the not-for-profit lease for the Southwest

Mental Health Center (now Clarity Child Guidance Center).

The not-for-profit lease fee was initiated at $22,203 and



would be adjusted annually according to the Consumer Price

Index.

After a relatively uneventful June meeting where trustees

were urged to participate in fundraising activities for the

Foundation and the board received an unqualified opinion

on its annual audit report from the firm of Carneiro,

Chumney & Company, the board moved back into

discussions of strategic planning and resource allocations at

its September meeting.

Planning Committee Chair Phil Pfeiffer reported that he

and fellow committee members John Brazil, Ed Kelley, Joe

Krier, Mike Kreager, Blair Labatt, and Paul Smith were

engaged in the initial meetings for what would be a long-

term project. He added they were in agreement that the

Foundation should move away from its longstanding single

focus on land and broaden its organizational development.

He clarified that point by adding that if a contiguous,

strategically located piece of land was to come on the

market at a reasonable price, such a position did not mean

the Foundation should not pursue such an opportunity. He

added, however, that the Planning Committee was

discussing possible uses of the assets of the Foundation

such as supporting UT Health SA with scholarships, seed

money to attract highly qualified researchers and teaching

faculty, and matters of public policy. Moreover, Pfeiffer

added that the committee would be investigating the

operations of other medical centers by making site visits to

determine what facilities might best occupy the

Foundation’s remaining land and, in so doing, enhance the

Medical Center. He also reported it was the consensus of the

committee that a peer review panel be established to

evaluate requests for funding that come to the Foundation

from the local community at large.

In his report from the Land Use Committee, Committee

Chair Pete Smith stated that the committee had met to

consider two land acquisitions, but that they had decided



not to recommend purchase of either. On the other hand, he

reported that at the request of the Bexar County Medical

Society for a review of the Foundation’s earlier decision, the

Land Use and Executive Committees of the Foundation had

recommended to the board a letter of intent to make

available to the BCMS a 2 to 2.5-acre parcel on Foundation

property to be identified and made available no later than

2011 with a blended lease of not-for-profit and commercial

rates. Land Use Committee Chair Pete Smith was

instrumental in finding the middle ground to bring the idea

to fruition.

In other matters, the board learned that the termination

of the VNA/Hospice lease had occurred after meetings with

management of both VNA Hospice and CHRISTUS Health

Care, which had acquired VNA/Hospice prior to the

Foundation sending a letter inquiring into whether they

would request that the Foundation assign the lease to

CHRISTUS Health Care. Land Use Chair Smith and President

Reed explained to the board that as there was no response

to that letter, the Foundation sent a subsequent letter of

termination of the lease to both parties. They further

explained that, during their meetings with VNA/ Hospice and

CHRISTUS Health Care, both organizations indicated that,

due to the low level of reimbursements they were receiving,

it would have been difficult for them to carry a note on a

new building, given their operating expenses.

Business at the October board meeting consisted of a

discussion of a proposed amendment to the Foundation’s

charter and by-laws and news of an upcoming Land Use

Committee meeting. The proposed amendment provided

that the number of Foundation Trustees be stipulated by the

number originally set in the by-laws, which was thirty-three.

This amendment would clarify a contradiction in the charter,

which stated that the number of trustees should be thirty.

No vote was taken on this matter, as the by-laws required a

first reading of any proposed change with approval at a



subsequent meeting. President Reed stated that the Land

Use Committee would soon consider a new, commercially

rated lease for the Warm Springs Rehabilitation Hospital,

which was in the process of being sold to a for-profit

company.

These matters were resolved at the November meeting,

where the change to the by-laws was unanimously approved

and, upon the recommendation of the Executive Committee,

the board voted to approve a new commercial lease rate for

the Warm Springs facility at the initial amount of $311,000

with subsequent Consumer Price Index adjustments.

Planning Committee Chair Phil Pfeiffer reported that he

and his colleagues were considering retaining a consultant

from Trinity University, Amer Kaissi, PhD, to investigate the

eleven top medical facilities in the US and identify what

characteristics have placed them in that ranking. The

committee was also looking, he said, at meeting with the

CEOs of major medical facilities in the Medical Center to

receive input from them on the future development of the

Medical Center. Chair Pfeiffer asked his colleagues on the

board to let him know of other relevant persons whom they

believed should be interviewed as well.

In addition, Land Use Committee Chair Pete Smith

reported that the Foundation would provide land for UT

Health SA’s Medical Arts & Research Center very shortly, as

the Foundation had received from UT Health SA

reimbursement for street construction and administrative

fees totaling more than $300,000.

In another matter, Committee Chair Smith reported that

in closing negotiations for the new commercial lease for the

Warm Springs Rehabilitation Hospital, the lawyer for the

hospital, George Scofield (who would later become chair of

the Foundation), accepted all of the lease provisions set

forth at the November meeting with the exception of the

assignment and subletting provisions. He stated that he had

not received approval for these provisions from the buyer,



which was a Real Estate Investment Trust. He explained that

because the REIT could not legally be the operator of the

hospital, it needed more latitude in the lease language.

Chair Smith explained that the Foundation was in danger of

losing the initial year lease of $311,000 should the existing

Warm Springs go into bankruptcy and a judge order the new

entity to continue the no-compensation lease with the

possible new operator being the prospective buyer. Given

these considerations, the board accepted Chair Smith’s

recommendation to make revisions acceptable to the REIT

in both the provisions in question.

As a result of the Finance Committee Chair Ray Berend’s

recommendation, the board also voted to transfer restricted

Foundation funds from Combined Charities Investment

Group to the San Antonio Area Foundation, with an asset

allocation of 75 percent equities and 25 percent fixed

income. The board also approved a new Code of Conduct

and a budget for 2007 with a surplus of income over

expenses of $450,000, primarily the result of for-profit

leases.

The January 2007 board meeting was a very festive

occasion, as the Foundation celebrated its sixtieth birthday

with a luncheon in the Oak Hills Country Club Garden Room.

The Foundation had invited many guests to the luncheon,

including Secretary Henry Cisneros and other civic leaders

and local philanthropists who have given to the Foundation

over the years. The program for the event featured a panel

in which Lifetime Trustees Charles Orsinger and Walter

Corrigan discussed the challenges and accomplishments of

the Foundation in its early years. They and other key leaders

in the Foundation provided a memorable account of those

days, and in doing so, recognized many of those who were

present in the audience who also had influential roles in the

development of the Foundation. Chair Labatt concluded the

meeting by reviewing the many developments currently

underway in the Medical Center, from the new UT Health SA



Medical Arts & Research Center to the Research Tower,

expansion of the CTRC, and modifications to street

intersections. He also lauded the work of the Planning

Committee and described their agenda for the future

priorities of the Foundation for the benefit of the guests

present at the luncheon.

In March 2007, at a meeting in the foyer of the UT Health

SA Auditorium, the board learned considerably more about

the Research Tower through a presentation entitled “The

South Texas Research Facility: Integration of UT Health SA’s

Main & North Campuses” by Dr. Brian Herman, vice

president for research at UT Health SA. He was joined by Jim

Kazen, Executive Vice President for UT Health SA, who

described a walking/jogging trail being designed to link the

main and North campuses. They explained that this facility,

scheduled to begin later that year, was due to be completed

in 2010.

Planning Committee Chair Pfeiffer also reported on the

results of his committee’s visit to the Texas Medical Center

in Houston and on the study of eleven medical centers

around the US which the Foundation commissioned Dr. Amer

Kaissi to undertake.

The general substance of his report related to what

Trustees Ed Kelley, Blair Labatt, Phil Pfeiffer, and Dr. Marvin

Smith, as well as President Reed, learned from a December

2006 visit to the Texas Medical Center (TMC) in Houston.

The purpose of the visit was to learn about the issues the

TMC faced that would assist in the Foundation’s planning

process. Among the significant findings from the visit was

one regarding transit terminal and employee parking

locations. Those interviewed from the TMC stated that a

mistake was made when they put transit on their busiest

street, which caused increased congestion. The TMC learned

it was far more preferable to work from a transit center and

parking lots outside the medical center and move people

into the center than vice versa, which caused a doubling-



back effect. This related directly to the plans for the VIA

terminal then proposed to be located next to The

Ecumenical Center, close to the center of the Medical

Center. Upon returning to San Antonio, President Reed

advised VIA management of the finding and strongly

suggested VIA find a location for the Bus Rapid Transit

terminal outside the Medical Center footprint, preferably on

Fredericksburg Road.

Among Dr. Kaissi’s findings are that most Academic

Health Centers (AHCs) are in an expansion mode, with open

green spaces and central gathering places being a high

priority. Many were modifying their existing parks from

passive spaces to pedestrian-friendly spaces. Some were

planning to design their campuses along functionally

distinct and mission-specific corridors such as patient care,

education, and research corridors. Facilities present in many

AHCs that are not currently available in the Medical Center

are a wellness/ fitness facility and a childcare center.

In an April 2007 meeting at Aldo’s Ristorante Italiano, the

board received a presentation from Trustee Harold Timboe,

MD, entitled “The National Bio & Agro Defense Facility,” as

proposed by the Department of Homeland Security. Dr.

Timboe stressed the importance of a facility such as this for

the economy and image of San Antonio.

At that meeting, Chair Labatt reported to the board that

the Executive Committee had authorized the Land Use

Committee to move forward with renegotiating the terms of

the LifeCare Hospital lease, at its request, as it was about to

have its leasehold interests assigned to a Real Estate

Investment Trust. He explained that the transaction would

be very similar to the Warm Springs lease, and the

Executive Committee urged the Land Use Committee to

obtain terms no less favorable than those in that lease. At

the May meeting on land use matters, the board approved a

lease amendment for LifeCare Hospital very similar to the

Warm Springs agreement. The board also approved actions



of the Executive Committee to provide a five-year

deferment for the deed restriction provision requiring a

structured parking garage for the new research tower on the

North Campus. UT Health SA managers justified their

request by noting the increased costs of construction.

Without such a deferment, they would have to implement

cutbacks in laboratory and other functional facilities.

Heath Issues Chair Jim Dublin also reported to the board

on a committee meeting in April in which the members

discussed possible areas where the Foundation could

become more involved in community education concerning

health issues. He said one idea being discussed was to

invite Senator William Frist of Tennessee to San Antonio to

give a major address on the status of health care in the US.

Dr. Marvin Smith agreed to spearhead this effort.

In concluding comments at that meeting, Trustee Bill

Balthrope asked the trustees to take note of an upcoming

San Antonio bond issue, which included $30 million in

projects that directly benefited the Medical Center. Trustee

Palmer Moe expressed his appreciation of Mr. Balthrope’s

work in securing the support of the city council for those

projects being included in the bond issue.

At the June meeting, the board voted to set aside

$500,000 as a board-designated reserve to fund future

mission-related activities. That vote, though a simple action,

nevertheless signified the result of many years of discussion

among the trustees regarding the future size, scope, and

activities of the Foundation.

The September meeting was an occasion for the board to

meet Pam Leissner, the Foundation’s new Executive

Assistant, given the retirement of Renie Jeffries from that

position.

At the November board meeting, as a result of the

Planning Committee’s recommendation to establish a

Military Health Care Task Force, Section 5.5 of the by-laws

was amended to add the three highest ranking active-duty



commanders of medical commands headquartered in San

Antonio, Texas as advisory trustees.

At the December meeting, Chair Labatt announced one

of the most significant events to take place in many years in

the development of the Medical Center: UT Health SA

acquiring the CTRC. This merger of institutions naturally

involved the Foundation because of its two ground leases to

the CTRC, with Chair Labatt and President Jim Reed being

vitally involved in the negotiations that led up to the closure

of the merger.

Also at the December meeting, the board voted to

delegate the board’s full authority to the Executive

Committee until the end of the year to take action on behalf

of the board in the matter of the CTRC leases. Trustees

Dreeben, Pfeiffer, Kreager, and Scofield abstained from that

vote.

As Jim Reed explained, “The Foundation had two ground

leases with the CTRC—one for the original location, a long-

term, ninety-nine-year lease, and the other for 15 acres for

an additional, as yet unbuilt facility, which had the provision

that the not-for-profit lease fee would commence upon

occupancy or three years from the signing of the lease,

whichever came first.

“When UT Health SA looked at the leases and came to

the conclusion it would take three years or more for the

organizations to see the economic benefits of the merger,

UT Health SA decided they would not need the additional

building for which CTRC had been planning,” President Reed

said, “so by mutual consent, the Foundation took those 15

acres and put them back into our inventory.”

President Reed noted that, with the development of UT

Health SA’s new Medical Arts & Research Center, Floyd Curl

Drive now serves as a marker between two concentrations

of development on the east and west sides of UT Health SA

campus.



“In general, to the west of Floyd Curl, on the Greehey

Campus, you’ll find the research emphasis, with the Imaging

Center, the Children’s Cancer Research Institute, and the

research facility; and to the east, you will find the clinical

development,” he said.

President Reed also offered a number of other

observations about the CTRC/UT Health SA merger, from an

institutional perspective.

An outsider looking in at CTRC, in the past, would

immediately note that it previously had a ‘stand-

alone’ position in the community. Now, in its new

relationship with UT Health SA, it will be working

under the single vision and single direction of that

institution. In the long run—in three, four, or five years

—I believe it will be even more solid in both research

and clinical services, because it will attract

researchers who understand the structure and culture

of the new organization and the clinical improvements

that will go with it.

Reed’s vision has proven to be correct.

Reed said he and the Land Use Committee, with

particular guidance from Trustee Pete Smith, worked closely

with the counterparts at UT Health SA, notably General

Counsel Jack Park, to get the language of the new lease

worked out to everyone’s satisfaction.

It was a little awkward at first because we had people

on our board who were associated with UT Health SA’s

law firm. On the other hand, the CTRC had been

represented for years by the local law firm Cox &

Smith, which recently became Cox, Smith, Matthews.

Our attorney had been Matthews & Branscomb, which

merged with Cox & Smith. I was fortunate to find an

attorney who had left Matthews & Branscomb and



gone out on his own at the time of their change who

had been the Foundation’s land attorney and had

written the original CTRC lease. He had the

institutional memory we needed.

Reed also noted the fact that, over the past several

years, a number of physicians who had been associated

with the CTRC had left to set up their own private cancer

practices, duplicating facilities within the Medical Center

area.

“Dr. Cigarroa has said that one of his highest priorities is

to put that relationship back together,” Reed said, “and

Chair Labatt has committed the Foundation to assist in that

effort, if called upon, in any way.”

Looking back on the past several years of relations

between the Foundation and the CTRC, Reed said, “It’s

rather ironic to me that the most contentious lease

negotiations in the memory of the trustees ended up being

cancelled. I am sure that Palmer Moe, Pete Smith, Alex Halff,

and Jack Meyer, who played such leading roles on the Land

Use Committee, could not help but feel the same thing. Now

we are right back where we started with the UT Health SA

Master Plan in 2004.”

Reed also noted that the development of the Medical

Center is soon to be affected greatly by a massive infusion

of resources—about $60 million—to the local Veterans

Administration Hospital to care for veterans who have long-

term trauma issues as a result of their military service. San

Antonio is one of five sites selected for such developments

through new appropriations approved by Congress.

“Plans are underway right now for transitional housing for

such patients,” Reed said. “The Foundation has been

discussing with the VA a possible location on about 9 acres

of land, overlooking the Hill Country, located away from the

main part of the Medical Center, where it will be peaceful

and you won’t be hearing ambulances going by. The plan is



to shuttle those people back and forth to the VA for

treatment at what will be a major new trauma center at the

VA Hospital.”

Reed noted that this planned development would require,

for the first time, the development of structured parking on

the VA Hospital’s land, as there was simply no new land

available for the trauma center. So, as a result of the

pressure to respond to veterans’ needs, the VA Hospital

would also begin to move in sync with some of the priorities

of the Foundation’s mode of development, which would

ultimately benefit the whole community.

One of the remarkable features of the Foundation’s

growth since the ULI study has been its ability to respond to

the demands of changes in medical care and institutional

research while at the same time maintaining a commitment

to planning for the future. In 2007, that effort to plan for the

future became particularly focused through the continuing

efforts of the Strategic Planning Committee.

Pfeiffer said he was initially drawn to serving on the

Foundation Board out of a deep appreciation for what its

founders had done to establish the Foundation and obtain

the land upon which the Medical Center was eventually

built. That appreciation, combined with his desire to be of

service and his previous experience as one of the founders

of the TRTF, spurred him to take a comprehensive look at

the Foundation in its present phase of development. He

said,

For most of its history, the Foundation has been land

rich and otherwise relatively cash poor, even though

its charter spoke of a wide array of potential areas of

contribution to the medical community and health

issues in general. The discussions among the trustees

tended to be focused on how to appropriately

distribute land to entities that were appropriate to be

located in the Medical Center.



Under Palmer Moe, however, when the Land Use

Committee developed policies embraced by the board

to support a lease relationship with entities in the

future, and not simply gifting land, that decision was

concomitant with a realization on the board that to

further our work we needed a regular cash flow.

Pfeiffer said the board was very aware of the changes in

the dynamics of the health care industry, characterized by

the sales of nonprofit institutions to for-profit organizations

and the proliferation of major new for-profit health care

facilities in other regions of San Antonio. It was in this

atmosphere of change, therefore, that the Strategic

Planning Committee met to examine the assets of the

Foundation, review its charter, take stock of what it has

been doing, project its potential cash flow, and develop

recommendations for strategic growth.

The result of their meetings was the articulation of the

following three primary areas for growth in the future:

1. health care advancement and public education,

2. access to and mobility within the Medical Center, and

3. development of a greater relationship between military

medicine and the civilian medical community in San

Antonio.

The kinds of action that the Foundation may take in each

priority area are currently in discussion, but Pfeiffer said that

it is possible to describe them in general terms.

For example, in the area of health care advancement,

Pfeiffer noted the committee was looking at supporting

programs and campaigns that would promote general

wellness in the community, particularly for areas of public

health concern such as diabetes and obesity. The committee

was also considering to what extent it should involve itself



in ongoing debates over health policy and the degree to

which it may find it appropriate to serve as an advocate for

the public.

In the area of access and mobility, the committee was

vitally interested in creating the means by which more

people could effectively make their way to and from the

Medical Center both then and in the future. This effort would

be over and above the intersection modifications under the

Alliance’s directive. Pfeiffer said that the committee had

taken into account the results of the Foundation’s studies of

what other medical centers had done, and would continue

to support intelligent approaches to providing more mass

transit and, at the same time, better passage and parking

for cars, as personal vehicles would continue to be a

mainstay for most patients for some time.

In terms of the military and civilian medical communities,

Pfeiffer said that the development of that relationship was

viewed as extremely important. One way in which the

resources of the Medical Center could be of use to the

military hospitals is the possible development of computer

linkages, so that the Medical Center’s facilities would

become a virtual site for the military in those areas of

diagnostics that could be facilitated by computer. In

addition, he echoed President Reed in noting that there

would be an increasing emphasis on veteran trauma care,

which may also involve the use of more civilian resources.

The committee recommended the establishment of task

forces to deal with articulating specific steps within each of

these areas of focus. Trustee Mike Kreager led and continues

to lead the Access and Mobility Task Force, immediate past

Chair Blair Labatt led the Wellness and Health Education

Task Force, and the Military Health Care Task Force was led

by Retired Generals Frank Ledford, MD; Pre Ball, MD; and

David Young III, MD.

Both former Chair Labatt and current Chair Mike Kreager

agreed that it was time for the Foundation to take the



initiative in moving forward in these areas of service to the

community.

“Just as the founders of this organization changed the

face of health care in our city for the better,” Labatt said,

“we now have an opportunity to make a positive difference

in the lives of the people of our community through making

sure they have better access to health care, that they are

better educated about how they can care for themselves,

and, because so many of our citizens are in the military,

that our soldiers and veterans receive the best possible

care.”

Chair Kreager, whose community leadership embraces

many years of service as chair of the board of the San

Antonio Blood & Tissue Center, said that he is “greatly

impressed by the intelligence and dedication of so many

distinguished community leaders who have worked for so

many years to take the Foundation to its present state of

development.”

“We are very well positioned to continue that tradition of

service in new ways,” he said. “I am still in my first year, in

a learning curve, but I know that there are many very

capable people who, working as a team, will guarantee that

the Foundation continues to serve our community in many

meaningful ways and continues to respond to our

community’s needs.”
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Over the past thirteen years, the leadership of the

Foundation, working together with its many partners in the

community, has undertaken a profound transformation of

the organization.

Having succeeded in its original mission to steward and

develop the Medical Center with UT Health SA as its

linchpin, the Foundation determined to refocus the use of its

increasing assets in three areas:

1. enhancing the well-being of the people of South Texas

(especially children) so they become better educated

about how to take care of their own health;

2. encouraging all of San Antonio’s health-care and

bioscience organizations to increase their collaboration

with each other, leveraging their potential; and

3. seeding that collaborative effort with grants for new,

beneficial bioscience research.

Those goals were later expanded and formalized in a new

strategic plan which was adopted in 2015 and

communicated to the public.

At that same time, the Alliance developed and

implemented master plans that addressed infrastructure,

aesthetics, and wayfinding as well as pedestrian and bicycle

issues.

In June 2009, the Foundation opened a 2.2-mile

walking/jogging trail to the public which it developed on its

undeveloped land. The trail was created to help people

achieve both their health and wellness goals.

During that same time, the Foundation added advisory

trustees from Southwest Research Institute, Texas

Biomedical Research Institute, BioBridge Global, BioMed SA,

and San Antonio Economic Development Foundation in a

move that indicated the Foundation’s increasing interest in

expanding its connections to the bioscience community.



In line with its interest in promoting health care

education, the Foundation catalyzed the Healthy Kids

Project, a public education project created in conjunction

with KLRN-TV and Gottalook Productions, which now has a

life of its own. In addition, the Foundation explored an

initiative to promote workplace wellness, which was

eventually spun off as the Wellness Coalition of San Antonio

and later merged into the YMCA of San Antonio.

While planning for the future, the Foundation’s leadership

also concluded that with the increased income derived from

the sale of some of its properties such as to the Veterans

Administration and the Aldo’s property, it would be

beneficial to put some assets to use for the benefit of the

STMC and collaborative bioscience research.

In 2012 and 2013, the Foundation’s leaders worked to

develop guidelines for the awarding of grants. Those

guidelines stated that the Foundation would now provide

two kinds of grants:

1. Infrastructure grants would be given to organizations in

the Medical Center for capital needs that enhance and

expand their operations and encourage collaboration

with others in the Medical Center.

2. Collaborative grants would be made for the purpose of

encouraging bioscience researchers to develop new,

collaborative bioscience research projects which would

hopefully create new knowledge for the development of

innovative therapies or improvements in the delivery of

existing therapies, devices, and health services.

These collaborative grants are meant to be seed money

for the purpose of encouraging collaboration among the San

Antonio bioscience research community.

In September of 2016, the Foundation also announced

the establishment of the San Antonio Bioscience Research



Database. As described on its website, this collaboration of

the San Antonio bioscience research community is “a first-

of-its-kind initiative between the public and private sector to

catalog and highlight bioscience research in the City of San

Antonio and surrounding areas.”

This decade of development for the Foundation drew to a

close with a very significant real estate transaction which

will have massive impact, both for the Foundation and for

the Medical Center. With the 2017 sale to Fulcrum

Development of 6.86 acres, including the property on which

Aldo’s Ristorante Italiano was located at the corner of

Fredericksburg and Wurzbach Roads along with its

surrounding significant undeveloped land, the Foundation

has set in motion another transformational series of events.

With the sale of the Aldo’s property, the cash and other

liquid assets of the Foundation grew considerably to over

$15 million, and the trustees recognized that it would be

beneficial to have a supporting organization associated with

the mission of the Foundation. The Foundation’s

investments and most non-mission related leases are now

held and managed for the benefit of the Foundation by a

new supporting organization, SAMF Fund. The Foundation

itself will continue to operate its regular programs and

services and to serve as an administrator for the

disbursement of both the infrastructure and collaborative

grants.

Lastly, it should be said that the Foundation Trustees,

recognizing they have many wonderful stories to tell about

how the Medical Center benefits the people of San Antonio

and South Texas, launched a public awareness campaign

with the help of professional marketing consultants. That

campaign aimed to increase name recognition for the

Medical Center. In addition, the awareness campaign

emphasized the importance of the medical research which

takes place in the Medical Center. At a time when new,

smaller hospitals were being built in and around San



Antonio, it was and is important for the Medical Center to be

understood as a key asset for the entire community. This

awareness campaign was a significant effort in that

direction.

The work of the Foundation is multi-faceted, with many

facets of that work carefully tended by the trustees who

oversee its several committees and by its highly

professional and experienced staff. In time, though, all the

current players on the stage of the Foundation’s work will

change. This history aims to cast light into all aspects of the

Foundation’s activities, in the hope that future leaders of the

Foundation and others in the community who care deeply

for the quality of health care in San Antonio and South Texas

will have access to a well-rounded institutional record, a

necessary asset for guiding the Foundation and its work into

a challenging future.



CHAPTER EIGHT

COMMUNITY HEALTH,

WELLNESS, AND EDUCATION

EFFORTS 

2008–2022

Addressing the Health-care Education and

Workforce Education Needs of San

Antonians

On August 1, 2013, the online publication Salud America

published a story headlined “San Antonio Reports Significant

Drop in Obesity Rates.” Reporter Amanda Merck wrote, “In

just two years, obesity rates in San Antonio and Bexar

County dropped from 35.1 percent in 2010 to 28.5 percent

in 2012 on the heels of new health and fitness initiatives

across the city, said San Antonio Mayor Julián Castro and

local health officials at a press conference held on July 31,

2013.”



The new statistics came from survey data collected

before and after the city received a 2010 federal

Communities Putting Prevention to Work (CPPW) grant in the

amount of $15.6 million, which brought many public entities

and nonprofit organizations together to work toward

reducing obesity in San Antonio.

In 2010, in recognition of the need to address the chronic

problems of diabetes and obesity in San Antonio, the

Foundation started its own collaborative wellness initiative

in the Wellness/Health Education Task Force.

Blair Labatt, CEO of Labatt Foods and past chair of the

Foundation, spearheaded the effort. He said in an interview,

When I became chair of the Foundation, I had the idea

that the Foundation should evolve, and that we

needed to think about how to expand its mission

beyond being a custodian and a land bank for the

Medical Center. Its original mission had been

described as being broader than that, in fact that it

should act as a proponent of public health in San

Antonio, instead of being just for the Medical Center.

So I thought we should expand the mission

accordingly.

Moreover, there was a sense that we might be coming to

the end of our tenure as a grantor of land, and for the first

time we had some income, as we had become a rent-

collecting landlord to for-profit organizations in the Medical

Center. We therefore had some cash we didn’t have before.

The Planning Committee, with Phil Pfeiffer as chair,

recommended forming three task forces, the first to

investigate what we could do in support of military

medicine. Secondly, to investigate what we could do

to improve access to and transportation in the Medical

Center. Thirdly, to investigate how we could expand



our mission to have something more like an activity-

based initiative; how we could expand the mission to

have something on a sweat-equity nonprofit model.

And our thinking evolved to ask ourselves how we

could support the health of San Antonio as a whole.

So, we decided we would create an activity that would

enable us to go to employers and encourage them to

support overall wellness in San Antonio, which at that

time was being characterized as a ‘fattest city.’ We

were going to focus on addressing obesity and its

impact on diabetes through a weight-loss educational

program.

Labatt went on to explain his thinking about how they

conceived the program would work:

With funding supplied by the Foundation, we would go

into certain employers with a program designed to get

people to understand what they should be doing to

eat right, and it should have an exercise component

as well. At first, we thought we should do this with

other entities, such as the San Antonio Chamber of

Commerce. We wanted to do the program not just in

big employers, but in small ones, too, at no cost to the

employers or employees. We ended up partnering

with the San Antonio Food Bank, in part because the

Kronkosky Charitable Foundation was funding

nutritionists to run educational programs at the Food

Bank. Palmer Moe, former chair of the Foundation and

then Executive Director of Kronkosky Foundation, said

that we could use those same nutritionists for our

workplace wellness program, for which we were

grateful, so the Kronkosky Foundation became an

indirect supporter of the program. We also partnered

with the YMCA of San Antonio as the organization to

run the exercise component, but we found most



people who came to participate in the program

wanted to do their exercise at the workplace.

Ultimately, a huge participant was UTSA, which

offered kinesiology students who needed to do unpaid

internships as coaches in the program.

Labatt said that at the beginning of the program, the

leaders of the workplace wellness initiative offered the

program free of cost to employers if they would offer

incentives to their employees to participate. Labatt said that

they advised employers it would be ideal if they would offer

to grant a reduction in health insurance costs to employees

who participated in the program and met certain goals for

weight loss.

“While some employers did offer reductions in health

insurance costs to employees,” Labatt said, “not everyone

could make the same commitment. Some offered prizes

such as T-shirts, pedometers, or other items.”

The workplace wellness initiative started with a pilot

program at CPS Energy, and then went on to extend the

program to Labatt Food Service, Carvajal Pharmacy, Pioneer

Flour Mills, Padgett Strateman, Catto & Catto, and other

companies large and small.

“We did fifteen or more courses at different employers

each year,” Labatt said. With the program making progress,

in time the board of the Foundation decided it would be best

for the workplace wellness initiative to become its own

stand-alone nonprofit, and so the program became

reorganized as the Wellness Coalition of San Antonio in

2012.

“We had an administrator for the Wellness Coalition,

Steven Antunes, who brokered all the other participants. He

was very popular at UTSA, who provided him an office

space,” Labatt said.

Labatt explained that while independence for the

Wellness Coalition made sense, it had practical problems.



“The problem was it was a single activity nonprofit and it

was too small to be independent,” Labatt said. “If we were

not going to be under the wing of one foundation, we

needed to find another mother hen. We approached the

YMCA, therefore, and they took it under their wing, although

they no longer used the term ‘Wellness Coalition.’”

Labatt is optimistic that under the YMCA’s administration,

the programs begun by the Wellness Coalition will have a

far-reaching and extensive impact. “The biggest thing about

what the Y has to offer is that it is deeply involved with

families,” he said. “We need to work with entire families

with the prevalence of both adults working and fast food

being a major contributor to obesity. Because of that, I think

the Y will be very effective.”

With the successful spin-off of the Wellness Coalition and

its absorption in time into the programs of the YMCA, the

San Antonio Medical Foundation began to set new goals for

itself.

COMMUNITY HEALTH & EDUCATION COMMITTEE

Bill Moll, a longtime leader in television broadcasting in San

Antonio and former station manager for KLRN-TV, the local

PBS affiliate, takes up the story from here. As told in his

words,

In the spring of 2010, Jim Reed, president of the

Foundation, gave me a phone call and said he’d like to

come over to meet with me, together with Peter Wald,

MD, MPH, (the Chief Medical Officer of USAA) who was

then serving as chair of the Community Health &

Education Committee. Naturally, I invited them to

come to my office for a meeting.

When we were all together at KLRN, Jim said to me

that while the Foundation’s role since its founding had



been to manage real estate, the Foundation now had

some extra money and saw an opportunity to invest in

public health education. He explained that Dr. Wald

was in charge of their new project to create and

broadcast a series of messages to promote healthy

eating and exercise habits among children. The

committee had identified a void in this type of

education in children in the K–2 grades.

Moll explained that the clearest way to think of such a

project was to remember the anti-smoking media

campaigns of the 1950s and 1960s, in which the public was

shown what physically happened to peoples’ lungs after

years of smoking, and which transformed the public attitude

about smoking. He said the Foundation wanted to create a

similar campaign, primarily directed toward children, which

would be aimed at preventing diabetes and obesity in

children, before the onset of the disease. He further said

that the Foundation was fully willing to provide the funds

needed for the creation of such a series of messages.

“I was very glad to accept the Foundation’s challenge,”

Moll said. “Moreover, they also brought to the table a very

able producer in the person of Leslie Siegel.”

Siegel is the founder of Gottalook Productions and

brought with her access to some highly professional

animation and musical talent in the Los Angeles area. Moll

said, once the funding agreement had been finalized with

the Foundation, Siegel was retained to write the script under

the supervision of Charles Vaughn, then KLRN’s chief

operating officer. Key elements of the content of this project

were provided by an advisory committee which included

many educators from several local school districts, as well

as nutritional and medical professionals.

“I trusted Charles to shepherd this and keep KLRN’s

interests in mind,” Moll said, “and Leslie was the creative



force. She found the animators, wrote the scripts, hired the

vocalists and musicians, and produced the spots.”

Moll noted, “We had some challenges on who was going

to own the rights to this. While neither KLRN nor the

Foundation saw this as a revenue generator, the Medical

Foundation initially took the position that ‘we’re funding it;

we ought to have the right to determine its future.’ For us at

KLRN, there was the question of what KLRN would do if the

series was a success. The first ten animations told a story

arc, and so we wondered if there would be a second arc, and

a third arc. Well, we spent a good many hours negotiating

with Leslie and her lawyer and Foundation Board Chair Phil

Pfeiffer, Charles Vaughan and me. Finally, after pretty

extensive discussions, some angst and uncertainty we came

to the decision that we would jointly own it.”

When Siegel finished the series, Moll said, all the parties

were thrilled with it. KLRN started airing the new spots,

which we’ve called The Healthy Kids Project, toward the end

of 2010 or the beginning of 2011.

“At the time, KLRN had fifty-six hours of children’s

educational programming per week,” Moll said. “These ten

new spots, sixty seconds each, were produced in both

English and Spanish, and aimed at children in grades K–2.

We interlaced them around programming that grades K–2

would watch, in the early morning, early afternoon, late

afternoon, around Sesame Street.”

Moll added there was another dimension to The Healthy

Kids Project, which he called “the school connection.”

“We didn’t simply want the spots to go on the air. We

wanted to have a connection with schools, and so we wrote

lesson plans and aligned that with the TEKS tests. We

wanted to make it as easy as possible for teachers to show

the spots in the classroom and get the children to relate to

them.”

Moll noted that there were a couple of difficult starts in

getting The Healthy Kids Project into the schools due to staff



changes, but finally in 2013, under the leadership of KLRN’s

new Station Manager and Foundation Trustee Arthur

Emerson, as well as through the concerted efforts of

Maricella Borroel, KLRN’s Director of Education, the program

began to find its way into the schools.

With Arthur championing the project and Maricella’s

hard work as well, The Heathy Kids Project grew in

distribution in the schools. Edgewood ISD uses it at all

ten elementary campuses, and KIPP has embraced it.

Northside ISD, Northeast ISD, Somerset ISD, Witte

Museum, and more than forty child development

centers have adopted program elements to

complement the curriculum they use in their

afterschool programs. The Healthy Kids Project videos

are now on PBS Learning Media, available nationwide,

and the lesson plans have been revised to meet

national standards. Today, the videos are still playing

on KLRN. The content is ageless, timeless. Maricella,

moreover, has done a series of research projects

where she can track the behavior of the children, the

utilization of it by the teachers, and it is definitely

having a positive impact. Her impact on The Healthy

Kids Project and other educational projects at KLRN

prompted a promotion to the national PBS office in

Washington, DC, to continue her good work in

children’s education.

Moll added that the Foundation has underwritten further

distribution of it, and KLRN has found other grant money to

match it, to improve the lesson plans. With that support, the

videos are playing at the HEB Treehouse at the Witte

Museum and are being utilized in programs at social centers

on San Antonio’s east side, through the United Way East

Side Promise Neighborhood. Through 2021, the Foundation

has invested $745,514 in The Healthy Kids Project.



“I have to give a shout out to Dr. Peter Wald,” Moll said,

“who was the initial champion of this project, as well as to

Louise Beldon, who succeeded him as a champion. She has

deep roots as an underwriter at KLRN and as a member of

the Foundation Board. She got into this project and was not

going to let it fail. Thanks to their leadership, and to the

great staff at KLRN, this successful program, created by

Leslie Siegel, continues to play on and on.”

From 2017 to 2018, KLRN expanded project resources to

include ten family lesson plans for children from newborns

to age five, and ten prekindergarten lesson plans for

children ages three to five. These resources were created to

support our partners presenting the information in group-

based or home-based settings as well as the teachers in

early childhood settings.

KLRN aired The Healthy Kids Project messages an

average of 620 times per month on three of its four

channels during 2019. On PBS LearningMedia, The Healthy

Kids Project and its videos had 17,380 pageviews during

2019.

In 2019, survey results from educators found the

following:

Ninety percent of educators utilize The Healthy Kids

Project videos or activities in their classroom.

Ninety-six percent felt more confident in their ability to

teach healthy eating habits to children in their class.

Educators shared anecdotally that they utilize the

following items from The Healthy Kids Project in their

classroom: videos, activities, information about hidden

sugars, songs for transitions, and lessons about hand

washing.

In 2020, The Healthy Kids Project participated in fourteen

community events reaching over 2,000 families and hosted



eight large community events reaching 3,250 families with

projects and activities for use at home. This was

accomplished with much of the year in a COVID-19

environment.

The Healthy Kids Project is supported by grants from the

Foundation, the San Antonio Area Foundation, the Union

Pacific Foundation, and St. Luke’s Lutheran Health

Ministries.



CHAPTER NINE

1996–2022

Consolidating the Gains of the Past for

Better Mobility and Accessibility

The Foundation Trustees had already addressed the

problems of access to and mobility within the Medical

Center when it commissioned a major study of the

Foundation and its relationship to the Medical Center by the

Urban Land Institute (ULI) in 1996. Very comprehensive in

scope, the ULI study was primarily intended to assist the

trustees in meeting the challenges of a changing economic

and demographic landscape in and around the Medical

Center, all in the interest of better meeting the health care

needs of the people of San Antonio and South Texas.

As noted, the ULI study recommended the creation of a

San Antonio Medical Development Corporation (SAMDC),

which the Foundation would sponsor and support for the

purpose of ensuring “conscientious management of its

physical resources, and to foster the cooperative

development of a unified mission,” as well as to “drive the

foundation’s strategic planning and implementation efforts.”



Under this recommendation, the ULI study envisioned

that the Foundation would transform itself into primarily a

fundraising organization that would raise the funds

necessary to support the operations of the SAMDC.

For a variety of reasons, the trustees did not accept that

recommendation. The trustees did recognize, however, that

the ULI study highlighted the need for a property owners’

association.

As noted previously, the Foundation desired that the

Alliance take on a wide range of responsibilities, including

the creation of an overall infrastructure development plan,

the facilitation of increased facilities for lodging the families

of patients, and increased leadership in landscaping, safety

and transportation, etc.

Once organized, Alliance members agreed that the first

priority would be the development of a master plan to

address the most pressing problems at the Medical Center

which were vehicular congestion, lack of signage, and

creating a more user-friendly environment. The Alliance

chose Rialto Studios of San Antonio to develop this plan. The

first project of the master plan, completed in 2003, was to

add right-hand turn lanes, totally new traffic signals in

mastheads (with South Texas Medical Center branding), and

new signage at the intersection of Ewing Halsell and Medical

Drives. By 2018, all fifteen of the major intersections had

been completed with similar improvements.

Subsequently, in 2014, with the adoption of Master Plan

2 created by TBG Partners, the Alliance shifted the focus

from vehicular congestion to landscape aesthetics and

pedestrian safety. This shift involved creating more public

green space and providing facilities for healthy activities

such as walking and biking. As prepared by TBG, the points

of Master Plan 2 going forward are as follows:

upgrading and making safer roads with sidewalks and

vehicle right-hand turn lanes;



the creation of “green streets” which make it easier and

safer for pedestrians and bicyclists to move through the

area;

improving signage in and around the Medical Center,

which includes backlighting of overhead signal arms for

easier identification at night;

improving transportation options and access to the

Medical Center; and

landscaping and maintaining attractive medians within

the Medical Center.

Balthrope pointed out other unique features of the

organization. His condition for assuming the chair of the

Alliance was that the representatives of the constituent

institutions would be the CEOs of their respective

organizations “because we needed decision makers.”

Getting cooperation from the City of San Antonio in meeting

the infrastructure and transportation needs of the Medical

Center was an initial challenge.

“Because the Medical Center is in District 8,” he said,

“they didn’t see our needs as needs for the whole city, but

rather as needs that were particular to District 8.” He said

he enlisted the aid of Dr. Francisco Cigarroa, then president

of UT Health SA, to set up a unique partnership with the City

of San Antonio and the results were positive. Essentially, the

Medical Center Alliance pledged $1.1 million in cash

annually toward the partnership which represented Alliance

members’ collections. This was possible since he received

no compensation or reimbursements. He also demonstrated

to the city that there were thousands of employees from all

the city council districts working in the Medical Center as

well as patients from all city council districts.

“Finally, in 2012, we got included in that bond issue,” he

said, “and we got funding to improve three intersections out

of it. Later we were included in the 2017 bond issue. The



Alliance continued to provide funding so that by June 2020,

a total of approximately $80 million in infrastructure

improvements have been made at Medical Center, with the

Alliance contributing $29 million of the total.”

The Alliance Master Plan has adopted six key goals:

1. Enhance the existing brand through integrated

signage/wayfinding systems while increasing font and

signage size, improving font color, providing pedestrian-

scale signs, and integrating gateways to strengthen

identity and to communicate to visitors that they are

entering the campus, making an already recognizable

brand more effective and the campus more welcoming

and easier to navigate.

2. Focus on the core for pedestrian connectivity and

activity— concentrating revitalization efforts at hubs of

activity, including undeveloped north-side parcels within

the campus core that are accessible through a series of

trails and on-street pedestrian improvements, creating

destinations and reshaping the urban spatial form to be

pedestrian-focused.

3. Reduce pedestrian/vehicular conflicts through

streetscape refinements and enhancements. Improving

the streetscape must be paired with the proper street

types to create harmony between the pedestrian and

the automobile. Because current street widths are

oversized, this plan recommends introducing buffers

between the curb and sidewalk, widening sidewalks and

screening parking. These efforts will create the much-

needed pedestrian realm along Medical Center streets.

4. Expand Medical Center employee offerings through

development of a mixed-use gateway. Establishing a

mixed-use development at the core and prominent edge

of the campus will add vitality, ensure evening and



weekend activity, and provide important services for

patients, visitors, and staff.

5. Define site planning parameters for integration of a

world-class research park. Distributing and laying out

buildings at the research hub in a way that creates a

synergy of uses is an opportunity to provide amenities

such as retail/dining space, walkways, courtyards, open

lawns, open greens, gardens, and water features, all of

which are attractive to innovative, world-class research

institutions (and researchers).

6. Refocus planning and design emphasis upon human

scale (as opposed to vehicular). Focusing signage,

activity hubs and mixed-use development, connectivity,

open space, street enhancements, and planning efforts

to improve the relationship between the built

environment and people’s quality of life will play an

important function in connecting buildings,

strengthening campus identity, increasing visual

aesthetics, and providing places for activities such as

group picnics, outdoor classes, and theatrical

performances.

The Alliance, working together with the Foundation,

therefore began putting its attention during this period of

the Foundation’s history to addressing the first five of the

six key goals listed above.

They began by utilizing available funds for the

landscaping of medians and new sidewalks for major

thoroughfares such as Medical Drive and Wurzbach Road.

Balthrope said of the project,

You know, a lot of people look at landscaping as a

frivolous thing. When I was mayor of Alamo Heights, I

saw what a difference landscaping of medians makes

to the attractiveness of a streetscape. Because of this



experience, I wanted to do landscaped medians in the

Medical Center to create a more pleasant and user-

friendly feel at the Medical Center. Now Medical Drive

and Wurzbach have plants that are watered and

maintained, and that makes a meaningful difference.

It makes the Medical Center seem more well-

connected and more welcoming.

Another major and unique project completed by the

Alliance was the Floyd Curl Green Street. The green street

project, sometimes referred to as a “complete street,” was a

joint venture with the Alliance, the City of San Antonio

(CoSA), and Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT). As

of October 2021, the Floyd Curl Green Street is the longest

of its kind in the CoSA. One of the main benefactors is UT

Health SA, where it helps students and faculty move more

safely from campus to campus. The new green street,

opened in November 2019, includes a six-foot wide

meandering sidewalk along with a separate ten-foot bicycle

path, and an off-street, two-way bicycle facility located on

one side of Floyd Curl. The other side of Floyd Curl caters

more to pedestrians, providing wider meandering sidewalks

that are also at a safer distance from the street. The bicycle

lane is set back four feet from the street as a safety

precaution, and there is a four-foot landscaped median

between the bicycle lane and the jogging/walking lane. Land

was donated as follows: 290,000 sq. ft. from the Foundation,

133,000 sq. ft. from UT Health SA, and 60,000 sq. ft. from

Methodist Healthcare, which also gave up 118 parking

spaces.

“It’s important to realize the big issue with the green

street is not so much the fact that it looks nice, but rather

the issue of safety. The green street takes people that are

jogging or biking out of the streets, and it separates them.

We know walkers and cyclists don’t necessarily like to share

the same trail, as it can be dangerous,” said Balthrope.



Funding for the Floyd Curl Green Street was a joint effort

through the Metropolitan Planning Organization with the

CoSA, TxDOT, and Alliance. Funding was provided as

follows: $4.6 million from TxDOT, $1.4 million from CoSA,

and $7.8 million from the Alliance.

At the same time, the improved appearance is also a

great benefit.

In addition to the infrastructure activities of the Alliance,

Balthrope pointed out other significant benefits provided by

the Alliance:

designed and installed “South Texas Medical Center”-

branded street sign banners throughout the Medical

Center;

completed landscaping and maintenance of all medians

on Medical Drive, Wurzbach, and Floyd Curl;

created and maintained southtexasmedicalcenter.com,

a clearinghouse for information about the Medical

Center;

established a web page to monitor all major

construction projects at the Medical Center, enabling all

stakeholders to avoid traffic and congestion associated

with construction projects;

developed, distributed, and updated a map of all

Medical Center facilities, of which over forty thousand

copies have been printed;

established off-site wayfinding signs on Fredericksburg

and Callaghan Roads to help people find the Medical

Center main campus; and

the Foundation’s activities in the period 2008–2012, as

may be seen in the summary of the Foundation’s

activities relative to infrastructure and transportation at

the end of this chapter.

http://www.southtexasmedicalcenter.com/


Beginning in 2008, the Foundation began meeting with

staff of the VIA Metropolitan Transit to give

recommendations for the project based on the known

transportation needs of people who worked in and around

the Medical Center.

The result of those initial recommendations was a plan

put forward by VIA for a new bus line going from downtown

to the Medical Center on Fredericksburg Road utilizing a

larger-capacity bus that would make less frequent stops at

new, larger bus stops that provide more shade. Such a line

would be a great help, it was reasoned, both to people

working at the Medical Center and to people from the

central city or other parts of town that could have access to

the central city through other bus lines. This line came to be

called Primo. It was also designed to include a shuttle

circulator service within the Medical Center that would take

patients and workers to their destinations after they

disembarked at what is now called the Medical Center

Transit Center, located at Babcock and Medical Drive.

In 2010 and 2011, the Foundation took an active role in

the development of the first VIA Primo bus routes.

In 2012, the Foundation coordinated with all entities in

the Medical Center for VIA Primo shuttle service, which

commenced on December 17, 2012. Primo is similar to Bus

Rapid Transit with the exception that it does not provide for

dedicated lanes.

The Primo 100 route has been in continuous operation

ever since it opened on that date. Primo 100 travels from

Centro Plaza and the Ellis Alley Park & Ride downtown to the

Medical Center Transit Center. The service runs every day

and features service every ten minutes during peak times.

The fare is the same as VIA’s regular bus service and daily

and monthly passes are accepted. It is the most heavily

traveled bus route in the city.

The Access and Mobility Committee, chaired by Trustee

Mike Kreager, served as the focal point for the coordination



from 2008 to 2012.

The areas of the Foundation’s involvement included:

studying and establishing the more frequent ten-minute

intervals for service;

strategically locating unique Primo bus stops with

electronic monitoring of service intervals;

coordinating and promoting increased ridership among

employees of entities in the Medical Center; and

coordinating a pilot shuttle service for those entities not

directly serviced by Primo routes which, after the pilot in

2012, were discontinued due to lack of ridership.

The coordinated efforts of VIA and the Foundation served

as the model for additional Primo services added throughout

the city.

In the mid-2000s, considerable construction commenced

among the various entities in the Medical Center,

periodically causing blocked traffic lanes and other

congestion issues. In order to minimize the inconvenience,

the Foundation, along with the Alliance, established an

email alert system for the Medical Center entities alerting

them of future potential congestion issues.

In the late 1990s, the Metropolitan Planning Commission

had approved, without funding, a grade separation for

Medical Drive to go under Fredericksburg Road. As with

most large projects, it took years before funding for the

project was located and approved. In the early 2010s, when

funding was identified and approved, the Access and

Mobility Committee of the Foundation again kicked in to

coordinate the project with TxDOT and the City of San

Antonio as the construction affected Medical Center entities.

The grade separation was completed in 2015 using a pilot

construction technique of prefabricating the bridge and



sliding it into place using commercial soap as the lubricant.

This was the first time this technique was used in Texas.

Identifying and promoting alternative sources of travel

continued to be priorities of the Foundation and the Alliance.

Examples of this were a jointly funded bicycle plan as an

addendum to the City’s plan which identified low vehicular

volume streets as alternative routes providing for more

safety to the cyclists. Another example was securing

approval and funding from the Metropolitan Planning

Commission for studies on use of alternate transportation

options and parking relief.

One of the concerns identified by the Foundation was the

lack of a catastrophic emergency plan for the Medical

Center. It was noted that the new chief of police at UT

Health SA, Michael Parks, received a statewide award at his

previous position for establishing an emergency plan that

became a model for that state. The Access and Mobility

Committee invited Chief Parks to brief them on that plan

and how a similar plan might be implemented in the Medical

Center involving all the various police organizations (the San

Antonio Police, Bexar County Sheriff’s Department,

Department of Public Safety, South Texas Regional Advisory

Council, and all the Medical Center entities’ police

departments). The members of the committee strongly

endorsed and encouraged the chief to pursue a similar plan

for the Medical Center. Over time, these law enforcement

entities have come together and developed a plan for both

ingress and egress in case a catastrophic emergency should

occur.

In the early 2000s, the Foundation’s financial situation

improved to the point that previous needs could be

implemented involving aesthetics and improvements to the

undeveloped properties. Among those improvements were

increased tree trimming and underbrush clearance along

streets in the Medical Center and, as a result, increased

areas of mowing. As a service to those using the walking



and jogging trail, improvements were made to the parking

lots for the trail.

The Foundation’s work in advocating for this service and

helping facilitate its implementation certainly helped

facilitate access to the Medical Center for many thousands

of people.

Overall, through the coordinated efforts of the Alliance

and the Foundation, there have been many improvements

to the infrastructure of the Medical Center which have

improved its safety, appearance, and accessibility.

Encouraging Collaboration in the

Bioscience and Health-care Research

Community

One of the most significant accomplishments of the

Foundation’s work since 2010 has been the transformation

from being primarily a responsible developer and steward of

its land and the revenues derived from it to a new role as an

active philanthropic organization and investor in the

community. In doing so, the Foundation began to engage in

activities that encourage the creation of new collaborations

and partnerships that will benefit San Antonio’s health care

and bioscience community, and ultimately for the health

and well-being of the general population, all of which will

also ultimately benefit the Medical Center.

This transformation can be seen as an extension of the

growing consensus among the trustees that the Foundation,

having been successful in working with the University of

Texas Board of Regents to establish the University of Texas

Health Science Center at San Antonio, now rebranded as UT

Health San Antonio, and in facilitating the development of

all the institutions in the Medical Center, now has a



responsibility to assume a wider mandate in the community.

The Foundation did so in three principal ways.

First, the Foundation made direct investments in projects

which were aimed at promoting healthy lifestyles and

improving mobility in the Medical Center. For example, in

2008, the Foundation’s board approved an investment of

$330,656 in the creation of a 2.2-mile walking/jogging trail

on Medical Center property which opened in July 2009. With

transportation in the Medical Center dominated by

automobiles and buses, the Foundation recognized the

benefit for people who lived near, worked in, and visited the

Medical Center to have more options for walking or jogging

to their destinations, or simply for their health and pleasure.

In addition, over the period 2010–2011, the Foundation

received two Community Development Block Grants (CDBG)

from the City of San Antonio totaling $158,099, which were

re-invested in its immediate community to extend the

walking/jogging trail to the UT Health SA main campus to

make the trail approximately 6.2 miles in its entirety. That

extension was implemented and became a major addition to

the Medical Center. The Foundation also received $80,000 in

CDBG funding, which paid for the installation of seven ADA

compliant exercise stations along the trail, as well as for the

expansion of the trail’s parking lot. In 2019, the trail was

renamed the Jim Reed Trail to commemorate Jim Reed’s

outstanding leadership of the Foundation for twenty years of

service and his vision in establishing the trails.

Second, the Foundation has a long history of financially

supporting health-care organizations that promote

collaboration. It has been the sole title sponsor of the

BioMed SA Annual Innovation Award event since its

inception, as well as a major underwriter of the Health Cell’s

annual State of the Industry event. In 2012, the Foundation

approved an initial $150,000 in funding for The Healthy Kids

Project, which was by far the most ambitious public health



education initiative the Foundation had taken up until that

time.

In 2013, the Foundation’s board recognized that it

needed to establish guidelines for the awarding of grants

and to better define the nature of its grantmaking activity.

Stephanie Chandler, a partner in the law firm of Jackson

Walker, LLP, led this effort, becoming chair of the

Foundation’s Grant Review Committee, which is comprised

of approximately fifteen trustees. As a result of that process,

the Foundation determined that it would designate its

grantmaking activity as falling into two categories:

1. infrastructure grants, which support institutions within

the Medical Center; and

2. collaborative grants, which provide funding to

encourage collaborative research and other initiatives in

and among San Antonio’s health care and bioscience

community.

In the period 2013–2021, the Foundation provided the

following significant infrastructure grants:

a $334,000 grant to UT Health SA for microscope

enhancements, paid in two installments;

a grant of $225,000, to be paid in three installments of

$75,000 each, to Clarity Child Guidance Center in

support of the organization’s $14 million campaign to

expand their facilities in the interest of growing their

counseling and other mental health services to the

community;

a $135,000 grant, payable over three years at $45,000

per year, to the Ronald McDonald House, the second in

the Medical Center, to fund offices in the facility to

collaborate with The Ecumenical Center for counseling

and Northside Independent School District for teaching;



a $200,000 matching grant to The Ecumenical Center

for its Meditation Gardens, with $100,000 to be raised

by The Ecumenical Center by the first quarter of 2017,

then $50,000 to be raised as a match later in 2017 and

$50,000 in 2018; and

a $75,000 grant to The Winston School to assist in

building a 28,343-square-foot multi-purpose facility to

expand its fine arts program and, more specifically, to

provide an office for development and collaborative

efforts.

That wider sense of responsibility was expressed in the

three mission goals for the organization, established in April

2015 by the Strategic Planning Committee, co-chaired by

Joe Krier, former president of the San Antonio Chamber of

Commerce, and Milton Lee, retired general manager of CPS

Energy, which are:

health-care education,

synergies and collaboration between military medicine

and community organizations, and

improved access and mobility within the Medical Center.

An additional factor was the competition brought about

by the opening of the Dell Medical School in Austin and the

UT Rio Grande Valley School of Medicine. The leadership of

the Foundation recognized the need to provide a stimulus

for collaborative health-care and bioscience research for San

Antonio to remain competitive.

That recognition led to the Foundation Board’s decision in

2015 to fund up to $1 million over five years of the

Foundation’s earnings to specifically encourage

collaborative research initiatives led by not-for-profit,

governmental, and military organizations.



As Stephanie Chandler put it in an interview at her office,

“Those of us who were serving on the Foundation Board

could see that while we had in San Antonio a mixture of

great institutions, including Southwest Research Institute,

Texas Biomedical Research Institute, the San Antonio

Military Medical Center, BioBridge Global, UT Health SA, and

UTSA, among others, that they could collaborate with one

another to an even greater extent. We decided we wanted

to do something proactive to stimulate collaboration,

particularly in research.”

The Grant Review Committee established a procedure by

which researchers could formally apply for grants and began

holding breakfasts to distribute guidelines and applications

to potential applicants. The committee meets to review the

applications and make decisions about funding. The review

is based on the collaborative effort represented by each

application to leverage the strengths of each institution and

raise the international research profile of the San Antonio

bioscience and medical community.

In June of 2016, the Foundation announced its first two

collaborative research grants:

a $150,000 grant to a team of scientists at Southwest

Research Institute, UT Health SA, and the US Army

Institute of Surgical Research (USAISR); and

a $150,000 grant to UT Health SA, the San Antonio

Military Medical Center, and Trinity University.

In 2017, the Foundation increased its funding for

collaborative grants to $403,750 with the awarding of three

grants:

a $150,000 grant to UTSA and UT Health SA;

a $103,750 grant to UTSA and UT Health SA; and



a $150,000 grant to BioBridge Global, UT Health SA,

University Health System, and the Southwest Texas

Regional Advisory Council.

In 2018, the Foundation once again increased its funding

for collaborative grants to the level of $518,000 with the

awarding of four grants:

a $150,000 grant to UTSA, UT Health SA, and the

USAISR;

a $130,000 grant to Texas Biomedical Research

Institute, UTSA, and UT Health SA;

a $138,000 grant to UTSA, USAISR, and South Texas

Veterans Health Care System/Foundation for Advancing

Veterans’ Health Research; and

a $100,000 grant to South Texas Regional Advisory

Council, South Texas Blood and Tissue Center, and UT

Health SA for the expansion of the cold-stored whole

blood strategy augmented with mass casualty kits to

South Texas rural communities. This grant started

having very early impact as in March 2018, the first two

lives were saved by receiving whole-blood transfusions.

In 2019, the Foundation awarded $517,315 for four

collaborative grants:

a $75,000 grant to South Texas Regional Advisory

Council, South Texas Blood and Tissue Center, and UT

Health SA;

a $173,354 grant to Texas Biomedical Research Institute

and UT Health SA;

a $199,961 grant to UT Health SA and UTSA; and

a $69,000 grant to San Antonio Fire Department, UT

Health SA, and US Air Force En Route Care Research



Center.

In 2020, the Foundation awarded $1,042,047 in funding

for the following six collaborative grants:

a $131,340 grant to UT Health SA, UTSA, Brooke Army

Medical Center, and Navy Medical Research Unit at San

Antonio;

a $199,948 grant to Southwest Research Institute, UT

Health SA, and University Health System;

a $112,404 grant to UT Health SA and South Texas

Regional Advisory Council;

a $200,000 grant to UTSA, UT Health SA, and South

Texas Veterans Health Care System (VA);

a $198,592 grant to UTSA, UT Health SA, and Southwest

Research Institute; and

a $199,763 grant to UT Health SA, UTSA, and Texas

Biomedical Research Institute.

In 2021, the Foundation awarded $949,594 for five

collaborative grants:

a $200,000 grant to UT Health SA and Texas Biomedical

Research Institute;

a $199,711 grant to UT Health SA, Texas Diabetes

Institute, and UT Southwestern;

a $183,976 grant to Southwest Research Institute,

UTSA, and UT Health SA; and

a $165,907 grant to Texas Biomedical Research Institute

and Foundation for Advancing Veteran’s Health

Research.

In sum, contributions in both infrastructure and

collaborative grant categories made by the Foundation from



2013 to 2021 total $4,699,706, not counting the investment

of $58,000 in the SA Biosciences website development. That

is a very significant sum, which will certainly have a highly

positive impact for years to come, both for health-care and

bioscience research as well as for San Antonio health-care

and bioscience organizations of all types. Given the

significant assets of the Foundation and its commitment to

continuing to develop as a philanthropic organization, there

will no doubt be much good news to share in this area of its

work for years to come.

While the efforts and investments being made by the

Foundation to foster collaboration through direct grant

support are substantial, the Foundation’s efforts to stimulate

collaboration in another way has also gained considerable

attention for being truly innovative and original.

There is no better public demonstration of the

Foundation’s commitment to collaboration for the benefit of

health-care and bioscience research than the SA Bioscience

website. This site, www.sabioscience.org, first launched in

September 2016. It was the first such website of its kind in

the world and today remains unique.

According to Gabriele Niederauer, PhD, CEO and

president of Bluegrass Vascular Technologies and chair of

the Foundation’s Strategic Planning Committee, this project

grew out of a conversation encouraged by Trustee Jim

Dublin, President Jim Reed, BioMed SA, BioBridge Global,

UTSA, UT Health SA, Southwest Research Institute, Texas

Biomedical Research Institute, and a contingent of

representatives of the San Antonio military medical

community. This project addressed the need for promoting

greater transparency among local medical researchers. In

2016, the Foundation’s board approved collecting a one-

time $5,000 contribution from each major website

participant and providing this service at no future charge to

the participating institutions or other users of the website.

http://www.sabioscience.org/


“We created an oversight committee with a

representative from each participating organization which,

over the course of about half a dozen meetings in 2015,”

Trustee Niederauer said, “we came to an agreement about

the need for and scope for the project. With the assistance

and recommendation of Trustee Jim Dublin, a public

relations strategist, the website designer selected was Texas

Creative, and they did a great job.”

With a significant investment by the Foundation, the

project moved forward steadily and quickly gained promises

of participation by fourteen organizations, including:

Brooke Army Medical Center

Naval Medical Research Unit – San Antonio

59th Medical Wing at Wilford Hall Ambulatory Surgical

Center

BioBridge Global

Southwest Research Institute

Texas Biomedical Research Institute

UT Health San Antonio

University of Texas at San Antonio

Biomedical Development Corp.

Cancer Insight, LLC

EO2 Concepts

StemBioSys

Trinity University

South Texas Veterans Health Care System (VA)

By 2022, some 2,860 research projects were listed on the

SA Bioscience website. As stated on the website, “the

purpose of the Bioscience Research Database is to create a



single, transparent source for the collection of pertinent,

real-time information from the many bioscience research

projects in San Antonio’s universities, institutions, military

research programs and companies and make that data

readily available and accessible to a variety of audiences,

including:

anyone interested in understanding the breadth and

depth of bioscience research in San Antonio;

scientists and researchers from around the nation and

the world who are seeking collaborative research

opportunities;

San Antonio-based scientists and researchers looking to

connect and collaborate with other local research

organizations;

researchers and technicians looking to join a San

Antonio-area bioscience research organization; and

research organizations recruiting and ‘selling’ San

Antonio as a viable research community.”

“It took a full year working with the participating

research organizations to develop the protocols for the site,

design it for maximum interaction, and then pull in all the

data,” Bryan Alsip, MD, MPH, Executive Vice President and

Chief Medical Officer of University Health System, and a

past Foundation chair explained to Iris Gonzalez of the

Rivard Report. “All of us involved knew that there was much

significant bioscience research being done here in San

Antonio, but I’m not sure any of us knew both the quantity

and sheer breadth of what is being studied here.”

The website also features a news page featuring stories

about various aspects of medical research and funding for

research at the local, regional, and national levels.



The Foundation, Its Public Programs,

Assets, and Future

As the Foundation moved forward into the second decade of

the twenty-first century, it became evident to its leadership

that changes in the dynamics of regional urban growth and

in the medical services marketplace would continue to

present new challenges. At the same time, the Foundation

and the Medical Center are presented with many

opportunities.

Interviews with Dr. Bryan Alsip, Chief Medical Officer of

University Health System, and President Dr. William Henrich

of UT Health San Antonio, as well as with other Foundation

Trustees, revealed the ways in which they assessed the

challenges to the future of medicine in San Antonio, and to

the Foundation, in similar, complementary ways.

Challenges to the Foundation and Its

Work, and How It Has Responded

Both Dr. Alsip and Dr. Henrich pointed out that while the

Medical Center was, for many years, the unquestioned

center of high-level medical services and medical education

in San Antonio and its surrounding region—which, in its

earliest days, extended as far north as Austin and as far

south as the Rio Grande Valley—in recent years, the

situation has changed dramatically.

With the expansion of urban development of both San

Antonio and Austin creating an ever-denser urban belt

extending north and south along IH-35, and with the

development of new communities along the northern rim of

San Antonio extending out to Boerne along IH-10, the



medical services industry has responded to the needs of this

population and urban growth with the establishment of new

regional hospitals, emergency medicine clinics, and other

facilities. In addition, through the work of Methodist

Healthcare Ministries, eighty nurse program sites have been

established, primarily in smaller rural communities in

Central and South Texas.

On top of those developments, Dr. Alsip mentioned that

the decision by the state legislature to approve the creation

of two new University of Texas medical schools in Austin and

the Rio Grande Valley has created competition for UT

System resources. UT Health SA is also no longer the only

medical school in San Antonio. The University of the

Incarnate Word (UIW) launched their osteopathic medical

school with a focus of producing primary care physicians,

albeit smaller in comparison to UT Health SA. UIW

graduated its first class in May 2021.

University Health System and UT Health SA, in

coordination with the leadership of the Foundation who

provided the land, have responded to these challenges in

creative, innovative ways. UT Health SA, recognizing the

need to earn a significantly greater share of operating

revenues in the face of cutbacks in public, tax-based

funding, created the Medical Arts & Research Center (MARC)

and Center for Oral Health Care & Research (COHR), which

now house clinics serving many thousands of San Antonians

and South Texans each year. The MARC and COHR are

staffed by UT Health SA faculty and funded through the

medical practice of UT Health SA. The facilities also house

research centers staffed by the faculty and students of UT

Health SA pursuing doctoral degrees in various fields of

medical research.

In the fall of 2016, the University of Texas Health Science

Center at San Antonio rebranded as UT Health San Antonio

(UT Health SA). With a redesigned, four-color magazine, new

social media initiatives, and other efforts, UT Health SA



highlights the stories of how the faculty, staff, and students

of UT Health SA work together to educate a new generation

of health-care professionals and the patients in their care at

the MARC, COHR, University Health System, and the

Veterans Administration (South Texas Veterans Health Care

System).

UT Health SA has, over the past decade, continued to

advance medical research and demonstrate its value to the

San Antonio and South Texas community. This effort will be

further enhanced in 2024 with the completion of the $400

million, 140-bed (to start) multi-specialty hospital located on

land provided by the Foundation.

University Health System also recognized that it needed

to present a new face to the community and, in 2014,

opened its new ten-story Sky Tower, with a design that is as

beautiful as it is functional. Moreover, the architects worked

with local designers and artists to ensure that the new

facility would be environmentally green and graced with

artwork that would comfort its patients and create an

atmosphere more conducive to healing than the white,

sterile walls of earlier hospital designs.

In 2022, the University Health System was focused on

constructing its new $500 million Women’s and Children’s

Hospital, a twelve-story, 300-bed facility that will be a major

new addition to the Medical Center.

The Foundation Board, under the chairship of Dr. Alsip,

also recognized that the Medical Center itself, as an entity,

had brand recognition problems, and resolved in 2016 to

undertake a marketing campaign to build positive

associations with the Medical Center in the minds of people

in the San Antonio area.

According to Dr. Alsip, the board was concerned not only

about the fact that new regional medical centers were

competing with the Medical Center, but also with the fact

that there was little public knowledge of the research work



being done in the Medical Center or of the importance of

research to advances in health care.

The Foundation contracted with Anderson Marketing

Group to undertake a comprehensive campaign that would

include television and radio spots and social media postings

related to the Medical Center and its work. The campaign,

which Dr. Alsip said cost $400,000, was designed for

implementation in local media outlets.

Dr. Alsip said, “I have mixed feelings about our

awareness campaign. There were three primary goals in

order to protect brand awareness of the Medical Center and

to increase brand prominence among consumers and

research centers: (1) conduct an introspective analysis of

the strengths and weaknesses of the Medical Center; (2) use

this information to perform an awareness study with a

marketing firm; (3) conduct a marketing campaign followed

by a post-campaign survey. To me, the most valuable

elements included our SWOT analysis and what we learned

from the survey, which I believe validated much of our own

internal assessment. Conversely, I did not see measurable

change in brand awareness after the initial marketing

campaign. Our strengths as both a focus for health-care

research and a center of excellence are primarily what sets

the Medical Center apart from the expanse of consumer

health care options that are growing both locally and

nationally. However, even our areas of strength will face

competition from other regional health-care centers in

Texas, including Austin.”

Among the findings of the survey was determining from

the general public of San Antonio the most important factors

for choosing a medical provider. The two highest rankings in

importance were survey respondents’ personal medical

insurance situation (89 percent) and having access to

specialty care if needed (83 percent). Also ranking high

were being affiliated with a medical facility that conducts

ongoing medical research (48 percent), an affiliation with a



major medical university (44 percent), and a provider in a

medical center that has a teaching hospital (40 percent).

The recent COVID-19 pandemic may have generated a

significant increase in awareness of the value of medical

research, an activity of major importance to UT Health SA

and other organizations in the San Antonio area.

No doubt the Foundation will continue to monitor the

competition the Medical Center faces from other regional

health-care centers, and respond appropriately with new

marketing initiatives in the years to come.

The Foundation’s Annual Educational

Luncheon

Beginning in 2010, the Foundation took the initiative of

educating leaders in San Antonio and South Texas about

significant developments in medical issues through the

establishment of its Annual Education Luncheon.

Over the past ten years, the luncheon has developed into

a substantial educational event, attracting approximately

four hundred attendees annually.

The following list of speakers over the past ten years

provides a good overview of the leading figures in health

care, the media, and higher education the Foundation has

brought to San Antonio. These events have always been

presented to a sell-out crowd.

YEAR SPEAKER TITLES

2010 Sen. Bill Frist,

MD

Former US Senate Majority Leader



YEAR SPEAKER TITLES

2011 Sec. Tommy

Thompson

Former US Secretary of Health &

Human Services and former

governor of Wisconsin

Dr. Atul Grover,

MD, PhD

Expert in health policy

2012 Charles

Krauthammer

Pulitzer Prize winner for

Distinguished Commentary,

Washington Post columnist, Fox

News contributor

2013 Gail Wilensky Economist and Senior Fellow at

Project HOPE

2014 Lt. Gen. (Dr.)

Douglas Robb

Director, Defense Health Agency

Maj. Gen.

Jimmie Keenan

Director, San Antonio Military

Health System (SAMHS)

Maj. Gen. (Dr.)

Byron Hepburn

First director, San Antonio Military

Health System (SAMHS)

2015 Leroy Hood,

MD, PhD

Developed the DNA gene

sequencer and synthesizer

2016 Sec. Kathleen

Sebelius

Former US Secretary of Health &

Human Services

2017 Rear Adm.

Susan

Blumenthal,

MD

Former Asst. Surgeon General of

the US



YEAR SPEAKER TITLES

2018 Nancy

Snyderman, MD

Renowned surgeon, best-selling

author, former senior medical

editor at ABC News and NBC News

2019 Vivek Murthy,

MD

Former US Surgeon General

2020 Adm. William

McRaven

Retired US Navy 4-Star Admiral and

former Chancellor of the University

of Texas System

2021 Postponed to

2022 due to

COVID-19

pandemic

2022 Wendy Sue

Swanson, MD

Technology and telemedicine in the

future of healthcare

New Uses for Old Assets: The Aldo’s

Property and Its Transformation

The Foundation’s founding trustees recognized the vital

importance of securing sufficient land for not only the

Medical Center and the UT Medical School in the earliest

days, but also for expansion of the Medical Center and the

development of the community surrounding it. The founding

trustees had done an excellent job of securing an

abundance of land. Some of it was directly utilized for the

massive building complexes that were constructed over the



ensuing decades, while other parcels of land were less

immediately useful for medical facilities.

One such parcel was the 1.386 acres occupied by the

Aldo’s Ristorante Italiano lease, part of a total tract of 6.871

acres. President Reed noted that “as far back as the 1990s,

the Foundation’s Land Use Committee regarded the Aldo’s

lease as an inefficient use of that property.” Moreover, he

pointed out, it was a “lonesome end” in that it was

separated from other undeveloped land held by the

Foundation and located in an area surrounded by other

commercial entities. Nevertheless, he stressed that “the

property was located at one of the prime ‘gateways’ to the

Medical Center—the northwest corner of Fredericksburg

Road and Wurzbach Road—and any development should

recognize that in its physical presence.”

As anyone who has worked on real estate projects knows,

there are business cycles that determine the timing of

development initiatives. Finding just the right partners for

real estate projects is not always an easy matter. For those

reasons, the Foundation Trustees watched, waited, and

learned from the experience of others in recent real estate

developments.

Over the past decade, the San Antonio real estate

industry has spawned several truly transformational

developments that have profoundly enriched the life of our

community through dynamically mixing new residential,

office, restaurant, and other retail enterprises in unique

urban settings.

“It is fair to say the Foundation wanted to create a new

development on what we came to call the Aldo’s Property

that would have a positive and transformational effect upon

Northwest San Antonio, supporting the over three thousand

new living units in the greater Medical Center area,”

President Reed said in an early interview.

Taking note of that transformational potential in

repurposing an under-utilized patch of land, the Medical



Foundation in recent years has undertaken such a project,

which, in June of 2020, began to take shape.

On March 4, 2014, at the recommendation of the Land

Use Committee, the Foundation Board authorized the

committee to investigate and pursue the sale of the 6.871-

acre tract. The Foundation retained a broker and created a

task force to pursue the sale. The board decided early on

that the property would not be publicly listed, but rather

selected developers with proven track records would be

invited to show their interest.

As the due diligence was pursued in investigating and

discussing potential uses with interested developers, the

selection was made to pursue the project with Fulcrum

Development. Fulcrum had developed the Alon mixed-use

development located at the intersection of Wurzbach Road

and Military Highway, as well as numerous other quality

developments.

The Foundation placed several requirements on the

property, recognizing its gateway status. Among those were

both initial and ongoing architectural approval of external

appearances and restrictions on tree removal. The sale was

completed on April 27, 2017. Specific design of the site was

a challenge which took time as there was a forty-one-foot

drop from the front of the property to the rear. Construction

commenced in early 2019 and the first tenant moved in in

mid-2020.

The Gateway, as the project is known, already has as

tenants Baptist Imaging Center, UT Health SA Pediatric

Outpatient Clinic, several restaurants, and other service

facilities, coming close to maximizing the capacity of the

three-story building.

Earnings off the investments from the sale of the

property have gone to grants for infrastructure in the

Medical Center, as well as collaborative grants in the areas

of health care and biosciences.



Growth in the Facilities of the Medical

Center

Every health-care organization operating in the Medical

Center has benefited from the work of the Foundation over

the past decade in numerous ways. The most visible ways in

which those benefits are manifested are in the expansion

and upgrading of existing facilities in the Medical Center.

Following is an overview of some of the most outstanding

expansions and upgrades in the Medical Center over the

past decade.

CHRISTUS SANTA ROSA MEDICAL CENTER

With the conversion of the CHRISTUS hospital downtown to

a children’s only facility, its Medical Center hospital

absorbed many of the adult patients who had previously

been treated downtown. Sorento, a rehabilitation hospital

and skilled nursing facility, was added to the property. In

addition, CHRISTUS Santa Rosa Hospital Medical Center was

the first facility in San Antonio to co-locate oncology clinical

trial in its hospital.

CLARITY CHILD GUIDANCE CENTER

Clarity merged with the Child Guidance Center, whose

operation had been in a facility located at Babcock Road and

Merton Minter Drive. Clarity considerably expanded its

existing campus with an additional $7.8 million investment,

absorbed the Child Guidance Center operation there, and

sold the building on Babcock Road.



THE WINSTON SCHOOL

The Winston School conducted a successful capital

campaign raising $15 million for the addition of a fine arts

building, assembly and dining hall, athletic building, and

amphitheater on its existing footprint. While having a long

relationship with the education department at Trinity

University as a learning lab, at the encouragement of the

Foundation, the school renewed a closer relationship with

the Department of Psychiatry at UT Health SA.

HEALTH CAREERS HIGH SCHOOL

Health Careers absorbed an existing adjacent building,

converting its rooms to mockups of hospital and

medical/dental clinical facilities for student training. In

addition, it increased its enrollment by 20 percent, adding

two hundred students from all over the San Antonio area.

THE ECUMENICAL CENTER FOR EDUCATION.

COUNSELING. HEALTH.

Considerable expansion of counseling programs and

facilities were completed, including a meditation garden for

adults and children to be shared by other facilities in the

Medical Center.

RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE II

The second Ronald McDonald House in the Medical Center

(the fourth in San Antonio overall) was constructed, adding

twenty-one rooms, five of which were designed in a more



sterile environment to accommodate children receiving

transplants.

UT HEALTH SAN ANTONIO

In addition to construction of the Medical Arts & Research

Center (MARC) building for medical clinical outpatient

services, a three-story Center for Oral Health Care &

Research (COHR) (UT Health SA School of Dentistry) was

constructed which, among other facilities, houses 399

treatment rooms with dental chairs in each. A new street

was constructed between the MARC and COHR to connect

Floyd Curl and Sid Katz. This street completed an earlier

commitment by the Foundation Board, and UT Health SA

named it after James P. Hollers, DDS, who campaigned to

bring a dental school to San Antonio, among many other

accomplishments discussed previously in this history. Dr.

Hollers would be proud of both the dental school’s national

reputation and this new educational and clinical facility.

In addition, UT Health SA purchased a five-story office

building, previously known as the Humana Building, located

at the intersection of Fredericksburg and Wurzbach Roads,

and renamed it the Professional Administration and

Resource Center (PARC) Building. The Foundation’s office

was relocated to this building.

The Barshop Institute for Longevity and Aging Studies

has been relocated from the Texas Research Park to the

Medical Center on land deeded by the Foundation. The new

three-story building, coupled with the Glenn Biggs Institute

for Alzheimer’s & Neurodegenerative Diseases, jumpstarts

UT Health SA as a Center of Excellence in Aging.

In 2015, the Foundation deeded a 5-acre tract just east of

the COHR for what was to be an administration building.

With the purchase of the PARC building, this acreage was

not needed for that project and was held in reserve by UT



Health SA. In 2020, approval was given by the UT Board of

Regents to build a $400 million, 140-bed multi-specialty

hospital which would require not only the original 5 acres,

but an additional adjacent 7.44 acres. The Foundation

deeded that tract in December 2020. A groundbreaking was

held virtually due to COVID-19 restrictions on March 29,

2021.

In 2019, UT Health SA requested approval to deed the

Mays Cancer Center land (now affiliated with MD Anderson)

to the UT System. The ninety-nine-year lease had been

previously assumed from the Cancer Therapy and Research

Center. The recent affiliation with M. D. Anderson, along with

utility requirements, caused the need for significant changes

and modifications of facilities which could be better

addressed if the UT System owned the property. An

approximate 1-acre portion of the property located on

Wurzbach adjacent to the CVS drugstore was identified as a

potential pocket park. That portion was carved out of the

transfer of land to continue to be held by the Foundation

and efforts to develop it commenced.

UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM

During this ten-year period, University Hospital added one

tower and began construction on a second. Sky Tower was

the first and, among other things, converted all rooms to

private rooms. The second tower commenced construction

in 2020 for a 300-bed Women’s and Children’s Hospital, a

900-car parking garage, representing an investment of

approximately $500 million. The new tower is planned to

open in 2023. The new tower allows for growth in the

Pediatric Blood & Cancer Center as well as South Texas’s

only Level I Pediatric Trauma and Burn Center.

The additional space allows University Hospital, home for

the only hospital in South Texas designated by the State of



Texas as both a Level IV Maternity Center and a Level IV

Neonatal Intensive Care Center, to grow those programs and

double the size of its emergency department.

TEXAS ORGAN SHARING ALLIANCE (TOSA)

The mission of TOSA is to promote and implement organ

donations. This includes the delivery of information,

education, and the recovery, preservation, and movement

of organs to other procurement agencies and transplant

centers. TOSA covers the territory from Waco to the Rio

Grande Valley. Moving from leased quarters to its own two-

story building on a ground lease from the Foundation

allowed TOSA to expand its mission by providing

educational opportunities for the public and professional

community it serves. It also allows them to honor organ

donors at their Wall of Heroes Garden, allowing friends and

families to visit and spend time remembering their loved

ones whose gifts saved lives by the power of organ

donation. All three transplant centers in San Antonio are in

the Medical Center and are located at University Hospital,

Methodist Specialty & Transplant Hospital, and CHRISTUS

Santa Rosa Medical Center.

METHODIST HEALTHCARE SYSTEM

Methodist Hospital was the first hospital in the Medical

Center and is the mothership of the Methodist Healthcare

System in San Antonio. Methodist also constructed the first

medical office building in the Medical Center. It is currently

constructing a replacement medical office building for the

one constructed in the 1960s.

In 2018, Methodist opened a $270 million, 500,000-

square-foot expansion to Methodist Hospital and Methodist



Children’s Hospital. The investment upgraded adult patient

areas including cancer and heart services, general surgery,

neurosurgery, and emergency care. It also added a new six-

story tower for pediatric care, including obstetrics, newborn

nurseries and NICU, and additional parking. The pediatric

expansion was necessary partially because the pediatric

emergency department was one of the busiest in the

country, according to Modern Healthcare magazine. Among

other pediatric services, it provided a new dedicated

children’s imaging department as well as added technology.

Additional space was provided for intensive care unit beds,

one of the largest in the region, as well as mother-baby

rooms.



Infrastructure

In November of 2019, the Floyd Curl Green Street had its

ribbon cutting, and an extensive planning effort by the City

of San Antonio called SA Tomorrow was completing its work

for the Medical Center Area Planning Team. One of its

highest priority recommendations was to provide

connectivity for walking/jogging/bicycle trails in the Medical

Center with more extensive trails.

Since the Floyd Curl Green Street and the Foundation’s

existing Jim Reed Trail provided substantial north-south

options but with limited east-west connections, the next

logical step was to secure more east-west trail connectivity.

The Foundation approached the City of San Antonio with the

idea of using Hamilton Wolfe Road as the major street for

that purpose.

The majority of Funding would come through the

Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO). The City

prioritized the project and agreed to provide the required

matching funds. The project was approved by the MPO and

design/engineering was conducted in 2021, with

construction to be completed in 2022. Working in parallel

with this effort, the Foundation, the Alliance, and TBG

consultants are working with the City of San Antonio to find

a method, and funding in the future, to connect the network

of trails in the Medical Center with the existing or planned

citywide trail network.

IMITATION IS THE SINCEREST FORM OF

FLATTERY



Over the years, the stellar reputation of the development

and land activities of the Foundation has caught the

attention of others wishing to replicate it or create a similar

organization. Among those inquiring in the past were groups

from the Rio Grande Valley and El Paso. In 2019, the

Foundation was invited to visit the University of Missouri at

Kansas City to present its approach in promoting

collaboration among health-care and bioscience

organizations.

STRUCTURAL CHANGES

Perhaps the most consequential organizational change to

the Foundation’s history took place in 2018 with the

establishment of a separate subsidiary for non-mission

related assets. This new organization, called SAMF Fund,

separates the liability previously held in one entity. It also

gives the leadership of the Foundation more latitude in

utilizing the funds belonging to the Foundation in creative,

responsible ways. Past Chair Mike Kreager and future

Trustee Alan Gretzinger, along with then Treasurer Ray

Berend, were instrumental in creating this significant

restructure.

Another important structural change came in 2020 with

the merging of the Military Health and Community Health

and Education Committees to form the Community Military

and Civilian Health & Education Committee. This merger

was driven by experiencing community programs the

Foundation supported which benefitted both sectors of the

community. Co-chairs of the newly formed committee were

Edward Rice, Jr., General (USAF Ret.) and P. J. Pfeiffer, Jr.,

Executive Vice President of the Birnbaum Property Company.

Ed Rice, after retiring from the USAF, took a leadership

position with United Way of San Antonio and Bexar County.

During that time, he became aware of a major health-care



analysis of Bexar County identifying existing strengths and

needs. One of those needs was identified as a need in the

mental health arena. The collaborative organization known

as San Antonio Mobile Mental Wellness Collaborative

involves six nonprofit organizations (Jewish Family Service

San Antonio, Clarity Child Guidance Center, Family Service,

Communities in Schools, Children’s Bereavement Center of

South Texas, and RISE Recovery) whose goal is to bring the

much-needed mental health services into the public-school

setting. The organization lacked a much-needed executive

director to coordinate activities. After thoroughly

investigating the needs, goals, and effectiveness of the new

organization, the committee recommended and received

approval for $75,000 in 2021 to fund the initiative and hire

an executive director, and, if results warrant, the possibility

of an additional $75,000 in 2022 and 2023.

The Future of the San Antonio Medical

Foundation

Prior to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic and its

attendant economic crisis, the Foundation and the Medical

Center had reached a high point in the development of their

health-care services to the people of our city and region. As

Dr. Alsip put it in an interview, “San Antonio can collaborate

on areas of common interest in health care, although

competition still rules, even among some established

partners.”

There is no doubt that the collaborative health-care

culture in San Antonio is very much the product of the

leadership exercised by the trustees and staff of the

Foundation over the entire trajectory of its institutional

development. That culture of collaboration was put to the



test in the early months of 2020, when San Antonio began

receiving refugees from the COVID-19 health crisis in China.

The culture of collaboration was further tested and found to

be strong and resilient in the spring of 2020 and into the

summer of 2022 as COVID-19 moved through Texas and

Bexar County.

While it is certain that the post-COVID-19 economy of

San Antonio and South Texas will be markedly different in

many ways, there is also little doubt that the progress made

by the Foundation over the past decade will continue to

have a positive effect on the lives of the institutions in the

Medical Center and on the health of the people of San

Antonio and South Texas.

In contrast to its various challenges, Dr. Alsip also

presented a list of opportunities facing the Foundation at

this time, which will hold true for some time to come. He

summarized those opportunities as follows:

Currently, the Foundation has sound financials to

support multiple initiatives.

San Antonio is a rapidly growing city and has improved

in recent years as a location for bioscience research and

healthcare startups.

Health care and bioscience, taken together, represent

the single largest economic driver in San Antonio

outside of the military, generating one in every six jobs

in San Antonio.

The Foundation still owns a significant amount of

undeveloped land which is available to stimulate further

growth of the Medical Center.

San Antonio is currently the national center for military

medical training, which includes all military branches at

locations such as BAMC/SAMMC and Camp Bullis.



Many hospitals and health-care facilities operate in the

Medical Center.

The Medical Center is currently located in the population

center of the city, but that continues to shift north and

west.

Some research facilities were relocated from the Texas

Research Park to the Medical Center.

New apartments representing over three thousand living

units have been completed or are under construction in

and around the Medical Center.

Intersection improvements and the green street

campaigns championed by the Alliance and the

Foundation are ongoing.

In terms of its day-to-day operations, the Foundation will

continue to encourage collaboration among stakeholders in

the health-care community of the Medical Center and our

overall community through its collaborative grants program,

through advocating for further improvements to the

infrastructure of the Medical Center, and through engaging

in public education activities such as the Annual Educational

Luncheon and other opportunities to engage and inform the

general public.

Given that the Foundation has benefited from the very

stable and widely admired leadership of President Jim Reed

for so many years, it was prudent that the Foundation’s

Strategic Planning Committee, under the leadership of

Gabriele Niederauer, PhD, in 2019, put a considerable

amount of attention into creating a succession plan that

meets the needs of the organization.

As Jim Reed summarized that document, it is a playbook

for what might and will happen. The eighty-four-page

document gives a comprehensive view of the in-depth

operational status of activities and functions of the



Foundation, the president, and the director of board and

public relations. The document covers both planned and

unplanned absences and vacancies of staff members.

Headings of the various sections of the document are:

Current Status of the Organization

Contingency Plans for an Emergency Situation

Succession Timeline

Succession Planning Policy

Procedure for the Appointment of an Interim President in

the Event of an Unplanned Absence of the President

The Foundation is on sound financial footing and has

maintained the ability to stimulate future growth of the San

Antonio health-care and bioscience community by the

thoughtful stewardship of its land holdings. The Foundation

is living its commitment to strengthen biomedical research

in San Antonio by funding collaborative grants, which bring

together scientists from around the city’s key institutions in

research projects. These grants help advance medical

knowledge and practices, benefitting people here and

throughout the nation and world, while building San

Antonio’s reputation in the process.



APPENDIX A

Members of the Initial Committee on “Removal of the

Texas University Medical School from Galveston to

San Antonio”

James H. Turner, general manager of San Antonio Transit

Company, chair of the committee Three physicians:

Royall M. Calder, MD

Conn L. Milburn, MD

J. W. Goode, MD

Three members of the Texas Legislature:



Marshall Bell

J. D. Hoyo

R. L. Reeder

Three directors of the Chamber of Commerce:

W. A. Williamson

F. M. Longdon



Alex Thomas

Bexar County Judge Charles W. Anderson Members of the

Committee to Prepare a Draft of Plans for the Establishment

of the San Antonio Medical Foundation In addition to some

of the Chamber of Commerce members and physician

members of the above-mentioned committee, this second

committee included:

A. J. Jack Lewis, attorney and chair of the committee W. B.

Tuttle, chair of the City Public Service Board Nat Goldsmith

of the Gugenheim-Goldsmith Company H. B. Zachry of the

Zachry Company Robert D. Barclay, president of the

National Bank of Commerce Marshall Eskridge, attorney

Perry Shankle, president of the Perry Shankle Company and

of the San Antonio Chamber of Commerce First trustees of

the San Antonio Medical Foundation:

John M. Bennett, Jr.



Melrose Holmgreen

A. J. “Jack” Lewis

Thomas B. Slick



Albert Steves III

Mrs. Edgar Tobin

W. B. Tuttle

Leroy G. Denman

Nat Goldsmith

Developers who owned and donated the acreage known as

the Oak Hills site:

Carl E. Gaskin, Jr.

G. S. McCreless



Edgar Von Scheele

George W. Delevan, Sr.

Trustees as of September 25, 1956:

John M. Bennett, Jr.



Harold Vagtborg

Leroy Denman, Jr.

Leslie R. Neal



Melrose Holmgreen

James P. Hollers



Tom Slick

Percy W. Clarkson

Albert Steves, III

Mrs. Edgar Tobin



Tom Frost

Elbert B. DeCoursey

Group of physicians convened by Dr. Hollers, then-president

of the San Antonio Chamber of Commerce, on December 20,

1956, at the Argyle Club to re-invigorate the movement to

bring a medical school to San Antonio:

John L. Matthews, MD

Merton Minter, MD

John M. Smith, Jr., MD

J. D. Copeland, MD

The group later enlisted the help of C. Stanley Banks, Jr.,

attorney, to assist them in their work.

Motion by C. Stanley Banks, made December 17, 1958:

“On motion by C. Stanley Banks, Jr., the Board of Trustees

voted unanimously to request the Bexar County Legislators

to introduce a bill in the Texas Legislature providing that the

University of Texas start plans now for the location of a

Medical Branch or Department of the University of Texas in

Bexar County, that the bill provide for no appropriation now,

and that the bill further authorize the University of Texas to

accept private funds to pay all or part of the planning

expenses.”

The 1962 Board of Trustees of the SAMF:

C. Stanley Banks, Jr.

Victor H. Braunig

Charles C. Butt

James H. Calvert



Percy W. Clarkson



Elbert DeCoursey

Leroy G. Denman, Jr.

Tom C. Frost, Jr.

Frank W. Gillespie, Sr.

Albert W. Hartman

James P. Hollers



Melrose Holmgreen



David Jacobson

Everett H. Jones



Sid Katz

John L. Matthews

C. W. Miller

Merton M. Minter

Leslei R. Neal, Sr.

Thomas B. Slick

Forrest M. Smith

John M. Smith, Jr.

List of lots acquired by the Foundation in the period 1961–

1966, the first donated, the rest bought with donated funds:

170.57 acres of land donated by Five Oaks, Inc.

114.16 acres purchased from Five Oaks, Inc., for

$292,000, north of Medical Drive and Wurzbach Road

36.52 acres purchased from Florence B. McAlpine for

$94,786, at the corner of Fredericksburg and Wurzbach

Roads

110.22 acres and 38.52 acres in two tracts from Earl

and Gladys Cooper for $386,000, between Wurzbach

and Hamilton Wolfe Roads

134.51 acres from Boyce Gaskin, Inc., for $521,665

12.12 acres from G. B. and Gertrude Wiederanders,

through a trade of 10 acres of the Cooper property,

located south of Wurzbach Road in the area through

which Ewing Halsell Drive was later built.

Major gifts for the purchase of land received 

by the Foundation during 1961–1968:

Ewing Halsell Foundation, $153,000

Rodney DeLange Estate, $110,000

National Bank of Commerce, $75,000



George Delavan Trust, $72,000

Lone Star Brewing Company, $90,000

Handy Andy Foundation, $65,000

H. E. Butt Grocery Company, $60,000

Frost National Bank, $58,000

Pearl Brewing Company, $52,000

Friederich, Inc., and Mrs. Richard Friederich, $51,000

Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, $48,000

A note on the Bexar County Teaching Hospital (now

University Hospital) and the Bexar County Hospital

District: In January 1961, the voters of Bexar County

approved, by a seven-to-one vote, the sale of $5

million in bonds to finance the construction of a

teaching hospital in the Medical Center. At that time,

the leadership of the city, the county, and the

Foundation, as well as the voters, assumed that, with

that vote, all problems related to the building of the

teaching hospital and the securing of the medical

school had been solved.

It came as a shock to the Foundation Trustees and the

taxpayers of Bexar County to learn that, despite having sold

bonds valued at $5 million and having secured federal

matching funds for the teaching hospital’s construction in

the amount of $10,567,687, studies made after the start of

construction on the annual cost of operating the hospital

showed that its operating expenses would exceed $16

million per year.



With the backing and approval of County Judge Blair

Reeves and the members of the Bexar County

Commissioners Court, an amendment to State of Texas

statutes was passed which allowed for the assessment of

property taxes for a hospital district at a higher rate than

those used for general state and county purposes, limiting

assessed values to 50 percent of market value.

As a result of the enactment of the new Texas Tax Code

in 1983, taxes for the support of the teaching hospital were

levied in accordance with those new rates. Even so, Wilbur

Matthews noted in 1988, “A constantly increasing patient

load and increasing cost of operation which, in recent years,

has exceeded $100 million, have required budgetary

restraints on what has been considered necessary for

operation by the Bexar County Hospital District Board.”

A note on the early history of the Foundation in

relation to tax exemptions: The San Antonio Medical

Foundation was established as a tax-exempt

corporation under IRS Code, Section 501(c)(3).

After the Foundation started buying land in 1962, its tax-

exempt status was recognized by the City of San Antonio,

Bexar County, Bexar County Hospital District, Edwards

Underground Water District, and Northside Independent

School District (NISD).

In 1967, however, NISD began carrying the properties of

the Foundation on its tax rolls as taxable property. The

Foundation refused to pay the NISD taxes.

Wilbur Matthews and Dr. Hollers worked together to

create and pass legislation that, in 1973, added Section 28

to Article 7150 of the Revised Statutes, which specifically

stated that “all real and personal property owned by a



nonprofit corporation . . . and held for use in the

development of a medical center area or areas in which the

nonprofit corporation has donated land for a state medical,

dental, or nursing school, or for other purposes . . . shall be

exempt from all ad valorem taxes.”

With the passage of that legislation, NISD recognized that

it did not have the right to demand the payment of school

tax from the Foundation.

There was a slight wrinkle to this legislation in 1974,

when the Texas Legislature further revised the state’s

Property Tax Code. Section 28 was inadvertently omitted

from the new code, as admitted by Rep. Wayne Peveto of

Orange County, who sponsored the bill.

The clear language of exemption for the Foundation was

reinstated in 1981 as sub-paragraph J of Section 11.23 of

the Texas Property Tax Code.



APPENDIX B

THE SAN ANTONIO MEDICAL FOUNDATION

AND THE DYNAMICS OF CHILDREN’S

HOSPITAL IN SAN ANTONIO

As previously described in this history, the Foundation has

gone through a profound transformation in recent years

through gaining new revenue sources from both the

occasional sale of land and from changing nonprofit leases,

which are currently set at only 1 percent of fair market

value, to for-profit, market-based rates. The first instance of

such a change occurred in 2006 when the Warm Springs

Rehabilitation Hospital changed hands and land for its

facilities previously leased by the SAMF at the nonprofit

rate, which at that time was $1 per year, now was leased at

a for-profit rate to a REIT that initially provided

approximately $330,000 with Consumer Price Increase

adjustments every three years.

Not all such transformations in the Medical Center have

gone so smoothly, though. Indeed, some that have been

earnestly desired by many powerful organizations have not

come to pass at all, despite the expenditure of considerable

time and effort.

Such was certainly the case with the attempts to

establish a new children’s hospital in the Medical Center,

which directly involved the Foundation because it was to be

built on 18 acres of land belonging to the Foundation. There

was the potential, moreover, for a considerable amount of

revenue for the Foundation from the lease, as the lessee



was willing to pay ninety years upfront at $19.50 per square

foot—approximately $15 million.

Prior to telling this more contemporary story, however, it

is important to note that in the early 1990s, there was a

considerable amount of controversy over the question of a

new children’s hospital for San Antonio. At that time,

CHRISTUS Santa Rosa was in discussions which could have

placed a new children’s hospital under their administration

in the Medical Center. There was a significant amount of

opposition to that initiative led, in part, by the San Antonio

Metropolitan Health District director of health and others

who desired that the hospital be placed in the central city.

Their argument was that a central location would make it

more accessible to low-income populations on the west,

south and east sides.

Partly as a result that the controversy, no new stand-

alone children’s hospital was built in the Medical Center.

Instead, San Antonio now has the Methodist Children’s

Hospital in the Medical Center, which represents an

expansion of its longstanding facilities, and what used to be

the downtown CHRISTUS Santa Rosa Hospital has been

rebranded by the Sisters of Charity of the Incarnate Word as

the Children’s Hospital of San Antonio. The latter effort,

because it is administered as a nonprofit enterprise by a

religious organization, has received some very significant,

multi-million-dollar gifts from both private and corporate

donors. This is how that happened . . .

In the first quarter of 2012, negotiations took place

among CHRISTUS Santa Rosa (CSR), University Health

System (UHS), and UT Health SA regarding a children’s

hospital. CSR retained a consultant. Briefings were held as

an agenda topic at the Land Use Committee (LUC) on March

15, 2012. The location of a 12-acre tract along Wurzbach

from Ewing Halsell and Floyd Curl was mentioned as a

possible location and favored by UHS but not by CSR.



As a result of not wanting to be in the Medical Center,

CSR, which had served as one of the teaching hospitals for

UT Health SA, had a falling out with UT Health SA. As a

result of that falling out, UT Health SA no longer had a

pediatric-focused teaching hospital. UT Health SA then

catalyzed a Request for Proposal process that led to a series

of discussions with a number of hospital corporations which

all started jockeying for position to become the new stand-

alone teaching children’s hospital for UT Health SA in the

Medical Center, and also to carve out for themselves a niche

in the local market for pediatric care.

Methodist Hospital, which is located immediately across

the street from the UT Health SA main teaching campus,

was a logical potential partner, inasmuch as they already

had a very large share of the children’s health care market

in San Antonio. By 2011, when this process heated up,

Methodist was already in the planning stages to create a

new multi-story children’s hospital, tearing down a portion

of their existing facility to increase their capacity. They

proposed to UT Health SA that they could add several new

floors to increase their capacity and become the teaching

hospital for UT Health SA. In addition, Methodist was willing

to commit considerable funds to support the hospital.

There was an inherent problem in that dynamic,

however, for in the opinion of some, San Antonio did not

need more than one stand-alone hospital for children. They

reasoned that there are only so many physicians in any

community who are pediatric specialists, and a stand-alone

children’s hospital needs to be able to guarantee enough

steady work for the specialists to be proficient and for it to

be profitable, so therefore, having more than one such

hospital might prove less successful and not profitable.

Nevertheless, other powerful interests thought otherwise.

As described by Foundation Trustees George Scofield and

Wayne Alexander, the major players in this drama were

Baptist Hospital, which was owned by Vanguard Health



Systems of Nashville, Tennessee, and Children’s Hospital of

Philadelphia (CHOP), which consistently ranked among the

highest rated pediatric hospitals in the United States.

Baptist Hospital and CHOP formed a partnership that might

have seemed unlikely since one of the partners was located

on the East Coast.

As it turned out, the University of Texas Board of Regents

chose the proposal offered by Baptist Vanguard and CHOP. It

was a very significant and controversial development

because it involved an “out-of-town” entity. As Wayne

Alexander tells the story, in September of 2012, he and

other trustees received an email from Jim Reed conveying

the news that he had heard that the University of Texas

System Board of Regents had unanimously approved the

Vanguard CHOP proposal.

As he put it, “The regents said to UT Health SA: ‘You are

free to go.’”

“We were all very excited,” Alexander said, “and

someone had to take the lead, and we were the neutral

party. My role was to chair the meetings. We had the land,

and the intellectual property was to be divided among

Baptist-Vanguard, CHOP, and UT Health SA.”

Months of negotiations which Alexander described as

“extremely challenging” ensued among the various parties.

“There were many iterations of the term sheets,” he said.

According to Scofield, a new major concern was the

possibility that construction of the new children’s hospital

could start on the property, and then, for a variety of

reasons, the project could be killed. He pointed to hospital

constructions projects in Texas that had begun and then

been abandoned, including even a $400 million project

begun by Baylor University which it stopped before

completion and eventually sold to a third party.

Scofield said that the Foundation engaged in months of

negotiations in order to assure that it was protected in the

event of a “final walkaway” from the project.



When all the agreements seemed to be in place,

however, in June 2013, according to Scofield, “CHOP

announced it was out of the deal, and it collapsed.” This all

occurred because Tenet Health had purchased Vanguard

(CHOP’s erstwhile partner) and Tenet had a pediatric

hospital in Philadelphia that CHOP did not highly regard and

that they considered a competitor.

“On a Friday night, we thought we had a deal,” Alexander

said. “On Saturday, we learned we did not. We had to

retrieve corks from the ceiling from the bottles of

champagne that had been opened.”

Scofield and Alexander both expressed the significant

feeling of frustration that they and other trustees of the

Foundation felt upon receiving the news that CHOP had

decided not to pursue this venture in partnership with Tenet.

Scofield noted that the Foundation had made a significant

investment in legal services fees, not to mention the loss of

a long-term lease which would have been of material

financial benefit.

Alexander noted that “the whole time these negotiations

were going on, CHRISTUS was going forward with their own

project, and working on a partnership with the Baylor

College of Medicine.” There was no doubt that some tension

arose in the community as a result.

“In the big scheme of things, it was maybe best that we

did not have three stand-alone children’s hospitals which

would have decreased the probability of success for each of

them,” Alexander said.

It is important to remember that the project that was to

take place as a collaboration among Baptist-Vanguard,

CHOP, and UT Health SA was to be a teaching hospital for

medical students at UT Health SA. The collapse of the

project left a vacuum to be filled for such a facility. Steps

were taken to fill that need.

After the deal fell through, UT Health SA ambulatory

pediatric specialists moved into UHS’s Robert B. Green



Clinical Pavilion once it was modified and opened in 2013.

UT Health SA inpatient pediatric services moved into

University Hospital’s Sky Tower after it opened in 2014.

Operations have been housed in these facilities since that

time and will continue until they are relocated to the new

Women’s and Children’s Tower.

On August 21, 2018, UHS announced that “the Women’s

and Children’s Tower at University Hospital has entered the

design phase with selection of the team of Marmon Mok/ZGF

and completion of a master planning and feasibility study.”

The announcement stated that University Hospital, which

has long served as the teaching hospital for UT Health SA,

would undertake a $452 million capital improvement project

to be completed in three phases in order to minimize

disruption of normal hospital activities.

The UHS announcement noted that this new project

responds to the unmet needs recognized “because of the

unanticipated return of UT Health SA pediatric specialists

and their patients after discussions to be a collaborative

new children’s hospital proved unsuccessful.”

The announcement put this new development in the

context of the two prior expansions of capacity in the UHS:

the expansion and renovation of the Robert B. Green

Campus downtown and the million-square-foot Sky Tower at

University Hospital in the Medical Center. This created state-

of-the-art clinical spaces and modern patient rooms for most

of the system’s signature programs, including heart surgery,

neurosciences, transplantation, and trauma.

With the completion of the Women’s and Children’s Tower

at University Hospital, already funded by vote of the County

Commissioners by the sale of certificates of obligation and

capital reserves, San Antonio will have three children’s

specialty hospitals.

Hopefully, demand for services will have grown and

continue to grow, and all of them will be successful.



APPENDIX C

SAN ANTONIO MEDICAL FOUNDATION

Board Chairs

 

1947–56 A. J. Lewis

1956–57 Leroy G. Denman, Jr.

1957–70 J. P. Hollers, DDS

1971–77 Merton Minter

1977–81 Wilbur L. Matthews

1981–82 Ellis M. Wilson, Sr.

1982–86 Charles J. Katz

1986–88 John C. Holmgreen

1988–91 L. H. Hudsonudson

1991–93 John M. Smith, Jr., MD

1993–95 Richard W. Evans, Jr.

1995–97 Elizabeth Lende, PhD

1997–99 Alex H. Halff

1999–2000 John K. Meyer

2001–02 J. Marvin Smith III, MD

2003–05 Palmer Moe

2006–07 Blair Labatt

2008–09 Michael L. Kreager

2010–11 Philip J. Pfeiffer

2012–13 Wayne Alexander

2014–15 Raymond R. Carvajal, RPh

2016–17 Bryan J. Alsip, MD, MPH

2018–19 George W. Scofield

2020–21 Lisa Friel



2022–23 Stephanie Chandler



APPENDIX D

SAN ANTONIO MEDICAL FOUNDATION

Personnel

 

1947–70
Staff functions were performed by trustees and

their staff on a pro bono basis.

1970–76
Dr. J. P. Hollers, executive director, passed away

in 1976.

1970–74 Georgia Cunningham, secretary

1974–78 Cliftine Oaks, secretary

1976–87 William T. Peters, executive director

1987–92 Helen Magee, secretary

1987 Hank Hudson, acting executive director

1987–99 C. “Clancy” H. Woliver, executive director

1989
Executive director title changed to president in

the by-laws.

1991

Jim Ernst became vice president of Business and

Development, a new position that only lasted a

few months.

1992 Renie Jeffries, administrative assistant

1999
Jim Reed, president, initially made a 5-year

commitment to the Foundation.

2007

Pam Leissner, executive assistant, promoted to

director of Board and Public Relations shortly

after being hired.



Both Jim Reed and Pam Leissner continue to serve the

Foundation as of this writing in 2022.
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A FEW FINAL WORDS

“The individuals who donated land and worked to acquire

more land achieved even more for the regional community

than was envisioned at the time. The Medical Center has

grown far beyond my expectations as a resource to our

area. I was a participant—not a leader—in the effort.

Nevertheless, I remember well how hard the people involved

worked to achieve their goals.”

— CHARLES BUTT, chair and CEO of H-E-B

“San Antonio’s biosciences sector is now the largest

employer in our city and has restructured our region’s

economic base. San Antonio can credibly define itself as ‘a

city that heals.’ None of this would have been possible

without the San Antonio Medical Foundation and its work to

continuously strengthen the South Texas Medical Center. It

is clear that San Antonio would not be the same city—not as

prosperous, not as healthy, not as respected—without the

vibrant 750 acres where medical miracles are performed

every day [or] the critical mass of brilliant and unselfish

health-care professionals who perform them.”

— HENRY CISNEROS, PHD, former mayor of San Antonio,

former US Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

“The vision of the Founders of the Foundation has put San

Antonio on the world map of top ranked medical centers.



Wisely guiding the process of land development, getting the

medical school, and encouraging the establishment of major

hospitals and medical practices has resulted in a first-class

medical resource that serves all of South Texas. The

Foundation and the Medical Center provide jobs, produce

medical discoveries, deliver the best medical care, and offer

hope to all of us.”

— RED MCCOMBS, founder of McCombs Enterprises, co-

founder of Clear Channel Communications
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